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ABSTRACT 
The thesis is an analysis of the morphology of-the Arab. ic diale. ct 
Tunis* Chapter one presents the relevant aspects of phonologyp ar, 
chapter two is an informql outline of the m. ain morphological pattE 
Chapters three to five discuss in detail the morphology of the vex 
(i ncluding participles), the noun and the adjective respectively* 
Chapter six discusses cliticsy with special reference to en-clitic 
pronouns. The particular contributions to previous work are as 
follows: (a) the data on the dialect of-Tunis are set out 
syS'tematically and in detail for the first timep 
(b) generalisations missed_in previous work on Arabic f 
been allowed by certain Untraditional analyses, such as taking the 
imperative as the underlying form of the verbp and also by the 
formulation of. certain phonological and morphological rulesq 
(c) a quantitative analysis of the morphological patte3 
based on a dictionary corpusp highlights -the amount of irregularil 
in the system, 
this analysis also allows more peripheral patterns 
be distinguished fro. m the central ones, 
nalysis-iS"*'formalised in'terins of the theo- the a ry 
'word grammarlp and constitutes the first application of this thei 
to a language other than English, - 
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FOREWORD 
The thesis is an analysis of the morphology of the Arabic dialect of 
Tunis, Tunisia. The dialect in question belongs to what is commonly 
referred to as 'Colloquial Arabic*. Furthermore, is is regarded as 
the 'prestige d18lectl of the country (Fargusong 1970). For the 
analysisq I shall use two kinds of sources: firstlyt my own intuitions 
as a native speaker;, secondlyv a list of words taken from a French- 
Arabic glossary# L'Arabe Fonctionnel (1976). 
Little has been published on Tunisian Arabic in generalg and the 
morphology of Tunisian Arabic in particular.. The following is a 
list of books and articles that have been available: T. Baccouche 
(1969)9 H,, Skik (1969)9 A. - Attia 
(1969)9 C. E. R. E. S. (1964-79)9 
D, Cohen (1970 and 1975)t Commission Permanento do l'Arabe Fonctionnel 
(1976)v S, Garmadi (1966 and 1967)9 P. Marcais and M. S. Hamrouni (1977), 
P. Marcais (1977)9 A, Mhiri (1973-4), H. Skik and M. H. Ounali (1971)9 
F.. Talmoudi (1979)9 H. Wise (1979)9 Y. N. Zawadowski (1978)o 
0 
I have not been able to consult the following as they have not been 
available: 0. Cantineau (1951)9 M. Maamouri 
(1967) and M. H. Sa; da 
(1967) a 
I have not been able to consult H. Stumme 
(1896) either because there 
has been no translation available. 
, 
Finallyg I have had access to books, theses and articles about other- 
dialects of Arabic., These include: H. Mo Abel-Fetouh 
(1969)9 
M. He Bakalle (1973 and 1975), A. Benhallam 
( 1979), M. K* Br8M8 (1971 
and 1974)9 J, Cantineau 
(1960)v S. E. Fox (1979)v J. GrandHenry (1972)p 
10* 
F, Abu Haidar (1970)9 B. Ingham (1974), R. Jackobson (1957)9 
Kaye (1970)t W. Marcais (1908). T. F. Mitchell (1978). J. Moorer 
(1979)# Zaki. U. Abdel-Malek (1972)* 
I have not managed to consult T. Baccouche (1973).. 
The main contribution to previous work is in the application to 
Tunisian Arabic morphology of modern linguistic principles including 
the for-mal framework of Hudson's theory of 'word grammar-'.. Because 
of this orientation to theoretical linguisticst generalisations 
missed in previous work have been capturedv and rulea have been 
formalised in terms of the theory of 'word grammar.. I also hope to 
have been able to add some other point-s to previous work. In s-oma 
respectst for example, the analysis conflicts with the traditional 
description of Arabic grammar. The analysis has also excluded dead 
derivational morphology from the rules. Some new facts about the 
dialect have been added. Finallyq the analysis has been based on 
statistics. This was made possible by the closed list of words 
provided by the glossary. 
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CHAPTER I: RELEVANT ASPECTS OF PHONOLOGY 
PHONEME2 
A. Consonant phonemes 
The dialect has the following consonant phonemes: 
Bi- Labio- Inter- Dental/ Palatal Velar Uvular Phar- Larp- 
-labial dental dental Alveolar yngal gal 
stops: 
voiced b d 9 
voice- 
less (P) tt k q (7) 
, Frica- 
itives: 
voiced (v) z ri 
voice- 
less s8 x h 
Nasals, m n 
Liqu- 
ids: 
later- 
al 
trill r 
Semi- 
vowels w y 
The above classification is based on the one in Talmoudi, 
(1979) with 
a few changes. 
Remarks 
(a) op (Hamza) 
This is found only in some Classical Arabic loan words. T am only aware 
of two examples: 
12o 
Sýil 
ýay: as 
Z2Z phoneme 
'he asked' 
'he resigned himself' 
This is also marginal. Loan words usually contain /b/ in place of 
an original /p/* 
Examples: bo: la 'spade' (from French Op elle') 
bobu': r 'ship' (from French Iva peurl) 
More and more often however, the /p/ in loan words is pronounced 
LA 
in the dialect, 
Example: pi. -pa 'pipe' (from French 'pipe') 
(c) /vZ Rhoneme 
The /v/ in loan words is generally pronounced either [fjý or [b] 
Examples. - fagu: na twag on' (from French 'wa gont) 
bobu: r 'shi p' (from French 'vap eurl) 
As in the case of /PL/V the /v/ in loan words is more and more often 
pronounced [v] . 
Examples: talvza Itelevisionl(from French 'television') 
vi: sta Ijackett (from Fr-ench Ivestel) 
Zq/ phoneme 
This only occurs in a few native words in Tunis (although the Bedouin 
dialects and those of certain parts of the country regularly have 
[g] in place of ýq])q but it is common in loan words. 
Examples: bogra Icowl 
gamra 'moon' 
goro: 3 'garage' (from French 'garage') 
gorsu: n 'waiter' (from French Igaryon') 
( e) A dot under a consonant means that the consonant 
is velarized 
(ie. 'em phatic'). See below 
f. Vowel phonemes 
1, 
The dialect has four !: ý, hort vowel phonemes and four long vowel 
phonemes: 
/a/ as injra 'he bought' 
/a/ as in wraq 'leaves' 
/i/ as in ktib the wrote' 
as in mur: 'bitter' 
as in wa: fiq 'he agreed' 
as in byo: ýIhe became ! -, hitel 0 
as in bi: 5 &L 
/i: / 'sell" (imperative) 
as in ku: l 'eat! ' (imperative) 
C. Emphatic-phonemes 
Emphatic phonemes in Arabic raise an interesting problem. Views on 
the matter vary widely. To somev including Jackobson (1957), D. Cohen 
(1975) and C. E. R. E. S. (1969). almost every consonant phoneme has its 
lpharyngealized' or Ivelarized' counterpart, 
Examples: b 
m*m. etc, 
0 
But, is pharyngeal iz ation Ia phonetic feature, also necessarily a 
distinctive feature? 
Others maintain that the emphatic feature is not phonological. 
Talmoudi ( 1979) 9 for example 9 r-ecognizes the existence of three 
emphatic consonant phonemes: /s/. /t/ and and insists that the 
examples showing the distinctiveness of the emphatic feature in the 
rest of the consonants are too rare to be taken into consideration. 
others stilly including Maamouri (1967) 
1, 
Abu Haidar (1970) and 
This information was received during correspondence with Dr. 
Maamouri. 
14* 
Ingham (1974). maintain that emphasis belongs to the syllable 
or the word. 
I propose to tackle the problem from a different angle. Let us 
assume first, uith Talmoudit that the emphatic consonants /s/. /t/ 
00 
and are distinct from /s/, /t/ and /3/ respectivelyq and that 
no other phoneme pairs are distinguished only by emphasis. The 
former assumption is made on the basis of such minimal or near 
minimal pairs as the following: 
sol: a 'he knelt to pray' sal: a 'he cheered (someone) up' 
90: sl 'bull' - ka: si 'my glass, 
si: d Ilion' - sl: d 'master' 
0 
su: m 'fast! ' - su: M 'bargain, ask the price' 
0 
SOM 'he fasted' - Sa: m 'he bargained, asked the 
price' 
ýorb 'hitting' b". ) 'slaughter' 
OW 
Y) i 'he gets lost' 
0 111 'he broadcasts' 
0 
ýo: q fit became narrow' a: q 'he tasted' 
fo: tir 'opposite of 'fasting'- fa: tir 'tepid' 
0 
to*-b 'ready' (of food) - ta: b 'he repented' 
W 
tu: f 'wandert' - tu: b 'repentV 
0 
The list given above, combined with the one below also shows 
that 
/s/t /t/ and occur with /0(: )/, 
/u(: )/ and /i(: )/: 
sub: 'pour'&' 
ma: )i 'sharp' 
0 
bo: ýu 'they laid eggs' 
40 
bo: ýu: lna 'they laid eggs for us' 
tord tsack' 
0 
qtun 
'cotton wool' 
0 
15* 
In contrast, the rest of the so-called emphatic consonants occur 
only with the lo(: )I vowel. 
Examples: lba: bo 'to my fathert - lba: ba 
o: f 'canvas' b a: f 
Y 'it happened' -ya 
'doughy part of bread 
14 
,. n order to', or 
mark of future 
'he ran' 
Consequently, the differenciating feature must lie in the vowel 
(hence my classification of the vowel phonemes above). 
Every consonant phonemeg thenp (except /s/, /t/ and 1619 whose 
emphatic counterparts are distinct phonemes) has an emphatic allophone 
in the environment of /o(: )/, 
Examples: /UOSS/ 'he sucked' mass- 
/3-o: mbo/ 'electric lamp' o: mb 
a0 
01 
The Arabic writing system seems to agree with this analysis since 
it has separate letters for /s/. /t/ and but not for any other 
so-called emphatic consonants 
ý3 
. and 
P, Marcais (1977, page 5) was aware of the difference between /s/, 
/t/ and and the other so-called emphatic consonants: 
On observe que llemphase, mode dlarticulation originalet 
propre h l'Arabeg comportant un effort musculaire localis6 
vers les r6gions post6rieures de la cavit6 buccale (racine 
de la langue, pharynx)q caract6rise des sons dlune fapon 
constante: tq 6. s. mais peut atteindre aussi des sons 
dlune fagon*oc7caslonnelle. On dit alors que ces derniers. 
ne sont pas emphatiquesq mais emphatises. 
To summarise this discussion of emphatic phonemes# there are--. 
- three emphatic consonant phonemes: 
/s/, /t/ and /ý/. 
& Olp 
. one back open vowel phoneme: 
/o(: )/ short and longs, 
ý 
/o(: )/ occurs freely with non-emphatic as well as emphatic consonant 
phonemes. All non-emphatic consonant phonemes have emphatic 
allophones next tO 
/0(: )/g except /t/. /s/ and /3/ which 
169 
remain phonetically non-emphatic. 
Examples: karto: ba $school-bag' 
xso: ro loss, 
ýO-rlo latom, 
- /a/ does not occur next to /a. /, /t/ and 
00 
- /a/ and an emphatic consonant phonemel can belong to the same 
wordq provided that they are not adjacent. 
Examples: sbach 'morning' 
tya: t 'falling' 
bba. -b Imist, 
II. SYLLABLE STRUCTURE 
Two types of syllables can be distinguished (D. Cohen, 1975): 
1 4D. 'Open' syllables 
29, 'Closed' syllables 
'Closed' syllables can further be divided into 'simply closed' syllables 
and 'doubly closed' syllables. 
1,102en'. syllables' 
V /a-mi-. r, / 'prince' 
Cv xam-sa 'five, 
CCV mr, 0 'woman' 
V. - a: -xir 'other' 
CV: qo*--ri 'reading' (participle) 
CCV: kti: -ba 'writing' 
C: V: b: o: -bir 'ships' 
2, 'Closed'syllables, 
(a) 'Simply closed' syllables 
VC ik-tib 'write' 
CVC kor-kar 'drag' 
CCVC xro3 'he went out' 
17* 
C: VC M: 08-sox 'dirty' 
0* 
CCCVC t)roh 'he was wounded' 
CCCCVC yt3roh 'he gets wounded' 
(b) 'Doubl,,, closed' syllables 
VCC uxt 'sister' 
CVCC xubz 'bread' 
CVC: sob: 'he poured' 
CVC: C ma-sob-. f 'he didn't pour-' 
CCVCC ktibt. 'I wrote' 
CCVCCC ma-ktibt f 'I didn't write' 
CCCVCC tbia0t. 'I was sent' 
CCCVCCC ma. tb5aetf 'I wasn't sent' 
CCCVC*q stflaq: the needed' 
CCCVC: C ma-sthoq. -f the didn't need' 
CCCCVCC ma-Yt3r-O-hf the doesn't get wounded' 
CCCCVC: C ma-yst-hoq. -. S 'he doesn't need' 
V: C briki-, -a: t 'lighters' 
CVIOPC ma: t- 'he died' 
CCV: C smi: n Ifat, 
C: V: C m: a: s 'knives' 
CCV: CC m a-h m o: rf the didn't become red' 
CCCV: C stfa: d the benefited' 
CCCV: CC ma-stfa. -df the didn't benefit$ 
CCCCV: CC ma. ystfa: df the doesn't benefit' 
The patterns liste d above, can be summarised by the following formula: 
C4(: )V(: ) 0 
C3 0 
III. STRESS 
Stress is determined by the syllable structure of the word. Hence it 
is not phonologically distinctive. 
180 
1, The stress falls on the ultimate syllable when it is 
'doubly closedIq that is, if it contains a long vowel or two or 
more final consonants. (See above). 
Examples: 
2. 
Examples: LxamsýJ ve 
13aDi. - da] 'newspaper' 
-i 'he welcomed' Lstoqbal-I 
Lmna: gi1j Iwatchss' 
3. Otherwise, on the only syllable. 
11 1 Examples: [mro woman 
ýktib 'he wrote' 
[bU'j 'father' 
Clitic pronouns and affixes are treated by stress r-ules as part of 
the word. 
Examples: Lniktbu] 'we write' 
Lniktbu. -lkum] 'we write to you' (plural) 
Lniktbu: hu: lkumj $we write it to you' (plural) 
IV* SPECIAL RESTRICTIONS ON PHONEMES 
A word can begin with a consonant, a short vowel or a long vowel, 
Examples: ro: 3il 
iktib 
a: qif 
A_. Epenthesis 
Iman' 
'write! I 
'stand up! ' 
In a phonemic cluster of three consonants (medially), an epenthetic 
vowel 1-01 is inserted after the first consonant, whenever the 
consonant following it is either r. 1, 'h9 
9 or h (liquid, pharyngal 
or laryngal). 
Lsirwa: 11 
Lqot: oýt] 
'trousers' 
'I tore' 
Otherwise, on the penultimate if there is one. 
Examples: nufrbu 
ýnuý3rbuj twe drink' 
199 
nu6ltu 
LnuVltuj 'we make a mistake' 
yo)hku ýy(*: iýahkuý 'they laugh' 
yuq5du ýyUqýýdu-j 'they sit' 
i 
4. tidhýu [ti0hýuj 'You (plural) faint' 
Similarlyt in a phonemic cluster of thr-ee consonants (initially) v 
L, )] 
is inserted between the initial consonant prefix and the remaining 
consonants of the cluster. 
Examples: t5r-011 ýt a 3rU-hj 
tdfin [Odfinj 
mtxub: i Emtxub: i] 
lbla: d ý1'ý bl a: d 
'he was wounded' 
'he was buried' 
'hiding' 
'the town' 
In a phonemic cluster of four consonants (initially), ýbl is inserted 
between the initial consonant prefix and the remaining consonants of 
the cluster. 
Examples: ystfa: d 
(Y'ýstfa: d] 
-II, ynt'hor Ly ntbor] 
ytdfin 
Cy'ýtbdfln] 
'he benefits' 
'he commits suicidal 
'he gets buried' 
ý is also added before a word beginning either with a geminated 
consonant followed by a vowel, or with a geminated consonant which 
is due to assimilation (see below and chapter on clitics under the 
article) . 
I 
Examples: b: o: bir b: o: bir] 
M: 06moý 
Ishipsl 
participle of /mo)maý/, 'rinse 
(the mouth)' 
1 ira: n 21-5: ira: nl '3 L -j 
E ;) 'I ldyo: r d: yo: r, 
'the neighbours' 
tthe houses' 
In a phonemic cluster of more than two consonants, where the initial 
consonant prefix is identical to the one immediately following it, 
the two consonants behave like distinct consonants (ungeminated). 
20* 
Consequently is inserted between them. 
Examples: ttxob: a ýt-'tx0b: aj 'you (singular) hide' 
nnthor Cnbnthor] 'I commit suicide' 
Note that in this particular case a different notaticn from the one 
usually used for gemination is used: /CC/ instead of /C: /* 
Finally, in a phonemic cluster of three consonants (finally), [b] is 
inserted between the final consonant and the one immediately 
preceding it, 
f Example: ma ktibtf Ema ktibt*lfl 'I haven't writtent 
B. Assimilation 
- /t/ assimilates to the following consonantYit is a dental stop foll- 
owed by a vowel. 
Examples: tti: r t: i: r] 
tdiz: u ý'd: iz: u] 
ytdif nu y. b d: if ntý 
'you (singular) fly' 
'you (plural) push' 
'they are buried' 
/t/ also assimilates to the consonant preceding it, if it is /t/9 
Example: mfott faýri. [mf6t: JOýrij 'I combed my hair' 
- If the consonant preceding /t/ is /d/, the latter assimilates to 
the former. 
Examples: 3bidt -5 b 
it: ] 'You (singular) pulled' 
rqadt rqot: 
ý 'I slept' 
- In a phonemic cluster of two consonants 
(in-itially)g /t/ is 
pronounced 
Cd-J' when it is immediately followed by /g/v /3/9 
/ý/q 
or /3/, 
Examples: tgad: ýdgad: 
j 'he improved' 
Ou: b [d)u: bj 'it melts, 
00 u 
Cd)16 yj 'you (plural) get lost' 
0 0 
tzu: r ýdzU: r] fshe visits' 
t, ýU6 u J-d-5U. -ý ul 'you (plural) get hungry' 
219 
Similarlyv in a phonemic cluster of tt, ý! o consonants (initiallyN J9 
/n/ assimilates to the following consonant if it is a liquid. 
Examples: nlos: oq 0. 0 '1 stick' 
0 
n1im: gatherl 
nri: gil Lr: JL: gil] I fix, 
nra: ni er: a: ni] 'I train' (transitive) 
But nrta: h [n Irta: h] 'I rest' 
Consonant clusters 
Initiallyg within a wordt twog three and four consonant clusters 
are permitted: 
C: - Examples: b: o: bir 
['1b: 
Q: bir] 'ships' 
cc_ mfa 'he went' 
ccc_ stfa, od 'he benefited' 
cccc_ ytktib ýy a t3 kt1b] 'it is written' 
Medially, two and three consonant clusters are permitted with the 
possibility of gemination instead of two different consonants: 
ýC: ý Examples: bad: al 
-CC- tfalsaf 
-C: C- tSa3 : bit 
_ccc_ nuxr3u 
#change! ' 
'he philosophised' 
'she was surprisedt 
1we go out, 
Finallyt two and three consonant clusters (again with the possibilil 
of gemination) are permitted: 
. C: Examples: sob: 
-CC kalb 
-C: C maso 
b 
4pf 
[mosob: "f I 
0 40. 
-CCC ma 
fhimtf Ima fhimt3f] 
D_. Restrictions on consonant combinations 
'he poured' 
I dog' 
'he hasn't poured' 
'you (singular) havi 
understood' 
I am not going to analyse these in detail since this 
has already 
been done by Talmoudi (1979). 
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1. Two consonant clustera 
Only a few consonant clusters are not permitted initially. The 
most general restriction is that geminated consonants can be initia 
only if it is a case of eiither a prefix being identical to the 
consonant immediately following it, 
.4 Examples: M: os: ox m: os: oxl 
0& 
t: a r- 3am Pt: ar3aml 
or certain irregular plural nouns., 
Examples: f: a: m ý3f: a: ml L 
b: a: bir, b: 0: biv%ý 
m: a: ýin m: a: ý inj 
'dirty' 
'you (singular) translate' 
smoutbs, 
f ships-' 
I dishes I 
bo tj f. m. n. 1. r. wp and y can combine with almost every other 
consonant in either order, 
Emphatic consonants cannot combine with their non-emphatic counter- 
parts. unless, as was shown above, in the the case of /t/, the first 
element of the cluster is a prefix, in which case assimilation takeE 
place at the phonetic level. 
Example: tti: rlu t: i: fiu] 'you (plural) fall' 
00 
Similarlyq medially and finallyq most consonant clusters are permitt 
and gemination is possible. 
Three consonant clusters 
Initially, only the combination of radical consonants with historicz 
or-synchronic affixes is possible, 
Examples: qthoq: Ineedg deserve!. ' 
stfa: d 'benefit! ' 
nthor 'commit suicide! ' 
xtraý 'invent' 
mbt a: 'in need of' 
t-; kro'h 'get wounded! ' 
-j 
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The /st/ and the infixed 
/t/ in such clusters are historical 
affixes. The /t/ prefix in the last example illustrates the normal 
passive formed by adding /t/. The /m/ in /M'hta: 3/ is a participial 
prefix. 
Medially, most three consonant clusters are permitted* Finally, the 
third consonant of the cluster is the negative particle. 
Example: ma xra_3tf lyu: m. 'I haven't been out today' 
3. Four consonant clusters 
Such co. mbinations are only encountered initially. They are made up 
of radical consonants and inflectional affixes. 
Examples: mstqol: ýM 'a stq ol --I 
ytxsal ýY'taxsall 
Ev Restrictions on vowel phonemes 
'independent' 
'it is washable' 
Short vowels can occur initiallyv medially and finally. 
Examples: uxt 
týal: am 
bu 
'sister' 
learn'. I 
'father' 
Long vowels occur initially and medially only. 
Examples: a: la 'instrument' 
kta: b 'book' 
/cz/ occurs freely with all consonant phonemes. 
/a/ does not occur 
either immediately before or immediately after emphatics 
(s, t, 
and uvulars (xqýq q)e 
/u/ and /i/ occur freely with all consonant 
phonemes, 
Semi-Vowels 
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There are no phonological diphtongs, 
/w/ and /y/ follow and precede 
vowel phonemes freely with one or two exceptions: 
/yi/ /yiktib/ 'he write3l 
ya yallab 'he plays' 
yo ycýti 'he give3l 
yu yuxru5 the goes out' 
yi: -hyi: tu 'You lived' 
ya: mya: ti 'my hundred' 
YO: bya: 6 0 
'he became white' 
yu: lyu: m 'today' 
iy iybis 'hardenV 
ay fay: *nothing' 
Oy boy: o: 3 'painter' 
UY does not occur. 
i -0 y s-wa: ri: ya tmy shirts' 
a: y ýa: yi-h 'drys 
0: y no: y 'flute' 
U: y xu: ya 'my brother' 
Wi ijwi I is fryl, 
wa dwa Imedecinel 
WO woqt- time, 
Wu wust 
'middle' 
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wi: twi: 1 
tall 
wa: -1 twa. 
'he became tall' 
wo: swo: gir 
'cigarettes' 
-h wu ( excl amation) wu: . 
iw diwa: na fthe customs' 
aw awsaS 'wider' 
Ow OW: 'light' 
uwriE) 'inherit' uw 
2-5& 
i: w qhi: wa diminutive of /qcxhwa/ 'coffee' 
a: w ha: wil III try, 
0: w to: wl a 'table' 
0- 
u: w occurs only phonetically, as an epenthetic element. 
Example: "h1u: a Lhl u: w a] 'sweet' (feminine) 
Classical Arabic diphtongs are usually long vowels in the dialect, 
Thus Classical /lawn/ 'colourl is /lu: n/ 
/zayt/ toil' is /Zi: t/O 
For morphological reasons (which will be made clear in the morpholog- 
ical section), is sometimes phonemically /iy/. Thus [I: bisý L0 
'harden. " is /iybis/, The phonemic transcription allows me to 
analyse /iybis/ in a similar way to /iktib/ 'writel I (singular), 
which simplifies the morphology. SimilarlyLu. -. 3 is sometimes 
phonemically /uw/. Thus [6: sluý 'arrive*'. ' (plural) is /uwalu/. 
/UWSlu/ is thus analysed in the same way as /uxr3u/ 'go Out ff 
0. 
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GENERAL PHONOLOGICAL RULES 
The two following rules are very general and apply whenever a stem 
is in contact with a suffix. 
Rule (1) or the rule for final vowel deletion and metathesis 
If a vowel-initial suffix is added after a (C)VC sequenceg where 
the first consonant is optional, the vowel in (C)VC is deleted if 
the stem contains more than one vowel; it is however metathesized 
if the stem contains one vowel only. 
Examples: niktib 'I write' niktb u 'we write' 
farkas 'he searched' farks it 'she searchedt 
ktib 'he wrote' kitb it 'she wrote$ 
ktub 'books? kutb ik 'your (sing. ) books' 
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Ruln (? ) -, r fhe rule for vowel-lengthenin2 
If a stem ends in a vowel, it is lengthened before a suffix. (We 
shall see however that there are exceptions to this rule). 
Examples: kursi 'chair' kursi: na four chair' 
M. 5 a 'he wentv walked' mfa: u 'they wentt walked' 
muqli 'fried' (masc. ) muqli: a 'fried' (fem. ) 
VI* REMARKS ABOUT THE NOTATION 
A *. As was established above (Section I)q the vowels /a/ and 
/a/ are distinct pho-nemes,, Howevert very often, they behave like 
allophones of the same phoneme, in the sense that they can be predict- 
ed from neighbouring consonants. For example, /Q/ usually occurs 
with emphaticsq uvulars and /r/p whereas /a/ usually occurs with the 
rest of the consonants. When I am giving specific examplesq no 
problems arise since either /0/ or /a/ will fill a particular slot 
and not both. When I am giving general patternsqhoweverýboth vowel 
phonemes have to be included. - 
For example the /CCOaC/ pattern would 
include such examples as /stol/ 'bucket' and /3bal/ 'mountain'. To 
00 
avoid such awkward notation as (0a) ,I propose to use a capital 
(A) 
for those general patterns including the two vowel phonemes under 
discussion. For- examplep the /CCOaC/ pattern would be replaced by 
/CCAC/o (A) would then yield either /0/ or /a/ depending on the 
neighbouring consonants. If the vowel phoneme cannot be predicted 
from neighbouring consonantsq it will then be specified as being 
either lol or /a/* 
B. A colon after a vowcl indicates length. 
ExaMP18: ba: b 'door' 
51milarlyg a colon after a consonant indicates gemination. 
Example: fum: 'mouth' 
27. 
CHAPTER II : OUTLINE OF MORPHOLOGY 
Ie MORPHOLOGY OF THE VERB 
Ia. Finites 
Two moods can be distinguished: the indicative and the imperative. 
The imperat-Lve is restricted to two persons: second person singular 
and second person plural. 
Examples: iktib 'writePq singular 
iktbu 'write! ', plural 
For the indicativep two aspects can also be distinguished: the perfect 
and the imperfect. The perfect indicates the past. 
Example: lba: ri*h mSa ltu: nis 'yesterday he went to Tunis' 
The imperfect indicates the present, the future or the past. 
Examples: Present hu: a ytiib: lqro: ya 'he likes reading' 
Future Wudwa nimfi: u 1ý: ot: 'Tomorrow we'll go to 
0 
the beach' 
Past hu: a yoqru wa ýo: hbu 3a 'he was reading when 
his friend arrived' 
The verb is inflected for person and number (singular and plural). 
Third person singular verbs are also inflected for gender (masculine 
and feminine). This is illustrated by the following paradigm of the 
verb /iktib/ 'write': 
Singular. Perfect Imperfect Imperative 
imofe ktib tn iktib 
2m. f. ktib tt iktib iktib 
3m. ktib y iktib 
3f . 
kitb it t iktib 
Plural 
i ktib na n 
iktb u 
2m . fl - 
ktib tu tiktb u iktb u 
3m. f * 
kitb uy iktb 
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Two main types of verbs can be distinguished: simple verbs and 
derived verbs. Throughouto I shall quote the form of the imperative. 
A. 5-imple verbs 
1. VCCV(C) Pattern 
(a) VCCVC verbs 
(i) 'Full' tri-con sonantal verbs ( ie. those with three lexically 
predicted consonants, none of which is a semi-vowel) 
Examples: iktib 'write' 
uxru3 Igo out, 
(ii) tWeakt tri-consonantal verbs (ie. those with an initial semi- 
vowel) 
Examples: uwzin 'weigh' 
iybis 'hardent 
(b) VCCV verbs 
(i) 'Full' bi-consonantal verbs 
Examples: ifri 'buy' 
Qqra 'read' 
(ii) tWeak' bi-consonantal verbs 
Examples: uwfa tfinishl 
uw'hi thave a visiont 
2. CFC Pattern 
(a) CVC: verbs 
Examples: sub: 'pour' 
0 
bil: 'wet' 
(b) CV: C verbs 
Examples: qu: l 'say' 
zi: d taddl 
3. rn 
(a) CVCCVC verbs 
(i) 'Full' verbs 
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Example: farkas 
(ii) 'Weak'verbs 
Examples: duwbil 
xcjluo6 
wasway 
(iii) Reduplication 
Isearchl 
'fail' (an exam) 
'talk nonsense' 
fwnisperl 
Example: doqdoq 'knock' 
(iv) Partial reduplication 
Example: qarqc)j' 'scrub' 
(b) CACCi verbs 
(i) 'Full' verbs 
LExample: sarbi 
C" i) , 'Weaý<' verbs 
Example: Ma5wi 
twail- upon' 
Imiaowl 
Exceptions to this first type will be considered later. They 
correspond to certain Classical Arabic 'hamzatedt verbs. 
B. Derived verbs 
The following classification of derived verbs follows a well-establish- 
ed grammatical tradition for Classical Arabic. Jlý- is based on the 
morphological form of the verb rather than on meaning and it will be 
seen that the resulting classes of verbs need not be semantically 
homogeneous (Moorev 1979), though there may be a clear tendency for 
members of a class to have some characteristic semantic relation to 
their corresponding underived forms (where such forms exist). 
1. Verbs with a qeminated middle consonant 
Traditionally these are called 'form III verbs. In my terminology 
I follow D. Cohen (1975). Classical Arabic 'form III verbs have an 
intensive and causative value. The dialect has retained the causative 
A. *ntensive verbs, feature. Verbs corresponding to Classical Arabic -, 
howeverg have the value of simple verbs in the dialect. 
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(a) jC)AC: AC verbs 
Examples: hob: ot 
xow: af 
kal: am 
A: an 
kas : or 
(b) CAC: i verbs 
Examples: ý01: i 
qQr: I 
'cause to get down' 
'frighten' 
'talk' (transitive) 
fcall to prayer' 
I break I 
'boil' (cause to boil) 
'teach' 
2. ( C)A: CV_ (C) verbs 
These corres pond to 'form IIP verbs. They have the value of simple 
verbs in the dialect. 
(a) ýC)A: CVC verbs 
Examples: ja: rik 
s a: ma-h 
a: bin 
(b) CA: Ci verbs 
Examples: la: qi 
da: wi 
'take part' 
tforgivel 
'give permission' 
'meet' 
I'- %lake medecine' 
The dialect does not have a form corresponding to Classical Arabic 
'form IV'. 
3. t-affixed derived verbs 
(a) t-prefi-xed simple verbs 
These correspond to 'form VIII verbs. Generally any transitive simple 
verb can become passive by the prefixation of 
/t/. 
rah 'be woundedt Examples: t3 I 
tfra 'be boughtt 
tSad: 'be caught' 
tba: ý 'be soldt 
tfarkas 'be searched' 
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It will be seeng nonetheless, that not every t-prefixed simple verb 
has a passive value. 
(b) t-prefixed verbs with a geminated middle consonant 
These correspond to 'form VI verbs. Generally, they are the reflexive 
or passive of verbs with a geminated middle consonant. 
Examples: t5ol: oq 'be hung' 
tdaf: a I warm yourself' 
Sometimes they are the intransitive counterparts of transitive verbs. 
Examples: kal: am 'talk' (tr. ) 
tkal: am 'talk' (intr. ) 
(c) t-prefixed (C)A: CVýC) verbs 
These correspond to 'form VIt verbs. Generallyt they have a reflexive 
or intransitive value. 
Examples: qa: win 
ra: ni 
'help' 
'train' (tr. ) 
t5a: wnu 'help each other' 
tra: na 'train' (intr. ) 
(d) t-infixed verbs 
These correspond to 'form VIIII verbs. They have the value of simple 
verbs. 
Examples: nthar 'commit suicide' 
fita: 3 'need' 
htal: 'conquer' 
ifthi 'fancy' 
(e) st-prefixed verbs 
These correspond to 'form XI verbs. They are not very 
common and 
generally have the value of simple verbs. 
Examples: sta'ýImor 'colonize' 
stan: a 'wait, 
stadia 'invite' 
stfa: d 'benefit' 
stqol: 'become independent' 
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CCA: C verbs 
These correspond to 'form IXI verbý;. They are derived from adjectives. 
Examples: bya: ) 'become white' 
4 
xya: b 'become ugly' 
twa: 1 
qa: 
Ib. Particioles 
Generally transitive simple verbs (excepting the CVCCV(C) type) 
have both active and passive participles which are different in form. 
Intransitive simple verbsjon the other hand, have active participles 
ly. 
Exam, P les iktib 'write', tr. 
ka: ti; b 'writing', active participle 
maktu: b 'written', passive participle 
uxru3 'go out'. intr. 
xo: r'3 tgoing outIq active participle 
Furthermore, for the CVCCV(C) verbs and the derived verbsq active 
'become tall' 
'become well- behaved' 
and passive partici ples are the same in form. 
4- Examples: t, a rýoq 
0 
s a: m ab 
lexplodelp tr. 
'forgive', tr. 
mtorýoq 9 participle 
0 
msa: mativ participle 
tak: i Ilean'l tr. mtik: ip participle 
saf: oq 'claptq intr. msof: aqq participle 
0 
Finallyp the form of the participle varies according to the under- 
lying form of the verb. 
Participlesp like adjectives and nouns 
( see below)q are inflected for 
number 
(plural). Similarly, like adjectives and certain nouns 
(see 
below)v they are inflected 
for gender (feminine). The uninflected 
participle 
is in the masculine singular. The feminine is formqd by 
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the suffixation of (A), the plural by the suffixation of /i: n/. 
Examples: Uninflected participle femnine Plural 
ka: tib 'writing' ka: tb a k a: tb :: ±rr i -- n 
ma: Si 'going' ma: fy a ma: S :: i= *i-. n 
Participles, both active and passive, may occur as nouns and adjecti\jes. 
Examples: ka: tib 'secretary' 
mosru: f 'pocket money' 
0 
'60: li 'expensive' 
mahbu: 1 'crazy' 
Il. MORPHOLOGY DF THE NOUN 
Some nouns are derived either synchronically or historically from other 
stems. 
Examples: Historical derivations: muýun: i 'singer' 
maktib tschooll 
mufaq: id linspeCtorl 
bqi: a 'change' 
johri: a tsalaryl 
Synchronic derivations: sbo: bt i 'shoe repairer' 
0 
qohwa: 3i 'waiter' 
Verbal nouns are synchronically derived from verbs, 
Examples: Verbs Verbal nouns 
uSrub tdrink' Surb 'drinking' 
urqud 'sleep' rqo: d Isleeping' 
Nouns ending in 2 consonant, an 
lul vow el or an /i/ vowel are usually 
in the masculine gender. 
Examples: 
Sib: a: k 'window' 
ba: nu 'bath tub' 
korni Inotebook' 
There are, however, a 
few exceptions. 
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Nouns ending in (A)v an the other hand* are usually in the feminine. 
Examples: bogra Icow, 
korhba Icarl 
There are also a few exceptions. 
'Male'nouns, mass and collective nouns and verbal nouns usually form 
their feminine by the suffixation of (A). 
Examples: qat: u: s ImaIe cat' qo'L.: u, -s female cat, S0 -D 0 
xubz 'bread' xubz a 'loaf of bread' 
tif: a: fi 'apple' tif: a, -h a van apple' 
tangi: z 'Jumping' tangi: z a ? jump, 
Some nouns can form duals. They do so by the suffixation of 
/i: n/. 
Examples: ba: b 'door' ba: b i: n 'two doors' 
ka: s Iglasst ka: s i: n 'two glasses' 
Some histo rically dual nouns have the value of plural nouns in the 
dialect. 
Examples: i: n #eye' ýi: n i: n 'eyes' 
wýin fear' wiýn i: n 'ears' 
Nouns are inflecte d for number (plural). 'Fema le' nounsp feminine 
nouns of m ass and collective nouns and f eminine nouns of verbal nouns 
form their plural by the suffixation of 
/A: t/. 
Examples: bhi: ma 'female donkey? bhi: m a: t 'female donkeys' 
xubza 'loaf of bread' xubz a: t tloaves of bread' 
burdga : na torangel burd ga: n a: t 'oranges' 
banya tbuilding' bany a: t Ibuildingst 
For other nouns the plural is generally not predictable 
from the. 
singular. Identical singular patterns may 
have different plural 
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f orm S. 
Examples: 
sabta 'belt' sbit 
qahwa lcafbq cup of qho: wi 
coffee' 
'belts' 
caf, es, cups of coffee' 
na3ma 'star' nju: m Istarst 
cLým a leggi ýa6m a: t 'eggs' 
Some plural patterns are, however, more likely than others. 
III. MORPHOLOGY OF THE ADJECTIVE 
Adjectives are inflected for gender (feminine)t number (plural), 
comparative and superlative. They are not inflected for dual. 
Uninflected adjectives are in the masCuline singular. 
Examples: ba: hi 'nice' 
qwi 'strong' 
Adjectivesq like participles and some nounsq form their feminine by 
the suffixation of (A). 
Examples: fqi: r 'poor' fqi: r a 
mur: 'sour' mur: a 
As in the case of nounsq the plural is generally not predictable from 
the singular. Identical singular patterns may have different plural 
f orms. 
Examples: SiDaular Plural 
qsi: r qso: r 'short' 
mri: 6 murbo 
fqi: r fqo: r(3 poor' 
73 di: d 5 dud Inewt 
Some plural patterns are more 
likely than others. 
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Adjectives form the comparative degree either by the addition of a 
I Post adjec tival phrase' (Talmoudi, 1979) . 
Examples: haS: a: m okOar 'shier' 
mi6yo: r jk, 3jr 'more jealous' 
or by infle ction. 
Examples: kbi: r told, big' okbar 'older, bigger' 
xo: yib lugly, Oxyab fuglierl 
Shi: h tstrong, right' asoh: 'stronger, more correct' 
ýni rich Ana 'richer' 
When it is immediately followed by the noun which it qualifies, the 
comparative may have a superlative value. 
Example: hu: a oAor wlid flqasm the is the youngest (boy) in 
the class' 
IV CLIT TCS 
Those words in the dialect which are 'bound' and which are not 
inflectional affixesq are called clitics. This definition is dra, -, n 
from Zuicky and Pullum (1981). Following these authors I have 
classified clitics as 'simple' clitics, 'special' clitics and 'bound' 
words. 'Simplet clitics include prepositionsq conjunctions, interrogative 
part: Lcles and "he article. 
Examples: Preposition: 
min 'from' ý_xro3 m 1-'bla: dj 'he left the countryl 
Conjunction: 
wa land' u: 5il wýýmrl 'a man and a woman' Lr 
ýJ 
Interrogative: 
I 1what do you want? ' a: f whatt 
[ý6thib: ý 
Article: 
sýk: ar lba: b] 'close the door' 
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'Special' clitics include direct object pronounsv indirect object 
pronouns and genitive pronouns. 
Exampemples Direct object pronouns 
fhim ha 'he understood hert 
liýQ: hu: lu the gave it to him' 
Indirect object pronouns 
b9aE) li 3wa: b the sent me a letter' 
Sra: lu ýukla: ta 'he bought him chocolate' 
G 
Genitive pronouns 
kta, -b ha 'her bookt 
do: r na four houset 
mta: i i 'mine' 
tBound words' include the interrogative particle ISil and the negative 
particle /ma***I/o 
Examples: ba: hi: ýi lfi: lim 'is it a good filmV 
ma mSa:. L the didn't go' 
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CHAPTER III : MORPHOLOGY OF THE VRB 
SUBJECT AFFIXES 
(a) Prefixes 
Person prefixes belong to the imperfect only: 
/. n/ = ist 
/t/ = 2nd 
/t/ = 3rd feminine 
3rd (other) 
Examples: n iktib 'I write' 
t iktib 'you (sing. ) write' 
ikt-; b 'he writes' 
t iktib 'she writes' 
n iktb u 'we write' 
t iktb u Iyou (pl. ) write' 
.Y 
iktb u 'they write' 
The reason that I treat /i/ in /nikt-ib/ as part of the stem and not the 
prefix, will be made clear in a later section, 'Underlying form of the 
s It-, emIo 
--(b) Suffixes 
Person suffixes belong both to the indicative and imperative moods. 
Imperfect and imperative 
Singular =0 
p, 1ura1 
Examples: 
= 
n ufrub 'I drink' 
n ufrb u twe drink' 
ku: l seat! ' (sing. ) 
ku: l u teat.? ' 
(pl. ) 
y ifri he buys' 
y ifri: u 'they buy' 
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In the last example the /i/ vowel is lengthened in accordance with 
rule (2) (Chapter 09 that is the rule for vowel-lengthening. 
Lerfect 
1 and 2 s. =t 
3m. = 
3f. = 
Ip0 = na 
2p. = tu 
3p. U 
Examples: xraý t 'I w ent out' qri: t 'I r ead' 
xra3 'you went out' qri: t 'you read' (sing. ) 
xrQ-3 the went out' q roý. 'he read' 
xor-5 it 'she went outt qrQ: t 'she read' 
xro3 na 'we went outt qri: na 'we read' 
xro3 Lu 'you went out' qri: tu 'you read' (pl. ) 
xor3 u 'they went out' qro: u 'they read' 
Remark about the third person feminine suffix / (i)t/ 
/(i)t/ needs explaining at this point. The first element of the 
suffixg that is (i), is optional. It is always present in the 
underlying form of the suffix, but its actual pronunciation depends 
on the nature of the stem to which it is suffixed; if the stem ends 
in a consonant /(i)t/ is pronounced 
/-it/. 
5a: f it 'she sawl Example. 
Ifv on the other hando the stem ends in a vowell 
/(i)t/ is pronounced 
/-t/ - 
Example: qro: t vshe read' 
(c) Rules 
shall now try and group 
together in the form of rules 9 a!, ' that has 
been saiLd about subject affixes. The notation which 
I shall use is 
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that of Hudson's 'Word Grammar', so it will need some explanation 
for most readers. The rules are combined into a single complex entry 
in the grammar, which provides the basis for the entire morphological 
System of the verb. Throughout this entry the word in questlon is 
represented by the variable Av and each line defines some part of the 
total structure of A. For examplet 'subclass (A): finite or participle' 
means "the subclass of A is either finite or participleg" and 'form 
A) or wI&X or yý I means " the f orm of A is a stem X, with 
an optional prefix w and an optional suffix y". The choices made in 
different 
-lines are linked together by means of the letters and numbers 
in square brackets. Thus I'F] aspect (A): [Pý perfect or [I'ý imperfect' L 
means "if A is finite (rep, -esented by [F] ), then its -aspect is either 
perfect or imperfect, and these two choices can be referred to in 
other lines by means of the abbreviations [ýj and [I] respectively. " 
The dotted line separates the syntax (above) -from the morphology (below). 
Class (A) 
Subclass (A) 
aspect 
person (A) 
CF1 number (A) 
[3&slgender (A) 
C2&ilmood (A) 
v erb 
LF] Finite or LPe, participle 
LPI perfect or ýIj imperfect 
: [13 first or [21 second or ý31 third 
: [ýj singular or Cp] plural 
Lm) masculine or [f] feminine 
[impýj- imperative or Cindl indicative 
Form (A) 
ýj or wý MX& 
tý or yj 
Structure (w) LP] 0 
or [IJ C"gC'= Ell 
InI 
or F2 & not imp. 1 
/t/ 
or [3 & fem] 
/t/ 
or [imp] /0/ 
or Cother- 
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Structure (y) ýq6 or v"ý & ýV or C, & ýý6 or v"'ý 
ýp & not P& 1] v 
ýP & ýl or f C 
ýP 3& f] VI 
& pj cli 
2] c 
= 
= /t/ 
/i/ if the stem ends 
in a consonant. 
/n/, v'' = /a/ 
= /t/ 
II. UNDERLYING FORM OF THE STEM : ADVANTAGES OF IMPERATIVE AS UNDER- 
LYING FORM 
Unlike earlier descriptions of Arabic which used the third person of 
the perfect aspect as the basis for describing the verb, (eg. ktib 
'he wrote) I propose to take the imperative as the underlying form. 
Let us take / ktib/ as a first example. If we were to assume that 
/ktib/ is the underlying f'ormv it seems quite easy to predict the 
vowels of any verbs which belong to its paradigm. 
/niktib/ 'I write' 
is /ktib/ prefixed with a subject prefix 
/n/ and an /i/ prefix which 
is similar to the radical 
/i/. However, if we now turn to another 
exý-nmple of the same type, 
/ýtq'h/ 'he danced' . and follow the same 
a 
method, the corresponding imperfect should be 
*fnaStah/ when in fact 
40 
it is /niýtoh/ 'I dance'. 
0 
Another example might belong to what is traditionally called 
the 
M4 ddle-weak verb' type or to the CVC 
type in my classification 
(Chapter II). If we took the perfect as the basis for 
describing 
the verb, it would be very difficult 
indeed to predict the imperfect 
paradigm from such roots as: 
fa: f the saw' 
ba: 5 'he sold' 
xo: f 
'he was afraid' 
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when we know that the corresponding imperfect forms are: 
y U: f 'he sees' 
ybi: ý 'he sells' 
YXG: f 11-le is afraid' 
Let us now take the imperative as the underlying form. /iýtah/ 
0 
corresponds to the iCCOC pa'%. Itern. The imperfect does not raise any 
problems since orly subject af Cixes need to be added (Uith some 
deletion of vowelsq following regular rules): 
Examples: n iftoM 
y 
'I dance' 
'they dance' 
As for the perfect, the St3tiStiCS (which will be given below) show 
that iCCOC normally has CCQC as its perfect: 
Examples: Itcifi 'he danced' 
StQfi t 'You danced' (sing. ) 
0 
Similarly, the imperative for 1ja: f1v /ba: q/ and /xo: f/ are /J'u: f/: 
Cu: C, /bi: ý/: Ci: C and /xa: f/: Co: C respectivBlY. Once more the 
imperfect does not raise any problems. The Cu: C pattern corresponds 
I- L. o the perfect: 
3 person = CA: C 
elsewhere= CuC 
Ci: C corresponds to the perfect: 
3 person = CA: C 
elsewhere= CiC with a few exceptions (see below under 'Statistics'). 
The Ca: C pattern which is itself an exception, 
/xa: f/ being the only 
example, corresponds to the perfect: 
person = CO: C 
eisewhere= CuC 
The imperaitive as the underlying 
form seems to have many advantages 
over other Eossible 
forms since it enables us to predict any vowels 
in the paradigm. 
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'Il- STATISTICS AND SIMPLE VERBS 
In order to compile af airly comprehensive list of verbs, I have used 
two sources: firstly, a bilingual French-Arabic glossary (L'Arabe, 
Fonctionnel, 1976); secondly, my own intuitions as a native speaker. 
A. VCCV(C) pattern 
(a) VCCVC verbs 
le 'Full' verbs 
In total I had one hundred and ninety-two verbs with which to work, 
According to the imperative vowel system, the above-mentioned verbs 
have seven different patterns: 
Table I 
Pattern Number of Verbs Examples 
OCCIQC 31 a hbut Iget down' 
0 CC aC 5 GýMai 'do, mak eI 
accac 1 al-fias 'lick' 
iCCOC 19 iýta-h 'dance' 
iCCaC 17 inbafi 'bark' 
iccic 67 iqbil ? accept, 
UCCUC 52 ubhur W 
lappear' 
(i) OCCOC pattern 
All thirty-one verbs have a single corresponding perfect pattern: 
CCOC. 
Example: hbot 'he got down' 
( ii) oCCaC -, nattern 
out of five verbs four have a CCaC perfect pattern, 
Example: 
ýmal 'he didg made' 
and the remaining verb 
has a CCiC Derfect pattern: 
cikis 'he refused' which is listed separately 
in the 
lexicon* 
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aCCaC pattern 
The only verb belonging to this pattern has a CCaC perfect pattern: 
175 as 'he licked' 
(iv) ickr-oc pattern 
All nineteen verbs have a CCOC perfect pattern. 
Example: 'he danced' 
(v) iCCaC pattern 
All sevenLeen verbs have a CCaC perfect pattern. 
Example: nbaTý 'it barked' 
(vi) iCCiC Rattern 
All sixty-seven verbs have a CCiC p2rfect pattern. 
Example: qbil 'he accepted' 
(vii) uCCuC pattern 
This last pattern raises a problem which can be solved by means of 
abstract notation. uCCuC corresponds to three different perfect 
patterns. Thirty-four out of the fifty-two verbs have a CCAC perfect 
pattern. 
Example: msat 'he combed' 
Sixteen verbs have a CCuC perfect pattern. 
Example: ýhur 'he appeared' 
The remaining two verbs have a CCiC perfect pattern: 
skit the stopped talking' 
knis 'he swept the floor' 
This awkward situation can be Solved 
by stating three diffeTent 
underlying forms instead of one, 
(ie. uCCCC, uCCuC and uCCiC)and 
having a rule which states the 
following: 
Rule (1): The second vowel of the underlying 
form is pronounced /u/ 
in the imperfect and the imperative 
if the first vowel is /u/. 
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2. 'Weaklverbs 
For all simple verbsv the distinction between 'full' verbs and 'weak 
verbs is irrelevant to the morphology since semi-vowels act as #full' 
consonants. 
Nine verbs make up the whole list for this type of verb. To each 
imperative pattern corresponds a single perfect pattern. 
(i) uwCiC pattern, 
Seven verbs belong to this pattern. 
Example: uwsil farrivel 
0 
All seven verbs have a wCiC corresponding perfect pattern. 
Example: wsil 'he arrived' 
(-ii) uwCaC pattern 
Only one verb belongs to this pattern: uw3A 1hurtt. It has a wCaC 
perlect pattern 1w3 A/ 'he hurt'. 
(iii) iyCiC. 
_. 
pattern 
Similarly, only one verb belongs to this pattern: iybis 'harden'. II 
has a yCiC perfect oattern: /ybis/ 'he hardened'. 
Table II : Summary of the patterns (including tfullt and 'weak' verbs 
IMPERATIVEV0WL5 
PERFECT 
VOWELS 
o- - a, - cx- aa-a 
i-G, i-a i-i 
I 
U-CýU-a U-u U-i 
Q. 31 19 34 
a 41 17 
68 0 
ul: 16 
This table clearly shows the 
the underlying form. Indeed, 
be quite difficult to predict 
imperative if we started from 
no way of knowing whether /o/ 
/ Uý 0/0 
(b) VCCV verbs 
1. 'Full' verbs 
In total I had fifty-four verbs with which to work. The patterns war 
as follows: 
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advantages of taking the imperative a-, 
to take just one example, it would 
the vowels of the imperfect or the 
perfect /, a/ (top row). There would be 
should correspond to /Q-C/ or /i-Q/ or 
Table III 
Pattern Number of Verbs Examples 
acc a 
OCCa 
icca 
icco 
occi 
icci 
7 
8 
6 
1 
9 
23 
abrq 'recover' 
asfa 'be clear' 
ibda 'begin' 
itra 'be soft' 
0 
aýli 'boil' 
imfi 'go,, walk' 
The table below (Table IV) shows the corresponding perfect for each 
pattern. For exampleg the top row shows that all seven verbs 
belonging to the QCCCt type, have CCQ as their corresponding perfect 
pattern. The fifth row shows that out of nine verbs of the QCCi 
patterng six have a CCa perfect pattern and three have a CCoperfect 
pattern (the latter, whenever the final consonant is emphatic). 
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Table IV 
Number of, Imperative Perfect Examples Exceptions 
Verbs 
7 10 cc C) CCO bra 'he recovered' 
8 C, Cca CCa sfa 'he became clear' 
6 iCCa Cca bda 'he began' 
1 iCCCI CCCI tra 'he became soft' 
9 OCCi Cca 1a 'it boiled' 3xCCo, eg. 
': ýta 'he gavc 
23 icci CCa mYa 'he wentý ualk- 1ýCCa. eg. 
ed' sqa 'he wat 
ed'. 
The following table summarises the patterns mentioned above. 
Table V 
IMPERATIVE VOWELS 
PERFECT 
VOWELS 
(x - o, a, -. - ai-a 
73 
866 22 
2. 'Weak' verbs 
Two verbs and two patterns constitute this type. They are: 
(i) uwCa = uwfa 'finish? 
(ii) uwci = uwhi thave a visiont 
The corresponding perfect patterns are: 
(i) wCa = wfa 'he finished' 
(ii) wCa = wfia 'he had a vision' 
These verbs can be included in the preceding type since the semi- 
vowel acts in the same way as a consonant. The above 
table (V) can 
be expanded thus: 
Table VI 
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Table vj 
IMPERATIVE VOWELS 
PERFECT 
V O'dl ELS 
i-a i-ýO cci i-i u-a u-i 
3 
22 1 1 
B. CVC pattern 
(a) CVC: verbs 
out of forty-five verbs, twenty-six have a CiC: underlying (imperative) 
pattern 
Icatch' Example: jidO 
The remaining nineteen verbs have a CuC: underlying pattern. 
Example: qus: Icut, 
a 
1, CiC: pattorn 
Twenty-three verbs have a CaC: corresponding perfect pattern. 
Example: Sad: 'he caught' 
Three verbs have a CQC: perfect pattern. They are: 
t qcLr: the admitted the truth' 
-I xof: 'he became light 
qOl: tit became rare' 
2. CuC: pattern 
Fourteen verbs have a COC: corresponding perfect pattern. 
Example: qos: 'he cut' 
Five verbs have a CaC: perfect pattern. They are: 
fak: 'he snatched' 
fak: the doubted' 
T)ak: 'he scratched' 
dag: the stung' 
ka'fý: 'he coughed' 
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For both CiC: and CuC: patternsv /a/ is encountered if either or 
both consonants are emphaticq uvular or /r/. 
Table VII Summary of CVC: patterns 
IMPERATIVE VOWELS 
PERFECT 
VOWELS 
(b) CV: C verbs 
out of fifty-nine verbs, thirty verbs have a Cu: C underlying paLl 'tern. 
Example: ýU: f 'look' 
Twenty-nine verbs have a Ci: C underlying pattern. 
Example: zi: d add' 
1. Cu: C pattern 
Nineteen verbs have a Ca: C corresponding perfect pattern. 
Example: ýa: f the looked' 
Eleven verbs have a Co: C perfect pattern, 
Example: qo: l 'he said' 
(For both Cu: C pattern and Ci: C pattern (below)g /Ct/ is encountered if 
the first consonant is emphaticv- uvular or 
/r/. or if the last 
consonant is emphatic or /r/ ). 
For the remaining persons (other than third) of the perfectp 
/u: / is 
shortened. 
Examples: qul t 
Suf na 
aid 
'we saw' 
2. Ci: C pattern 
Seventeen verbs have a Cu: C corresponding perf ecT, 
pattern,, 
coo i 
Example: ta: r 'he flew' 
Twelve verbs have a Ca: C perfect pattern. 
Exam, Dle: 3a: b 'he brought' 
For the remaining persons (other than third), -/i: / is shortened. 
Example: -iib t 'I broug ht' 
-/i: / is changed to /u/ if the underlying form begins with an 
emphatic consonant. 
Example: bU9 t 'I was lost' a 
Here, the language behaves in an odd way. Indeed, for some verbsq two 
pronunciations seem possible. The first person singular of the 
perfeCt of /ti: r/. for examplev can be either: tur t 
0- 
The same applies to si: fi 'shout'. 
"I 'I flew' 
or: tir t 
The first person plural of the 
perfect of /si: h/ can be either: suh na 
0 'we shouted' 
or: sih na 
0 
This situation does not seem to be restricted to \, erbs including 
emphatic consonants since the same behavlour can be encountered in 
the following: 
mu: t Idie' 
Mut: 
'I died' 
ruit : 
The same speaker may use both pronunciations interchangeably. However, 
this situation must not be confused with the one in which the 
following pairs exist: 
qum t 'I got up, 
qim t 'I lifted' 
rufi tu 'you went away', pl. 
rifi tu 'you were lost'l Pl. 
Indeedp each of these two pairs of verbs include two completely 
4 
di, ferent verbs with different underlying forms: 
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qu: m 'get up' 
qi: m 11 iftI 
ru: T-) Igo I 
ri : Tý 'be lost' 
3. Two verbs have the following underlying forms: 
CO: C xa: f1fear1 
Ca: C ba: t 'stay for the night' 
The corresponding third person perfect patterns are respectively: 
CO:. C xa: f 'he feared' 
Ca: C ba: t 'he stayed for the night' 
The remaining p2rsons have /u/ for the Co: C pattern 
Example: xuf t 'I fearedt 
and /i/ for the Ca: C pattern. 
Example: bit: 'I stayed for the night' 
Table VIII : Summary of CV: C patterns 
PERFECT 
VOWELS 
IMPERATIVE VOWELS 
uu ii o£>. aa 
aa 18 12 1 
o rx 12 
1- 
17 1 
C. CVCCV(C)_patterns 
(a) CVCCVC verbs 
For this type of simple verbv the imperative and the per-fect always 
have the same pattern. Twenty-five verbs make up the 
list for this 
type. 
1. 'Full' verbs 
Out of seven verbsq three have a CaCCaC underlying 
(imperative) 
pattern. 
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Example: farkas 'search' 
Two have a COCCOC pattern. 
Example: to rf ct q 'explode' 
The remaining two verbs have a CQCCaC pattern. 
Example: Zorbal 'sieve' 
2. 'Weak' verbs 
Out of seven verbs, one has a waCwaC underlying pattern: wafwaf 
whisper Another verb has a COCwaC pattern: xolwaý 'talk nonsenselo 
.9 
Similarly, one verb has a CayCOC pattern: saytýjr 'dictate'. 
00 
Finally four verbs have a CuwCiC pattern. 
Example: duwbil 'fail (an exam), 
3. ReduP-licatiOn 
Ten verbs including one 'weak' verb mentioned aboveg /waýwaf/) have 
reduplicated syllables. Seven out of the ten verbs have a CaCCaC 
underlying pattern. 
Examples: doýdcit 
mqmaý 40 0 
'tickle' 
I rinse ( the mouth) I 
The remaining three verbs have a CaCCaC pattern. 
Example : waýwaý 'whisper' 
Partial reduplication 
One verb out of two, has a CoCCOC underlying pattern; qorqof 'scrub'. 
The other verb has a CaCCaC pattern: marmad 'spoil'. 
The distinction be+-ween 'full' verbs, 'weak' verbs and reduplicated 
verbs is morphologically irrelevant since all 
three types behave in 
a similar morphological manner. 
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(b) CAM verbs 
These are not very common. I am aware of only six verbsq most of 
which are loan words. 
Four verbs have the following underlying pattern: 
Examples: sarbi twait upon' 
maqwi Imia0w, 
fanti Ifeignq pretendt 
The remaining two verbs have a COCCi pattern. 
Example: morki Iscoret 
CaM. 
Note that /maiwi/ is the only ILLeak' verb of the six. The other five 
have three 'full' consonants. 
IV. STATISTICS AND DERIVATIONAL MORPHOLOGY 
As will be seen later, Classical Arabic derived forms generally have 
the value of simple forms in the dialect. Two oppositions make up 
the basis for the description of derived verbs (D. Cohen, 1975). The 
first opposition is the one between simple and derived verbs on the 
one handq and verbs prefixed with /t/ on the other hand, the /t/ 
prefix generally changing any active form into either a passive or 
a reflexive or an intransitive counterpart. Variants of t-prefixed 
verbs include st-prefixed verbs and t-infixed verbs. The second 
opposition is the one between simple verbs on the one handq and 
derived verbs-on the other hand. 
A. Verbs with a qeminated middle consonant 
One hundred and eighty-seven verbs constitute my list for this type 
of verb. Accordinq to the 
imperative vowel system, the above- 
mentioned verbs have 
the following patterns: 
lable IX 
Number of Verbs Imperative Examples 
(1) aC: aC aý: an Icall to prayer' 
(59) CaC: aC kam: al 'finish' 
'? ay: as 'resign yourself' 
E34) COCIO 00C ;, Oy: o #shout' 
so 1: C1 h 'repair' 
CaCoaC ýad: am lemployl 
tal: af 'wrap' 
CaC: i sam: i 'give a name to' 
c0c: i 101: i 'boil' 
Verbs corresponding to Classical Arabic intensive verbs have the 
value of simple verbs in the dialect. 
Exam, Ples: c, 1:, q 'hang' 
kas: ar 'break' 
XQl: i 'let, leave' 
'San: i Ising' 
Generally speakingg these verbs do not have corresponding simple 
verbs. There areq howeverg a few exceptions. 
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Examples: usruf 'spend' 
0 
sar: af 'make changet 0 
The dialectq howeverv has retained the causative feature of Classical 
Arabic 'form III verbs. The rule in this case is very productive. It 
can be stated as follows: 
Rule (2): For VCCVC verbs CAC: AC 
For VCCV verbs : CAC: i 
For CVC: verbs : CAC: AC 
For CV: C verbs 
(j) for Ci: C : CAY: AC 
(ii) for Cu: C : CAW: AC 
(iii)for Ca: C : cay: ac 
(iv) for CQ: C -. CQW: ac 
cause get down' cihbot get down' 
hab: oý, Examples: 
00 
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a6li 'boil' '6 n1: i cause to boil' 
bib: 'like' Tiab: ab 'cause to like' 
fa 11 tQy: Qfi tcause to fail' 
qu: m get up' qow: am cause to get up' 
ba: t 'stay for bay: at cause to stay for the the night' night' 
x 0: f 'fear' xow: af 'cause to fear' 
Theoretically, it is possible for any intransitive VCCV(C) verbs or 
CVC verbs to become causative. However, in practice it is more 
complicated than that. Indeed, to take the VCCVC type as an exampleg 
only eighty-three out of eighty-six intransitive verbs can become 
Causative. The remaining three are: irgil Ishivert 
a-hqad 'hate' 
alikas frefusel 
Out of thirty-eight verbs sharing both the intransitive and the 
transitive features, nineteencan be made into causatives while the 
remaining nineteen verbs cannot. 
Finally,, at least two transitive verbs have causative counterparts: 
k rrý hI hate I kor: cj h 'cause to hate' 
ilbis tput on lab: as 'cause to put on (clothes)' 
clothes' 
Verbs wi'-h a geminated middle consonant can also be derived from nou7s 
and adjectives containing two or three consonants 
(or four consonants 
if two of them are geminated)o 
Examples: 5ta 'winter' 
si: f 
Zirs 
zur: i: qo 
azroq 
twi 
d> 
xo: yib 
Isummer? 
'wedding' 
'syringe' 
'blue' 
14- tall 
, Ugly 
fat: i 'get ready for the winter' 
SGY: af 'get ready for the summert 
ýar: 
as tget i7; arri ed' 
zor: aq Igive an injection' 
zor: oq Icause to become bluet 
tQw: al 'cause to become tall! 
0 
xay: aLý tcause to becomc ugly' 
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Some verbs with a geminated middle consonant are conseq. ucntial to 
the corresponding simple verb. 
Examples: ik6ib 'lie' kab: ab 'do not believe' 
usduq 'be truthful' sad: aq 'believe' 
Verbs corresponding to Classical Arabic thamzated verbs' (which will 
be studied in a later section), can be made into verbs with a 
geminated middle consonant in the following wa-, Y,: 
ku: 1 feat' wak: al 'feed' 
xu: ý 'take' wox : czb tcause to take' 
r ci 
1 'he saw' war: i 'Show' 
Be 
-(C)A: 
CV(C) verbs 
Thirty-two verb's make up my list for this type of verb. 
Table X 
Number of Verbs Imperative Exameles 
19 Ca. -Cir wa: fiq tagreel 
7C -0: CiC qo: rin 'compare' 
1 Ca: CaC sa: man 'forgive' 
1 a: CiC a: b-in 'allow' 
4 Ca: Ci da: wi 'take medecinel 
Generall,,,, these verbs do not have corresponding simple counterparts. 
They have the value of simple verbs. 
ExamPles: '3a: win 'help' 
-ha: wil 'try' 
so: fifi tshake hands' 
qo: bil Imeet, 
-5a: zi 'reward' 
ra: ni 'train' 
imperative 
As will be shown belýDw in Section V 
(sub-section A., 
, n, r 
/__ /. -ý, I--1" 4- - 'I - 
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Howeverg so-me verbs do have corresponding simple verbs, 
Examples: cilqc, Ifindt la: qi I meet I 
ar3a'ý 'come back' ro: 3ii trevisel 
but they are very rare. A few verbs have cor responding nouns. 
Examples: xtur Idangert xo: tir #risk' 0 0 
dwa tmedecinel . da: wi 'take medecinet 
C, t-affixed derived verbs 
1. t-2refixed verbs, 
In general the prefixation of /t/ to certain forms (Simple and 
derived) gives the latter a passive or reflexive value. However, as 
we shall see laterg, this is not always so. 
(a) t-prefixed sim2le verbs 
Any transoitive simple verb can become passive by the prefixation of 
/t/o The rule is quite productive. Two steps arev howeverp necessary 
for the completion of the derivation. 
Rule (3): The first step consists of finding the perfect stem (which 
corresponds to the third person masculine singular). The second 
step consists of prefixing /t/ to the output of the previous operation. 
Thus: 
Underl ying form Perfect stem, 
03 rq'fi 'wound' -ýra-h the wounded' 
oqro 'read' crr 0 'he read' 
lim: gather together' lam: the gathered 
tog ether' 
bi: 5 'sell' ba: ý 'he soldl 
'ýci rb al 'sieve' 
-6arbal 'he sieved' 
sarbi fwait upon' sarba 'he waited 
up on' 
t-Drefixed stem 
t5rofi 'be wound- 
ed' 
tqro 'be read' 
tlam: 'be gath- 
ered ' 
tba6 'be sold' 
týQrbal 'be siev- 
ed' 
tsarba 'be wait- 
ed upon' 
Verbs such as 
/uwlid/l /uwriO/ etc. behave in the Same way. 
He 
Thus: 
UnderlyLaa fRrm 
uwlid 'give bi-rth to' 
Perfect stem 
wlid 'he gave birilh to' 
,,, uriO 'he inherited' 
t-prefixed stem 
twlid 'be born' 
uwri() 'inherit' twri() 'be inherit- 
edl 
Some verbs of this type, howeverg (ie. t-prefixed simple verbs) do 
not have corresponding simple verbs. Generally these verbs do not 
have a passive meaning. 
Examples: tlha 'take care of, 
tmanyak 'make fun of' 
tfalsaf lphilosophiset 
/tmad, -/, on the other handq has two meanings. The first meaning 
belongs to the passive of /mid: / 'hand over', that is /tmad: / 'be 
handed over'. The other meaning of /tmad: / is 'lie down'. In this 
caseg it does not have a corresponding simple verb. 
(b) t-prefixed verbs with a geminated middle consonant 
Generally, these are the reflexive or passive of verbs with a geminat- 
ed middle consonant. 
Examples: ý al: oq 'hang' 
rab: i Ibring up well' 
ýa 3: 2ý lencouraget 
daf: i 'warm' 
týol: ciq 'be hung' 
trob: a 'be well brought up' 
týa-ý: aý 'be courageous' 
tdaf: a 'warm yourself' 
Some verbs of this type do not have corresponding verbs with a S 
geminated middle consonant. Generallyt these verbs have a reflexive 
value. 
Examples: tnok: ý, r 
txoy: al 
tkay: af 
tman: a 
tsciw:, j r 
0 
tdisguise yourself' 
Ii7aginel 
'smoke' 
'wish' 
tpicture, imagine' 
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/tsQ-w: Ox/ 'imagine' is not to be confused with its homonym: 
s lQxW : ax 'paint, photograph' t sew : ckr 'be paintedv 
photographed'. 
Similarly some verbs with a geminated middle consonant do not have 
corresponding t-prefixed verbs. Here, I recognize a problem: how 
to prodict which verbs do not have corresponding t-prefixed verbs. 
Intransitive verbs cannot have a /t/ prefLx. Most transi'Llive verbso 
on the other hand, can become passive or reflexive by the prefixation 
of /t/. 
Examples: -has: an 'improve' tbas: an 'be made better' 
'ýar: i 'uncover' t9ar: a 'be uncovered' 
Some transitive verbsq howeverp cannot have a /t/ prefix. The reason 
is not clear. 
Examples: lab: as 'cause to put on' * tlab: as 
(clothes) I 
xO-1: i 'leave, 'Let' * txol: a 
Finally, a few verbs of this type do not have either a reflexive or 
a passive value. Ratherv they are the intransitive counterparts of 
transitive verbs. 
Examples: tad: a9 Itellt (transitive) t, 
-ý ad :a 'tell' (intransitive) 
kal: am Italkt (transitive) tkal: am 'talk' 
(intransitive) 
t-prefixed__LC)A: CV(C) verbs 
This type has a ref 
(C)A: CV(C) verb can 
Examples: 9a: win 
ra: ni 
la: qi 
A few verbs of this 
lexive or intransitive value. Any transitive 
have a /t/ prefix. 
'help' tcia: wnu 'help each other' 
'train' (tr. ) tra: na Itraipl (intr. 
) 
Imeett (tr. ) t1a: qcl.: u 'meet' (pl. ) 
(intr. ) 
tyý)e do not have corresponding 
(C)A: CV(C) verbs. 
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(The corresponding (C)A: CV(C) verbs, however, may exist in Classical 
Arabic). 
Examples: 'they hit each other' t cNa: rbu 
0 
tsa: lfiu 'they made peace with each other' 
t fa: hmu they agreed' (intr. ) 
2. t-infixed verbs 
This type is compar3tively rare. Its verbs have the value of simple 
verbs. Out of fifteen verbs five have the following imperative 
pattern: CtCoC. 
LXaMple: nthar 'commit suiciLdel 
Two verbs have a CtCaC pattern. 
Example: 3tmaS(sing. ) 
-5tam5u (pl. ) Igatherl 
N. B. The imperfect and imperative paradigms for the above-mentioned 
patterns are: 
Singular Imperfect 
n CtCAC 
-? ý ýn '6] CtCA 
2 t CtCAC Lt ) CtCAC] 
3m y CtCAC Cyýý CtCAC3 
3f t CtCAC ýt -) CtCACI 
Plural 
1n CtACC u 
ýn 'ä CtACC ul 
t CtACC u Lt') CtACC ul 
3y CtACC u UY CtACC ul 
Imperative 
CtCAC ýCtCACJ 
CtACC U LCtACC 
The remaining patterns will be included 
in the following table. 
Table XI 
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Table XI 
Number of Verbs Imperative ExaTples 
3 Cta: C T-i ta:: 5 tneedt 
2 CtCj: C xta: r 'choose' 
stc: d Ifishq hunt' 
&0 
1 CtaC: -fital: fconquerl 
2 iCtCi istwi 'straighten' 
ifthi 'fancy' 
4 The difference Ln the underlying form between the last two verbs and 
the rest belonging to this type (ie. the last two verbs have an initial 
vowel while the others do not), may be accounted for by the fact that 
these two verbs, due to their weak final consonants (/h/ for one verb 
-he other) are treated as simple verbs of the iCCi type and /w/ for It, 
like /iýri/ 'buy'. The imperfect paradigm for /ifthi/ is thus: 
Singular 
1n i5thi Ln 
iSthi] 
2t ifthi it iýthi] 
3m y ijthi ýy 15thil 
3f t iSthi ýt ifthil 
Plural 
n iSthi: u Ln iýthi: u] 
t ifthi: u Lt iSthi: ul 
y ijthi: u 
ly iýthl: ul 
Most examples of this type do not correspond 
to any simple verbs. 
Examples: nthor tcommit suicide' 
istwi tstraighten' 
xta: r 'choose' 
xtrnq finventl 
A few examples do* 
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Examples: hil: 'open' 
iyaq tcall together, 
gatherlp (tr. ) 
D. st-prefixed verbs 
htal: lconquerl 
-ýtamýu 'gather' (intr. ) 
These are not very comm5n and generally have the valuR of simple verbs. 
Twenty-five vorbs make up my list for this type of verb. 
Table XII 
Number of Verbs Imperative Examples 
7 staCCaC staslam 'become Muslim' 
4 staccac sta5mýIr Icolonise? 
3 stoccac staqbal 'welcome' 
i staC: a stan: a 'wait' 
2 stGCCa statna 'become rich' 
2 staCCa stabna 'adopt' 
2 st. COC: sthoq: fneed, deserve' 
3 Sta: Cic sta: nis tget used to' 
1 stca: C stfa: d 'benefit' 
Some st-prefixed verbs are derived from simple verbs, 
Examples: Qý mal ? do' sta"I mal 'use' 
fi: d Ibenelitt (tr.. ) stfa: d 'benefit' (intr. ) 
though most often, the latter are not recognised as part of the 
dialect (but r,:, ýther an earlier version of Arabic). 
Examples: staýmar fcolonisel 
stan: a 'wait, 
stadSa 'invite' 
stqol: fbecome independent' 
sta: nis 'get used to' 
They can also be derived from adjectives. 
Examples: ýni Iricht stAna 
'become --ichl 
ro: )il 'manly' storýal 'become manly' 
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On the ujhole, howeverg st-prefixed verbs are very li, -, ýited. 
E. CCA: C verbs 
These are derived from adjectives uith the following patternsg 
indicating qualityp defectv size or colour: 
Adjectives Examples CCA: C verbs 
C -C Cie kbi: r 'big' kba: r 'become big, oldl 
CA: CiC fa: tifi 'light' f-I. a: fi 'become 1L-ght7 
(colour) 
6Q: miq 'dark' 6ma: q 'become dark' 
(Colour) 
ACCAC artab ? soft, rto: b 'become soft' 
'-i: C 6i: q Inarroul ya: q 'become narrow' 
CCA: C verbs have a common semantic relationship; that is, they mean: 
'become the relevant adjective'. 
Examples: byo: b Ibecome /abyalb/ whitel 
twa: 1 'become /twi: l/ tall? 
0a 
ýqa: i 'become /ýa: qil/ well-behaved' 
xya: b 'become /xa: yib/ ugly' 
Out of thi rty verbs fourteen verbs have the following underlying 
pattern: CCO: C. 
Example: sfo: r 'become yellow' 
verbs have a CCa: C pattern. 
Example: sma: n 'become fat' 
Some CCA: C verbs are in free variation with corresponding VCCVC verbs. 
Examples: Asuf 'become slim' 
kbo: r ikbir 'become oldq bigt 
sma: n= ismin 
qda: m = iqdim 
9qo: 1= equl 
'become fatt 
'become old' (of an ob_-*! ect) 
'become heavy' 
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V. P RFEC-T, IMPERFECT AND IMPERATIVE STEMS 
A. Simp le stems 
1. VCCV (C) pattern 
(A) VCCVC verbs 
(a) I-m-perativet imp_erfect and perfect stems 
These verbs behave in exactly the same way. In the singular imperative 
and in the singular imperfect, they have the same structure as the 
underlying form. In the pluralg however, for both imperative and 
imperfectq that is whenever there is a suffix, the second vowel of the 
underlying form is deleted in accordance with the rule for final 
vowel deletion and metathesis (Rule (1), Chapter I). This has a 
phonotactic explanation: there is no such pattern as (tr-')VCCVCV in the 
dialect. 
In the perfectý the sole vowel is constant throughout the paradigm. 
(The first vowel of the underlying- form never appears in the perfect). 
In the third person of the feminine and the third person of the 
pluralv that is whenever the suffix begins in a vowelq 
the middle 
consconant and the vowel undergo metathesis 
(Rule (1)9 ChaDter 
Again, this has a phonotactic explanation: there is no CCVCV(C) 
pattern in the dialect. Of courseq for both moodsq subject affixes 
need to be added. 
Let us now take /iktib/ 'write' as a first example and 
try to illustrate 
what has just been stated. 
P iktib Under ving lorm 
Impera nd imoerfect 
there are no changes Ln the underlyi-ig 
form for the singular persons. 
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u1ar 
2 
3m 
3f 
Imperative 
iktib 
Imperfect 
n iktib 
t iktib 
y iktib 
t *kti. b 11 
Note that the singular imperative does not have any subject affixes 
while the plural imperative (see below) does. 
In the plural, the second vowel of the underlying form is deleted. 
P lur C-31 Imperative Imperfect 
1n iktb u 
2 iktb ut iktb u 
3y iktb u 
Note that subject suffixes (ie. /u/) are only present in the plu--, -al. 
Perfect, 
The first vowel of the underlying form is deletedz 
ktib the wrotet 
The vowel is constant throughout the paradigm: 
Sinqular 
1 ktib t 
2 ktib t 
3m ktib 
3f kitb it 
Plural 
1 kt-ib na 
2 ktib tu 
3 kitb U 
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Furthermore, excepting the third person of the feminine and of the 
pluralv there are no changes in the perfect paradigm. 
In the third person of the feminine and the third person of the plural 
the middle consonant and the vowel undergo metathesis: 
3f kitb it 
3p kitb 
Notice that the suffixes /it/ and lul both begin in a vowel as opposed 
to /t/,, /na/ and /tu/ which begin in a consonant* 
To complete the il1ustration, I shall now turn to other examplesp each 
of which represents one VCCVC pattern (including 'weak' patterns), 
MQCC0C 22L2L2 
Example: ahbot 'get down' 
0 
This patf-ern corresponds to perfect CCOC. 
Underlying form ahbot 
Sinqular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
n ohbot hbat t 
0 0 
2 ci hbot t cihbot hbot t 
3m y cihbot Wat 
0 0 
3f t ohbot hobt it 
Plural 
1 n ohbt u hbot na 
0 0 
2 cxhbt u t (ahbt u 
hbot tu 
3 y ahbt u 
h,, bt u 
0 0 
QCCaC p_qttern 
This corresponds to perfect 
CCaC (with the exception of 
/ulýkas/ which 
corresponds to perfect 
C, CiC)- 
Example: Qýmal 
'do, make' 
form a'I Mal Und 
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Llan qu1ar Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
n qýmal ýmal t 
2 aýmal t ýAýmal ýmal t 
3m y c6'mal '-imal 
3f t Qýmal ýaml it 
Plural 
1 n aýml u ýmal na 
2 Qýml ut ckýml u ýMal tu 
3 y Qýml u ýaml u 
Underlýinq 
_form ", 
ýkas 'refuse' 
Sinqular Imeerative Imperfý: ct Perfect 
1 n Qýkas Iýkis t 
2 Qýkas t oýkas Skis t 
3m y oýkas ýkis 
3f t Qýkas ýiks it 
Plural 
1 n ciýks u ý kis na 
2 o. ýks u t Qýks u 'ýkis tu 
3 y raýks u ýiks u 
(iii) aCCaC pattern 
The only verb corresponds to perfect CCaC : alfias 
'lick. 
Underlyin g form alhas 
Sinqular Im-perative Imperfect 
Perfect 
n alhas lhas t 1 
2 alfias 
t alhas lhas t 
y alhas ! has 3m 
t alhas lafis it 3f 
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Plural Imperative ImQerfect Perfect. 
1 n alhs u lhas na 
2 alfis u t a1 17-; su lhas tu 
3 y alfis u laýs u 
(iv) iCCCIC pattern 
This corr esponds to perfect CCOC. 
Example: 'dance' 
Underlyin g form i'ftQfi 
Sinqular Imperative jin_qe rfect Perfect 
1 n i tu ýtoh t 
2 i to'h t iýtufi 3tch t 
3m y iý tu'h 
3f t iýtufi Sotfi it 
Plural 
n u na 
2 u t if t'h u ýtdh tu 
3 y u u 
(v) iCCaC pattern 
This corresponds to perfect CCaC. 
Example: inbah 'bark? 
Underlyinq form inbafi 
Singular Imperative Imperfect 
Perfect 
n inbah nbah t 1 
2 inbah t inbah nbah 
t 
y inbafi nbah 3m 
t inbah nab5 it 
3f 
Plural 
n inbri u nbah na 
1 
9 40 
Plural Imperative - Im2erfýct Perfect 
2 inbh ut inbh u nbafi tu 
3y inbh u nabfi u 
(vi) iCCiC-P atter_n 
This corresponds to perfect CCiC. 
Example: iqb il 'accept' 
Underlying form iqbil 
Singular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
1 n iqbil qbil t 
2 iqbil t iqbil qbil t 
3m y iqbil qbil 
3f t iqbil qibl it 
Plural 
1 n iqbl u qbil na 
2 iqbl u t iqbl u qbil tu 
3 y iqbl u qibl u 
(Vii) ur-CuC pattern 
(a) uCCAC 
This corresponds to perfect CCAC* 
Example: umsut 'comb' 
Underlyin q form umjQt 
Sinqular Imperative Im2erf-ect Perfect 
1 n umfut Mý, )t 
t 
1 0 * 
2 umýut t umsut 
tt 
0 0 
y umsut Mýot 3m 0 
t umsut MQýt it 3f 0 0 
Plural 
n umýt u mfüt na 
100 
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. 
Plural Impe-rative Imperfe. gt Perfect 
2 um5t ut um5t u mfat tu 
3y umýt u majt u 
(vii) (b) uCCuC 
This corr esponds to perfect CCuC. 
Example: u3hur 'appear' 
Underlyin q form ubhur 
l 
Sinoular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
n ubhur bhur t 
2 uýhur t ubhur '6hur t 
3m y u)hur 3hur 
0 a 
3f t u)hur 'buhr it 
Plural 
1 n u)hr u bhur na 
2 ubhr u t uýhr u bhur tu 
0 
3 y uL)hr u uhr u 
(Vii) (c) UCCiC 
This corr CiC. esponds to perfect C, - 
Example: uskut 'be quiet' 
Underlyin q form uskit 
Sinqular Imperative Imperfect 
Perfect 
1 n uskut skit 
t 
2 uskut t uskut skit 
t 
17 y uskut skit , 7M 
t uskut sikt it 3f 
Plural 
n uskt u skit na 
uskt t uskt u skit 
tu 
2 
y uskt u sikt u 
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(viii) Uw_CiC pattern 
This corresponds to perfect wCiC, 
Example: uwsil 'arrive' 
Underlying form uws-; l 
SinQular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
n uwsil Wsil 4t. 
0 0 
2 uwsil t uwsil Wsil t 
3m y uwsil Wsil 
0 9 
3f t uwsil wiSl it 
4) 0 
Plural 
1n uwsl u wsil na 
00 
uwsl Ut uwsl U wsil tu 
y uwsl u wisl u 
00 
(ix) uwCaC pattern 
This corr esponds to perfect wCaC. 
Example: uw3aý 'hurt' 
Underlyin q form uwýaý 
Sinqular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
1 n uw5aS w3aý t 
2 uw3aq t uwpý w-3ai t 
3m y uw-5aS Wýaý 
3f t uwýaý wa-35 it 
Plural 
1 n uw, 5ý u w-jai na 
2 UW3ý u t uw U w5aý 
tu 
3 y uw 5S ji w a-7)S u 
This corresponds to perfect yCiC* 
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Example: iybis tharden' 
Underlying fn-"m iybis 
Singular imperative 
1 
2 iybis 
3m 
3f 
Plural 
1 
2 iybs u 
3 
(b) Rules for VCCVC verbs 
Imperfect Perfect 
n iybis ybis t 
t iybis ybis t 
y iybis Ybis 
t iybis yibs it 
n iybs u ybis na 
t iybs u ybis tu 
y iybs u yibs u 
The rules given in Section I (Subject affixes) may now be applieýi to 
VCCVC verbs. 
Word :A 
Lexeme (A) A 
Form (A )Z 
Structure (Z) : Vi & Cl & C2 & V2 & C3 
(2) Word :A 
Class (A) : verb 
Subclass (A) : (-F] finite or CPQ participle L 
[F] aspect (A) : EPI perfect or 
ýLfl imperfect 
LF1 person (A) : [11 first or [21 second or 
L31 third 
[Fj number (A) : [a] singular or (p] plural 
[3 & gender (A) : [m] masculine or 
ýfj feminine 
ý2 & mood (A) : Limp' imperative or 
[indl indicative 
--S---S-------S-SSS- 
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Form (A) : ýO or Wý &X&ý, ý or Yý 
Structure (X) : ýj or imp] = structure (Z) 
or LP] = structure (Z) 
except that 
JI : 
(3) Meaning (A") 'write' 'arrive' 
V1 (A' ) i u 
Cl (A') k w 
C2 (A"' t s 
V2 (A') i 
C3 (A' ) b 
(B) VCCV verbs 
(a) Imperative, imgerfect and perfect stems 
As in the case of the preceding type, in the imperfect and imperative, 
these verbs have the same structure as the underlying form. In the 
plural of both imperfect and imperativel that is whenever there is a 
a suffix, the final vowel of the underlying form is lengthened. It 
thus follows the requirements of the phonotactics of the dialect and 
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the general rule for vowel lengthening (RUle (2)9 Chapter I). 
In the perfectv the first vowel of the underlying form is always 
deleted. The predictable vowel of the third person of the singular 
and the plural is always A (see 'Statistics and simple verbs1p Section 
III). Similarlyq in the first and second persons of the s*Lngular and 
pluralp that is whenever the suffix begins in a consonanto the vowel 
is alway /i/. The vowel of the perfect is also lengthened in, 
accordance with Rule (2)p Chapter 
Let us take /aqro/ 'reDd' as an illustrative example. 
perative and imperfect : there are no changes in the unde--lying 
form for the singular persons. 
Underlyinq form 
Sinqular 
1 
2 
3m 
3f 
oqra 
Imperative 
a qrQ 
imperfect 
n qqra 
oqro 
y Qqra 
t Qqro 
In the pluralq the final vowel is lengthened. 
Plural Imperative Imperfect 
1n oqra: u 
2 oqra: u oqrn : 
3 oqra: 
Perfect 
/oqro/ corresponds to perfect 
/qra/. The vowel of the third person of 
the singular and plural 
for VCCV verbs is always A., For this particular 
examplep it is 
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3m qro 
3f qrcý: t 
3p qro: u 
In the first and second persons of the singular and plural, the 
vowel is always /i/. 
Singular 
1 qri: t 
2 qri: t 
Plural 
I cri: na 
2 qri : tu 
To complete the illustrationg let us take a few other examplesq each I 
of which correspond3 to a different pattern: 
W QCCQ patternp corresponding to perfect CCQ. 
Example: abro 'recover' 
(ii) oCCa patternp corresponding to perfect CCa. 
Example: Osfa 'be clear' 
(iii) iCCa pattern, corresponding to perfect CCa. 
Example: ibda I 'begin' 
(iv) iCCQ patterng corresponding to perfect CCa. 
Example: itra 'become soft' 
(V) OM pattern, corresponding to perfect CCA (see Section III). 
Example: Cký Ii 'boil' 
1) iCCi pattern, corresponding to perfect CCA 
(see Section III) VL 
Example: imýi fgo,, walk' 
(vii) uwCa, corresponding to perfect wCa. 
Example: uwfa 'finish' 
(viii) uwC4A-q corresponding to perfect wCa. 
Example: uwhi 'have a vision' 
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Sinqular Imperative Imnerfect Perfect 
1 n sbra 1--ri: t 
2 obro t obri bri: t 
3m y obr,, bra 
3f tabr,, ý, bra: t 
Plural 
n abro: u bri: na 
obra: u t abro: u bri: tu 
3 y Qbro: u biýo: u 
SinQular 
n osfa sfi: t 
2 asfa t osfa sfi: t 
lb 0 0 
3m y osfa sfa 
3f t osfa sfa: t 
Plural, 
1 n usfa: u sfi: na 
0 0 
2 Qsfa: ut osfa: u sfi: tu 
3 y osfa: U sfa: u 
0 0 
Sinaular 
1 n ibda bdi: t 
2 ibda t ibda 
bdi: t 
3m y ibda 
bda 
t ibda bda: t 3f 
Plural 
n ibda: u bdi: na 1 
2 ibda: t 
ibda: u bdi: tu 
y ibda: u bda: u 
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Sinqular Imperative Im pe rfect Perfect 
n itro tri: t 
2 itrQ t itro tri: t 
3m 
y itra trq 
3f t itra tro: t 
Plural 
1 n itrQ: u tri: na 
0 0 
2 itro: u t itro: u tri: tu 
3 y itro: u tro: u 
Sinqular 
1 n üUi bli: t 
2 Q6li t Qýli ýii: t 
3m y CA 1i Sia, 
3f t A li ýla: t 
Plural 
1 n qUi: u ýli: na 
2 aýli: u t Qeli: u ýii: tu 
3 y jýli: u ýla: U 
Sinqular 
1n imýi m ýi: t 
2 imýi t imfi msi: t 
3m y im5i Mýa 
3f t imf i mfa: 
t 
Plural 
n imSi: u mSi: na 
t im; i: u mf--: tu 
y imfi: u m. fa: u 
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Sinqular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
1 
n uwfa Wfi: t 
2 
uwfa t Lltj, 'f a Wfi: t 
y ulluf a Wfa 
3f 
t uwfa wfa: t 
Plur"al 
1 
n uwfa: u wfi: na 
2 uwfa: ut uwfa: u Wfi: tu 
3 y uwfa: u wfa: u 
Singular 
1 
n uwhi wfii: t 
2 Uwhi t uwhi wýi: t 
3m y uwhi wF1a 
3f t uwhi wha: t 
Plural 
1 n uwhi: u wlii: na 
2 UU, hi: U t uwýi: u wrii: tu 
3 y uwhi: U wha: u 
One last example needs to be mentioned because it behaves in a 
different way: /o'hbu/ 'crawl' (of a baby). It is generally used in 
the third person of the singular: y ohbu 'he crawls' 
J. t L, oh bu she crawls'. 
But the whole aspectual paradigm is felt to be: 
Singular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
1 n ahbu hbi: t 
2 ofibu t ahbu hbi: t 
73 m y3 
Fib u hba 
t ohbu hba: t 3f 
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Plural Imnerative 
_Imp erf-ect Perfect 
1n 
ahbi: u hbi: na 
2 ofibi: ut ahbi: u hbi: tu 
y u5bi: u hba: u 
Rules for VCCV verbs 
Structure (Z) : Vl & Cl & C2 & V2 
Form (A) :i ýp or WZ &X& 11 or Ylj 
Structure (x) r, or imp. 1 structure (Z) 
or [p] structure 
except that 
Vi :q 
L31 V2 = (A) 
ýl & 2] V2= /i/ 
Meaning. (A') 'begin 'finish' 
Vl (A) iu 
Cl (A" bw 
C2 (A" df 
V2 (A) aa 
2. CVC pattern' 
(A) CVC: verbs 
(a) Imperativet imperfect and perfect stems 
In the imperative and imperfect 9 these verbs 
have the same structure 
as the underlying forms. 
The only feature that distinguishes the 
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singular forms from the plural forms is subject suffixes. 
due to the fact that CCVC: V is phonotactically possible. 
This is 
In the. perfect, the Vowel is constant throughout the paradigm. In 
the first and second persons of the singular and plurall that is 
whenever the suffix begins with a consonant, /i/ is inserted between 
the final consonant and the subject suffix. The rule for vowel 
lengthening (Rule (2), Chapter I) lengthiýns the /i/ vowe'L immediately 
before a suffix. As for the rest of the perfect paradigm . the 
third person masculine, feminine and plural (whenever the suffix begins 
with a vowel, or is absent) the stem is similar to the underlying formt 
except for the vowel which can be predicted. 
Let us now 4L ]-lustrate what has just been stated with /hib: / 'like, 
1oveI. 
Underlying form : hib: 
/hib: / corresponds to perfect /hab: / (see Section III), 
Sinqular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
1nh A-b : 
f5ab: i: t 
2 hib: t hib: hab: i: t 
3m y hib: hab: 
3f t Fiib: hab: it 
Plural 
1n hib: u 
hab: i: na 
2 riib: ut hib: u 
hab: i: tu 
3 y fiib: u 
hab. - u 
other examples to complete 
the illustration. 
Let us Itake a few t-I 
Underlying forms 
Mis: 'touch"' 
r-us C 0 
Correspoidinq perfect patterns 
mas: 
cl os : 
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uar Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
n mis: mas: i: t 
n qus: qos: i: t 
2 mis: t mis: mas: i: t 
qus: t qus, qos: i: t 
3m y mis: mas: 
y qus: qos: 
0 6 
3f t mis: mas: it 
t qus: o0s: it 
0 
Plural 
n mis: u mas: i: na 
n qus: u qos: i: na 
0 0 
mis: ut mis: u mas: i: tu 
qus: ut qus: u qas: i: tu 
3 y mis: u mas: u 
y qus: u qcxs: u 
0 0 
(b) Rules for CVC: verbs 
Structure (Z) : C1 & V1 & C29 length (C2) : long 
Form (A) : ýý6 or Wý &X& t15 or YJ 
Structure (X) structure (Z) 
except that 
[P] Vl = (A) 
& LP & ýl or 2ýj structure (X) =Z& V2t V2 
Meaning (A') : 'like' 'cut, 
C1 (A" hq 
V1 (A' iu 
C2 bs 
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(B) CV: C verbs 
( a) Imperativet imperfect_and pe_rfect stems 
Like the CVC. * verb type, these verbs have the same --tructure as 
the underlying form in the imperative and the imperfect. Once againp 
only subject suf f ixes distinguish singular f orM3 f rom plural forms: 
the pattern CCV: CV is phonotactically possible. 
In the perfect, the situation is different. In the third person of the 
masculinev feminine and plural, that is uhenever the suffix begins 
in a vowel or is absentv the radical vowel is always /A/ (see section 
III). The situation is somewhat more complicated for the remaining 
personsq that is whenever the suffix begins in a consonant: for the 
pattern Cu: Ct /u, -/ is shortened. For the pattern Ci: Cq however, 
there are two possibilities: /i-, / is shortened 
is replaced by /u/. if the 
underlying form begins in an emphatic consonant. (However, as was 
mentioned in Section III aboveg two different pronunciations of the 
same verb may occur), Finallyq for the two patterns CQ: C and Ca: Cq 
/o: / is replaced by /u/ and /a: / by /i/ respectively, 
Let us now illustrate what has been said,, 
(i) Cu: C corresponds to perfect CA: C. In the third person of 
the perfect, the radical vowel is always 
/A/. In the first and 
second persons, howeverp for the Cu: C patterng 
/u: / is shor'ened. 
(ie. 
Examples: qu: 1 
su: 
Un, ýerlyinq forms 
fsayg tell' 
'drive' 
qu: 1 
su: q 
Sinqular Imperativn Imperfect Perfect 
n qu: l ciu 1t 
n su: q suq t 
2 qu: l t qu: l qul t 
su: q t su: q suq t 
3m 
y qu: l qo: l 
y su: q sa: q 
3f t qu: l q, -j: l it 
t su: q sa: q it 
Plural 
n qu: 1 u qul na 
n su: q U suq na 
2 qu: 1 ut qu: 1 u qul tu 
su: q ut su: q u suq tu 
3y qu: 1 u qo: 1u 
y su: q u sa: q u 
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(ii) Ci: C also corresponds to perfect CA; C. In the third person 
of the perfectq the radical vowel is always /A/. The vowel of the 
first and second personsq howeverg is either /u/ or /i/. both short 
(see above and Section III). 
Examples -5i: b 'bring' 
6i: 5 the lost' 
Underlying forms 7)i: b 
Singular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
n b -3ib t 
n )i: i ýui t 
0 0 
2 -7)i: bt zýi :b 3ib t 
t 6i u (I t 
3m y -3i: b a: * y bi 6a: 5 
3f t 3i: b ýv: 
b it 
t ýi it 
Plural 
-3i: b u-. ; ib na 
bi: ý u tui na 
00 
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Plural Imperative ImQerfect Perfect 
-3i: b ut ýi: b u 5ib tu 
6i: ý ut 'bi: q u 3uý tu 
Y 3i: b u -ja: bu 
.qu y yi: 1ý u 
(iii) CO: C and Ca. -C correspond to perfect Ca: C and Ca: C respectively. 
In the third person of the perfect, t he radical vowels are /o/ and 
/a/. The vowels of the first and sec ond persons are /u/, shortv for 
Co: C pattern and /i/9 short, for Ca: C pattern. 
Examples: XG: f 'fear' 
ba: t tstay for the night' 
Underlyin g f_orTc:, :f 
ba: t 
Singular Imperative Imperfect Perfect. 
1 
2 
3m 
3 
Plural 
1 
2 
3 
XG: f 
ba: t 
xa: fu 
ba: t u 
Rules for CV: C verbs 
" xo: f xuf t 
" ba: t bit t 
t xa: f xuf t 
t ba: t bit t 
y x 4, xQ: i 
y ba: t ba: t 
t xa: f xa: f it 
t ba: t ba: t it 
n xa: f u xuf na 
n ba: t u bit na 
t xa: f U xuf tu 
t ba: t u bit tu 
y xcl: f u xa: f u 
y ba: t U ba: t U 
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Structure (Z) : C1 & V1 & C2. length (vi) : long 
y Form (A) or Wj &X& ýý, or 
Structure (X) -9 = structure (4) 
except that 
, 
LP & ýl or 2ý] 
P& ýj 
Meaning (Aý 'say' 
Cl (A' q 
Vl (A'. u 
C2 ( A" 1 
Vl : short 
Vj = (A) instead of Vl (A") 
Verbs correspondinq to certain Classical Arabic 'hamzated' 
verbs 
In their im,, -, erative forms (except for /ra/ ( see below )) ý these are: 
'comet 
ro 'he saw' 
ku: 1 feat, 
xu: ) 'take' 
( The similarity between the last two verbs and verbs of the CV :C 
pattern, is only restricted to the imperative). 
The corresponding Classical Arabic verbs are respectively: 
d3a: ')a 
ra'ý a: 
)akala 
)axa) a 
I propose to treat these verbs as exceptions 
due to the f act that, on 
the one hardq they arre 
the only verbs of their kindý apd on the other 
.L hand, each of them behaves 
in a different manner from any other type 
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of verb. This is mainly due to the fact that the glottal stop has 
disappeared almost completely in the dialect. The glottal stop does 
howeverg exist in some verbs. 
Examples: is? ii task I yis'ý il 'he asks' 
ýay: as 'resign yourself' y)ay: as 'he resigns 
self' 
/aý: an/ 'call to prayer', on the other hand, has lost Its glottal stop 
since the third person singular of the imperfect is not 
yýa\,: an 
but ya6: an 
(A) i: Za and ra 
In the imperfect and in the perfect, /ro/ behaves like VCCV verbs, 
/oqro/ 'read', for examplev would be an exact replica, if we forgot 
about the first vowel and the first consonant. 
Examples'. 
Sinqular Imperfect Perfect 
n oqra qri: t 
n ra ri: t 
2t aqro qri: t 
t r(A ri: t 
3m y oqro qr<ý 
y rQ r6 
3f t oqro qro 
t ro rQ: t 
Plural 
n oqro :u qrl: na 
n rQ: u ri: na 
2 t oqrcý :U qri: 
tu 
t rýýj: u ri: 
tu 
y oqro :u qra : u 
y ro: u ro: u 
rative Of 
/ro/. howevert is suppletive: 
The impe 
Singular : 
ýu: f tseel 
plural : 
ýU: f u 'see' 
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Similarly, /i: 3a/ may be compared with /ifri/ Ibuy'q at least as 
far as vowel endings in the imperfect and perfect are concerned. 
Sinqular Imperfect Perfect 
1 n i; ri Sri: t 
n 3i 3i: t 
2 t iSri Sri: t 
t ýi 3': t 
3m y ifri ýra 
yV 3a 
3f t iSri ýra: t 
t 3i -7a: t 
Plural 
1n if ri: u Sri: na 
n 3i: u 3i: na 
2t i5ri: u ýri: tu 
t 3i: u 3': tu 
3y if ri: u fre: u 
y 3i: u ia: u 
The imperative paradigm is the following: 
Singular i: -5a 'come' 
Plural i: 3a: u 'come' 
(B) ku: l and xu: b 
These behave in a peculiar way. Indeed, in the imperfect they behave 
in a unique way, in the perfect like VCCV verbs and in the 
imperative 
like C-V: C verbs. 
Imperfect 
The singular paradigms are as follows: 
Ina: kil n a: xi6 
2ta: kil t a: xi) 
3m y a: kil y a: xi) 
3f t a: kil t a: xio 
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/n a: xib/ and the rest of the singular paradigm of the imperfect 
for /xu: 6/ are in free variation with: n a: xu 
t a: xu 
y a: xu 
t a-. Xu 
In the plural, that is whenever there is a suffixg the final voý-, el 
is deleted in accordance with the rule for final vowel deletilon and 
metathes-is (Rule (1). Chapter I): 
n a: kl una: xý u 
a: kl uta: xý u 
y a: kl uya: xý u 
Perfect, 
In the perfek-, t, th---y may be compared to 
/ikri/ 'rent': 
Sinquiar 
kri: t kli: t xbi: t 
2 kri: t kli: t Xýi: t 
3m kra kla xýa 
3f kra: t kla: t Xýa: t 
Plural 
1 kri: na kli: na xýi: na 
2 kri: tu kli: tu 0i: tu 
3 kra: u kla: u xba: u 
Im. perative 
In the imperativev they may 
be compared to 
/du: r/ 'turn': 
Singular du: r 
ku: 1 xu: b 
Plural du: r u 
ku: 1u xu: b u 
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4. CVCCV(C) pattern 
(A) CVCCVC verbs 
(a) Imperative, imperfect and perfect stems 
For both moods, from this pattern on (except those patterns which end 
in a vowel or in a geminated consonant or in a consonant immediately 
preceded by a long vowel) the only differenciating feature between 
members of the paradigms is subject affixes. Deletion of': vowels and 
metathesis are accounted for by means of regular rules. 
To return to CVCCVC verbs, in the plural of the imperfect and imperative, 
and in the third person feminine and plural of the perfectt that is 
whenever the suffix begins in a vowel, the final vowel of the under- 
lying form is deleted in accordance with the rule for final vowel 
deletion and metathesis (Rule (1)t Chapter I) and the phonotactics of 
the dialect : there is no CVCCVCV pattern. The vowels of the under- 
lying form are constant throughout the whole aspectual paradigm. 
I propose to take /farkas/ 'search' as an illustrative example. 
Underlying form farkas 
Sinqular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
n farkas farkas t 
2 farkas t farkas farkas t 
3m y farkas farkas 
3f t farkas farks 
it 
Plural 
1n 
farks u farkas na 
farks ut farks 1-1 
farkas tu 
y farks u farks u 
If the third consonant of a 
CVCCVC verb is lwl, it disappears- at the 
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phonetic level and the consonant immediately preceding it is 
geminated and followed by [u] 9 whenever the suffix begins in a 
vowel, 
Example: 
-Singular 
1 
2 
3m 
3f 
Plural 
wakwak 'stammer' 
Imperative I 
Ln 
wakwak [wakwak3 [t 
Ey 
F-t 
r"perfact 
wakwakj 
wakwak, i 
w8kwaký 
I 
wakwak] 
n 
2 wakwk u wak: uk U1. ý-t 
3y 
CVCCVC verbs such as /duwbil/ 'fail' (a 
wak: uk 
w ak: uk 
I 
wak: uk 
n exam) 
Perfect 
il'w ak wa'k 
Fwakw'a'k t 
wakwak 
i wak: uk it i- 
tý 
ui wakwak naA 
u ýWakwaik tu 
Ul 
1W 
ak: uk ul 
and /riygil/ 'fix' 
where /w/ and /y/ are preceded by 
/u/ and /i/ respectively, are 
phonetically: 
Ldu: bi1j 
ýri: gil] 
(b) Rules for CVCCVC verbs 
f 
Structure kZ) : Cl & Vi & C2 
& C3 & V2 & C4 
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Form (A) or W&X& or Y)ý 
Structure (X) structure (Z) 
Meaning (A) 'search' tstammerl 
Cl (A" f w 
V1 (A" a a 
C2 (A" r k 
C3 (A") k w 
V2 (A") a a 
C4 ( A* S k 
(8) CAM verbs 
(a) Imperative, imperfect and perfect stems 
These behave like VCCV verbs of the type ifri 'buy* where the final 
vowel is /i/. In the singular of the imperfect and of the imperative, 
they have the same structure as the underlying form. In the plural 
(of the imperfect and the imperative), that is whenever there is a 
suffix, the final vowel of the underlying form is lengthened, follow- 
ing the requirements of the phonotactics of the dialect and the rule 
for vowel lengthening (Rule (2)9 Chapter I). 
In the perfect, the second vowel of the third person singular and 
plural is always A. Elsewhere, it is 
/i/. It is lengthened when- 
ever there is a suffix, that is in the first persong second person, 
third person feminine and third person plural. 
Let us take /sarbi/ 'wait upon' as an example. 
Underlyinq form sarbi 
Sinqular Im2erfect 
Perlect 
1n sarbi 
sarbi: t 
2sa rb it sarbi 
sarbi: t 
3m y ! ýarbi 
sarba 
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Singular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
3f 
t sarbi sarba: t 
Plural 
1n 
sarbie. u sarbi: na 
2 sarbi: ut sarbi: u sarbi: tu 
3y 
sarbi: u sarba: u 
(b) Rules for CAM verbs 
Structure (Z) : Cl & Vl & C2 & C3 & V29 (V2 
Form (A) or Wý &X& (0 c- r Yý 
S-tructure (X) structure (Z) 
except that 
[P & 31 V2 (A) 
Meaning 
cl 
v1 
C2 
C3 
V2 
W) 'wait upon' 
A" 8 
A" a 
A" r 
A" b 
A' i 
B, Derived stems 
1. Verbs with a -, eminated middle consonant 
(A) (C)AC: AC verbs 
As was already mentioned under CVCCVC verbs, the only differenciatinc 
feature between members of the paradigms is subject affixes. 
Deletion of vowels is accounted for by means of regular rules: when 
-lying form, the suffix begins in a vowel, 
the final vowel of the undel 
is deleted as the result of the rule for 
final vowel deIetion and 
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metathesis (Rule (1)t Chapter I). There is no CVC: VCV pattern in 
the dialect. Moreoverv the vowels are constant throughout the 
aspectual paradigm. 
/fas. -ar/ 'explaint will illustrate what has just been said. 
Underlyinq form fas: ar 
Sinqular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
1n fas: ar i7as: ar t 
2f as: ar t fas: ar 
3m y fas: ar 
3f t fas: ar 
Plural 
1n fas: r u 
2 fas: r ut fas: r u 
3y fas: r u 
(B) CAC: i verbs 
fas: ar t 
as: ar 
fas: r i-c 
fas: ar na 
fas: ar tu 
fas: r u 
These verbs behave like simple verbs ending in an /i/ vowel. Except 
for the third person singular and plural of the perfect, they have the 
same structure as the underlying form, that is the second vowel is 
always /i/. /i/ is, of coursev lengthened whenever there is a suffix. 
In the third 
second vowel 
depending on 
/0/ whenever 
/r/; it is / 
(2), Chapter 
person of the 
of the underl 
the nature of 
the geminated 
elsewhere)* 
I)* 
singular and the plural of the perfect, the 
ying form is changed to(A)(/Q/ or /a/ 
I 
the preceding geminated consonant: it is 
consonant is either emphatiC-9 uvular or 
Wis also lengthened belore a suffix (Rule 
Two verbs will illustrate what 
has just been said. 
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Underlyinq forms qor: i 'teach' 
xal: i 'leave, let' 
Sinqular Imeerative Imperfect Perfect 
n qýAr: i qQr: i: t 
n xol: i Xý, l: i: t 
2 qor: i t qar: i qý, r: i: t 
xol: i t xal: i XýAl: i: t 
3M 
y qor: i qc4 r: o 
y X-ýl: i xal: a 
3f t qQr: i qýýir: o: t 
t xol: i xal: a! t 
Plural 
n qor: i: u qor: i: na 
n xul: i: u xcil: i: na 
2 qor: i: u t qar: i: u qor: i: tu 
xol: i: u t xol: i: u xol: i: tu 
3 y qor: i: u qar: o : u 
y xol: i: u xol: a*o U 
(C) Rules for verbs with a 2eminated middle consonant 
(C)AC: AC 
Structure (Z) : C1 & V1 & C2 & V2 & C4, length (C2) : long 
Form (A) : tO or Wý &X& 
ýO or Yý 
Structure (X) structure (Z) 
Meaning (A 'explain' 
C1 (A" f 
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Vl (A' )= 
C2 ( A' )= 
V2 (A' )= 
C4 (A" )= 
(b) CAC: i 
Structure (Z) : C1 & V1 & C2 & V21 length (C2) : long, V2 
Form (A) : ýO or Wý &X & ýO or Yý 
Structure M: = structure (Z) 
except that 
CP & 3] V2 
Meaning (A) : 'teach' 
Cl (A" )=q 
VI (A') =Q 
C2 A'. )= 
V2 ( A" )=i 
2. 
-(-C)A: 
CV(C) pattern 
(A) (C)A: CVC verbs 
Here again, subject affixes are the only differenciating feature 
between members of the paradigms. Deletion of vowels is accounted 
for by means of regular rules: whenever the suffix begins in a vowel, 
the final vowel of the underlying form is deleted in accordance with 
the phonotactics of the dialect (no such patterns as CV: CVCV) and 
the rulle for final vowel de'Letion and metathesis 
(Rule (I)t Chapter 
? %injop const-nnt 
throt-johout tho Thr, -I -, s 51 r ý, % -- --ýL 
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Let us take /fa: rik/ 'take part' as an example, 
Underlyinq form Sa. -rik 
aaLL1 ar Imperative Imperfect 
2 Sa: rik 
3m 
3f 
Plural 
1 
2 5a: rk u 
3 
(8) CA: Ci verbs 
II )di 1--LK 
t 5a: rik 
y ýa: rik 
t Sa: rik 
n Ja: rk u 
t 5a: rk u 
y Sa: rk u 
F, --rf ect 
Sa: rik t 
ja: rik t 
Sa -. rik 
Sa: rk Lt 
ja: rik na 
i 
. )a, 
-r-ik tu 
Sa: rk u 
As in the --ase of CAC: i verbs, these verbs behave like simple verbs 
ei-, ding in an /i/ vowel. Except for the third person singular and 
plural of the perfect, they have the same structure as the under- 
lying form. 
In the third person of the singular and the plural of the perfect, 
the final vowel of the underlying form is changed to A. 
/la: qi/ 'meet' and /da: wi/ qtake medecinet will illustrate what has just 
been stated. 
Underlyinq forms la: qi 
Sinqular 
I 
2 
3m 
da: wi 
Imperative 
1a: qi 
da: wi 
I, 7, perfect Perfect 
n la: qi la: qi: t 
n da: wi da: wi: t 
t la: qi la: --i: t 
t da: wi da: wi: t 
y la: qi la: qa 
y da: wi da: wa 
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Sinqular Imperative Im 
. __perfect 
Perfect 
3f t la: qi la: qo: t 
t da: wi da: wa: t 
Plural 
n la: qi: u la: qi: na 
n da: wi: u da: wi: na 
2 la: qi: ut la: qi: u la: qi: tu 
da: wi: ut da: wi: u da: wi: tu 
3y la: qj: .u la: qo: u 
y da: wi: u da: wa: u 
(C) Rules for (C)A: CVýC)- verbs 
(a) (C)A*. CVC 
Structure (Z) : C1 V1 & C2 & V2 & C3, length (V1) : long 
Form (A) : ýO or Wj X& ký or Y'ý 
Structure (X) structure (Z) 
Meaning (A') 'take part' 
C1 (A) I 
V1 ( A' )a 
C2 (A') r 
V2 (A" )i 
C3 ( A" )k 
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CA l' Ci 2:: =O 
Structure (Z) : C1 & V1 & C2 & V21 length (Vi) : long, V2 
Form (A) : ý_torWý& X&kqý or Yý 
Structure M: = structure (Z) 
except that 
[P& 3] V2 = 
Meaning (A) 'meet' 'take medecinel 
Cl (A*) 1 d 
Vl (A") a a 
C2 (A") q w 
V2 (A") I i 
3. t-p refix-ed simple verbs 
(A) t-2refixed VCCVýC) verbs 
t-prefixed VCCVC verbs 
Here againg the only differenciating feature between members of the 
aspectual paradigmg is subject affixes. Similarlyq the sole vowel of 
the derived verb is constant throughout the paradigm. 
The reason that I do not allow for an initial vowel in these verbs and 
most of the verbs to be described (as most writers included in my 
list of references do) is two-folds firstv according to the general 
phonological rule for final vowel deletion and metathesis 
(Rule (1). 
Chapter I)q if two vowels were allowed in such verbsq for exampleg as 
t-prefixed VCCVC verbsq the outcome of the rule would be vowel deletion 
and the word would be other than expected. 
Example: Derived verb: *it7rqfi 'get wounded' 
First person plural of imperfect : *n itýroh u*n 
itýrfi u 
In fact what occurs is not final vowel 
deletion but metathesis which 
41C 0 j 
vo,, ý C. f 1 0, 
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Example: Derived verb : týrofi 'get wounded' 
Fir al of imperfect : *n t3rc, 5 u 
t-5crh u[na t5Q/-I6 u] 'we get 
wounded' 
Secondlyq stress accounts for the fact that these verbs do not have 
an initial vowel. Indeedp *[n lt)rafij would be stressed on the first 
syllable, wheng in fact, it is stressed on the cil vowel, ie. 
1 [n '3 tr h] 'I got woundedt. 
To return to t-prefixed VCCVC verbs, in the piural of the imperative 
and imperfectv and in the third person feminine and plural of the 
perfectv that is whenever the suffix begins in a vowelq metathesis 
occurs (Rule (1), Chapter I). 
zf 'be written' Example: t Ir, tib 
[t ktibj 
Singular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
1n tktib tkt-, b t 
2 tktib t tktib tktib t 
3m y 4-ktib tktib 
3f t tktib tkitb it 
Plural 
1 n tkitb u tktib na 
2 tkitb ut tkitb u tktib tu 
3 y tkitb u tkitb u 
VCCVC verbs beginning in a semi-vowel, behave in 
the same way. 
Example: twlid 'be born' 
uý /twlid/ is pronounced 
Lt lid] when there is ýo suffix or when the 
suffix begins in a consonant. 
In some idiolectaq in the 
imperative, a vowel precedes verbs which 
begin in two or more consonants. 69- 
it3roh 'get wounded', itýlra 'be 
bought1v irta: h 'have a rest', istfa: d 
'benefit' etc. This curious 
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Sinq_ular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
1 n twlid [n u t lid] twlid t [tu lit: 3 
2 twlid Ltulid] t twlid [t4 tu 1 l'd] twlid t ctu lit-: 1 
3m y twlid [-a v tu l, id] twlid Ltu li/dj 
3f t twlid ttl tu lý - idl twild it Etw ild it] 
Plural 
1 n twild u [n tw ild ý twlid na Etu lid na] 
2 I twild u 
[twild 
U] t twild u If tWild u] twlid tu 
ýt u lit: u] 
3 y twild u Eyl twild u]twild u L-tw ild uý 
(b) t-prefixed VCCV verbs 
In the IMDerfect, these verbs have the same structure as the imperative 
f orm, In the perfect they behave like the corresponding VCCV verbs 
(in the perfect), 
/tqra/ 'be read' and /tnsa/ 'be forgotten' will illustrate this. 
Sinqular Imperative Imperfect 
1n tqrQ 
n tnsa 
2 tqro t tqro 
tnsa t tnsa 
3m y tqra 
y tnsa 
3f t tqra 
t tnsa 
Plural 
n tqro: u 
n tnsa: u 
tqro: ut tqro: u 
It tnsa: u Unsa: u 
tqra: u 
tnsa: u 
situation where 
two different imperative form. s coexist, undoubtedly 
need!! r, esearching. 
10 
Sin_q. ular Perfect 
VCCV verb t-prefixed VCCV verb 
qri: t tqri: t 
nsi: t tnsi: t 
2 qri: t tqri: t 
nsi: t tnsi: t 
3m qro tqro 
nsa tnsa 
3f qra: t tqra: t 
nsa: t tnsa: t 
Plural 
qri: na 
nsi: na 
2 qri: tu 
nsi: tu 
tqri: na 
tnsi: na 
tqri: tu 
tnsi: tu 
3 qro: u tqro: u 
nsa: u tnsa: u 
(B) t-prefixed CVC verbs 
(a) t-orefixed CVC: verbs 
In the imperfect, these verbs have the same structure as the imperative 
form: subject affixes are the only differenciating feature. In the 
perfect, they behave like the corresponding CVC: verbs (in the perfect), 
that is /i/ is inserted between the final consonant and a consonant- 
initial suffix. The following paradigms for /tlam: / 'be gathered 
(together)' will illustrate what has just been said. 
Singular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
In tlam: tlam: i: t. 
2 tlam: t tiam: tlam: i: t 
3m y tlam: tlam: 
3f t tlam: tlam: 
it 
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Plural Imperative 
1 
Imperfect Perfect 
n tlam: u tlam: i: na 
tlam: u 
3 
(b) t-prefixed CV: C verbs 
tlam: u tlam: i: tu 
y tlam: u tlam: u 
In the imperfect, these verbs have the same structure as the imperative 
form. Only subject affixes differ. In the perfect, however, they 
behave like the corresponding CV: C verbs (in the perfect)qeg. /bi: 5/ 
tselll* /tba: 5/ 'be sold' will illustrate. 
Singular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
1n tba: i tbi5t 
tba: 5 t tba: i 
3m y tba: 5 
3f t tba: ý 
Plural 
1n tba-A u 
tba: 5- ut tba: 
5 u 
tba: ý 
biý t 
tbii t 
bff t 
tba: ý 
ba: 5 
tba: 5 it 
ba -6 i 
tbiý na 
biý na 
tbiý tu 
biý tu 
tba. -5 u 
b a: ý u 
(C) t-prefixed i: 4ag roq___ku'-_l9 xu: b 
(a /i: 3 a/ come tc annot be prefixed w-Ith 
the passive 
morpheme /t/. 
(b) /tro/ 'be seen' behaves in exactly 
the same way as its 
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corresponding active form /ra/. I have never heard /trQ/ used in 
the perfect. However, its perfect oaradigm can be imagined: 
Sinqular Imperative IMýjrf ect Perfect 
ii ra ri: t 
n tro tri: t 
2 tro t ra ri: t 
t tro tri: t 
3m y rQ ro 
y tra tra 
3f t ra ro: t 
t tro tra: t 
Plural 
n r o: u ri: na 
n tro: u tri: na 
2 trc7: Ut ro: U ri: tu 
t tra: u tri: tu 
3y ra: u ra: u 
y trci: u trci: u 
In the imperative, the suppletive form is used more often: 
Singular : tSa: f 
Plural : tSa: f u 
/tro/ is used in the imperative in such constructions as the follow- 
ing: tro nýu: f 'let me see' 
tra wor: i: ni 'show met 
tra lkta: b 'give me the b 
However, I am not certain whether /tra/ 
to /tro/ 'be seen', or whether it is an 
/tro/ in this case has two allomorphs: 
and 
ook I 
in these instancesq is related 
altogether different word. 
Ltroj- when followed by a word, 
[trah] elsewhere. 
(c) /t: a: kil/ 'be eaten I 
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For both moods, the only differenciating feature is subject affixes. 
The final vowel is deleted in accordance with the rule for final 
vowel deletion and metathesis (Rule (1), Chapter I). 
Singular Imperative Imperfect Peff ebt 
n t: a: kil [n"' t: a': kil) t: a: kil t Lt: a: kil tj 
2 
3m 
3f 
Plural 
1 
2 
3 
a: i1 L-"'t: al: kitt: a: ki1 
t: a: kl 
y t: a: kil 
t t: a: kil 
t: a: kl u 
t t: a: kl u 
y t: a: kl u 
(d) /t: a: xib/ 'be taken' 
t: a: kil t 
t: a: kil 
t: a*-kl it 
t: a: kil na 
t: a: kil tu 
t: a: kl u 
This behaves morphologically in the same way as the preceding example. 
Singular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
1nt: a: x-i6 Ln3t: a*,: x-46j t: a: xib t 
ýt: 
a: xi6 
2 t: a: x4t: a: x 
Ntt: 
a: xiý t: a: xA t 
3m y t: a: xiý t: a: xi6 
3f t t: a: xib t: a: x6 it 
Plural 
1 
2 
3 
t: a: xý 
n t: a: x6 u 
t t: a: x6 u 
y t: a: x6 u 
t: a: xib na 
t: a: xiý tu 
t: a: xb u 
I am aware of another passive 
form whose meaning is not closely 
related to that of 
/xu: 6/- The passive form in question is 
/t: xiý/ 'be 
done'. For both moods, the only differenciating 
feature is subject 
affixes. MetaLihesis is 
due to the rule fcr final vowel deletion and 
metathesis 
(Rule (1)9 Chapter 
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Sin nu Iar Imnerative Imnerfect 
1) t bi 1nt: xiý [n t: xl 
2 t: xiiý t: xlýl t t: xib 
3m y t: xiý 
3f to -Xiý 
Plural 
1nt: ixý u 
2 t: ixý utt: ixý u 
3yt: ix6 u 
(D) t-prefixed CVCCV(_ C) verbs 
(a) t-prefixed CVC-r'VC verbs 
Perfect 
t: xiý t 
Vt: 
xi tj 
t: xi6 t 
t: xi) 
t: ix) it 
t: xiý na 
t: xi) tu 
t: ixý u 
These verbs behave in exact1y the same way as the corresponding CVCI-VC 
verbs in bo tl-, moods. 
Example: CVCCVC verb : farkas Isearchl 
t-prefixed CVCCVC verb : tfarkas 'be searched' 
Singular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
n farkas farkas t 
n tfarkas tfarkas t 
2 farkas t farkas farkas t 
tfarkas t tfarkas tfarkas t 
3M Y farkas farkas 
y tfarkas tfarkas 
-4 f t farkas farks i t 
t tfarkas tfarks it 
Plural 
n farks u farkas na 
n tfarks u tfarkas na 
2 farks u t farks u 
farkas tu 
tfarks u t tfarks u tfarkas 
tu 
y farks u farks u 3 
y tfarks u tfarks u 
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t-prefixed CAM verbs 
In the imperfectv these verbs have the same structure as the imperative 
form. In the perfectq they behave like the corresponding CAM verbs 
(in the perf ect). 
Example: CACCi verb : sarbi 'wait upon' 
t-prefixed CAM verb : tsarba 'be waited upon' 
Singular Imperative Im2erfect Perfect 
In tsarba tsarbi: t 
sarbi: t 
2 tsarba t tsarba tsarbi: t 
sarbi: t 
3m y tsarba tsarba 
sarba 
3f t tsarba tsarba: t 
sarba: t 
Plural 
n tsarba: u tsarbi: na 
sarbi: na 
2 tsarba: ut tsarba: u tsarbi: tu 
sarbi: tu 
y tsarba: u tsarba: u 
sarba: u 
(E) Rules for t-prefixed simple verbs 
(a) t-prefixed VCCVC verbs 
Structure (Z) :C& Cl & C2 & Vl & C39 C= 
/t/ 
Form (A) : ýO or Wj &X& If- 0 or Yý 
Structure (X) := structure (Z) 
Meaning 
C (A') = 
Cl 
tget wounded' 
t 
-5 
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C2 
vi (i') =Q 
C3 ( A" )= 
(b) t-12refixed VCCV verbs 
Structure (7) :C& Cl & C2 & Viv Vl = (A), C= /t/ 
Form (A) : 
ýOorW & X&ýOor Yý 
Structure (X) structure (Z) 
except that 
LP & ýl or 2ý] Vl 
Meaning (A') : 'be readt 
C (A'):: t 
Cl (A' )=q 
C2 ( A" )= 
Vl (A" )=a 
t-prefixed CVC: verbs 
Structure (Z) :C C1 & V1 & C2 . length 
(C2) : long, C 
Form (A) : 
tO or U, X or Yý 
Structure (X) structure (Z) 
except that 
I- ýp & 
ýj 
1 or 2ý] (X) =Z& V2j V2 = 
/i/ 
Meaning (A') : 'be gathered 
(together)' 
1080 
Meaning (A') : 
C( A" 
Cl (A" 
V1 (A" 
C2 ( A" 
'be gathered (together)' 
t 
1 
a 
ro 
(d) t-prefixed CV: C verbs 
Structure (Z) :C &- C1 & V1 & C2v length k'Vl) : long, C 
Form (A) : ýO or W&X&tV or Y 
Structure (X) := structure (Z) 
Meaning (A") 
C (A" ) 
Cl (A" 
Vl (A" 
C2 ( A" 
except that 
LP & ýi or 2ý'j length (V1) : short 
'be sold' 
t 
b 
a 
(e) t-12refixed CVCCVC verbs 
Structure (Z) :C& Cl & V1 & C2 & C3 & V2 & C4, C 
Form (A) orWý & X&ýq(orY 
Structure (X) structure 
(Z) 
Meaning (A') oo 
'be searched' 
C (A If )=t 
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C1 A) f 
V1 A*' a 
C2 (Ai r 
C3 A* k 
V2 A"' a 
C4 (A s 
(f) jýýprefixed CACCi verbs 
Structure (Z) 9 0C Cl & VI & C2 & C3 & V2f V2 = (A)v C 
Form (A) t95 or W&X& or Yý 
Structure M structure M 
except that 
[P & tl or 2'ý V2 
Meaning (A') 'be waited upon' 
C A" t 
Cl A 
Vl (A) a 
C2 (A") r 
C3 (A") b 
V2 (A ) a 
4. t-prefixed verbs with a geminated middle consonant 
(A) t-prefixed (g2AC: AC verbs 
These behave in exactly the same way as the corresponding 
(C)AC: AC 
verbs (eg. /fas: ar/ 'explain') 
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Example: tkal: am 'talk' 
Sinqular Imperative ! Merf ec Perfect 
n fas: ar fas: ar t 
n tkal: am tkal: am t 
2 fas: ar t fas: ar fas: ar t tkal: am t tkal: am tkal: am t 
3m y fas: ar TI as: ar 
y tkal-, am tkal: am 
3f t fas: ar fas: r i t 
t tkal: am tkal: m it 
Plural 
n fas: r u fas: ar na 
n tkal: M, u tkal: am na 
2 fas: r u t fas: r u fas: ar tu 
tkal: m u t tkal: m u tkal: am tu 
3 y fas: r u fas: r u 
y tkal: m u tkal: m u 
(8) t-prefixed CAC: i verbs 
Similarly, these behave in the same way as the corresponding CAC: i 
verbs (as /daf: i/ 'warm'). The only difference is in the final vowel 
of the imperative 2nd imperfect stems. 
-a 'wish' Ex. 2m, -19: tma, ý n. 
Sinqular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
n daf: i daf: i: t 
n tman: a tman: i: t 
2 daf: i t daf: i daf: i: t 
tman: a t tman: a 
tman: i: t 
3m y daf: i daf: a 
y tman: a tman: a 
t daf: i daf: a: t 3f 
t tman: a tman: a: t 
Plural 
n daf: i: U daf: i: na 
n tman: a: u tman: i: na 
daf: i: Ut daf: i: U 
daf: i: tu 
2 
tman: a: ut tman: a: u 
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Plural Im2erative Imperfect Perfect 
3 Y daf: i: u daf: a: u 
y tman: a: u tman: a u 
/t: ak: a/ I lean ( against something) I is phoneticallyý t: ak: a] . 
Singular 
-Im-2erative 
Imperfect Perfect 
n t: ak: a t: ak: i: t 
2 t: ak: a t t: ak: a t: ak: i: t 
3m y t: ak: a t: ak: a 
3f t - t: ak: a t: ak: a: t 
Plural 
n t: ak: a: u t. - ak: i0 - na 
2 -ut t: ak: aO t: ak: a: u t: ak: i: tu 
3 y t: ak: a: u t: ak: a: u 
(C) RLIles for t-prefixed verbs with a geminated middle 
consonant 
(a) t-prefixed (C)AC: AC verbs 
Structure (Z) :c& C1 & V1 & C2 & V2 & C31 length (C2): longg 
C= /t/ 
Form (A) or Wý &X& 
t4t or Yý 
Structure (X) = structure (Z) 
Meaning (A) talk 
C (A t 
CI ( A' k 
V1 (A a 
C2 ( A) 
V2 (A a 
C3 (A m 
verbs 
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Structure (Z) :C& C1 & V1 & C2 & V2. length (C2) 
V2 = Aq C= /t/ 
Form (A) or Wý &X& ýý or Yý 
Structure (X) structure (Z) except that 
LP & ý1 or 2ýj V2 = /i/ 
Meaning (A') 'wish' 
C (A" )t 
C1 (A") m 
V1 (A/) a 
C2 (AI) n 
V2 (A/) a 
: long 
5. t-prefixed (C)_A: CV(Cl verbs 
(A) t-prefixed (C)A: CVC verbs 
These behave like the corresponding (C)A: CVC verbs (eg. /fa: rik/ 'take 
partt). Example: tfa: him 'agree on' 
, 
Sinqular Imperative Imeerfect Perfect 
n fa: rik fa: rik t 
n tfa: him tfa: him t 
2 ýa: rik t Sa: rik fa: rik t 
faW t tfa: him t -him tfa: him t 
3m y 5a: rik fa: rik 
y tfa: him tfa: him 
3f t fa: rik Sa: rk it 
t tfa: him tfa: hm it 
Plural 
n ý'a: rk u ýa: rik na 
n tfa: hm u tfa: him na 
2 5a: rk ut 5a: rk u >a: rik tu 
tfa: hm ut tfa: hm u tfa: him tu 
3y ýa: rk u fa: rk u 
y tfa: hm u tfa: hm u 
/t: a: fiq/ ? agree' is phonetically 
[It: 
affiqýj * 
Ci verbs 
Similarlyt these behave like the corresponding 
CA: Ci vezbs (eg. /da: wi/ 
'take medecinel). The only 
difference is in the final vowel of the 
imperative and imperfect stems. 
Example: tla: qu 'meet' 
(intv,, ) 
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Sinqular Imperative Triperfect Perfect 
n da: wi da: wi: t 
n tla: qQ tla: qi: t 
2 da: wi t da: wi da: wi: t tla: qq t tla: qo tla: qi: t 
3m 
y da: wi da: wa 
y tla: qQ tla: qD 
3f t da: wi da: wa: 
t tla: qQ tla: qa: t 
P lur al 
n da: wi: u da: wi: na 
n tla: qu: u tla: qi: na 
elý da: wi: ut da: wi: u da: wi: tu 
tla: qQ: ut tla: qü: u tla: qi: tu 
y da: wi: u da: wa: u 
y tla: qQ: u tla* o qQ: u 
(C) lRules for t-p refixed (C)A: CV(C) verbs 
(a) t-2refixed (C )A: CVC verbs 
Structure (Z) :C& C1 & V1 & C2 & V2 & C3p length (V1) longg 
C= /t/ 
Form (A) : tq> or Wi&X& ýO or Yý 
Structure (X) structure (Z) 
Meaning (A') 'agree on' 
C (A t 
C1 A' f 
V1 A" a 
C2 (A' h 
V2 (A/) i 
C3 (A/ /I M 
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(b) t-prefixed CA: Ci verbs 
Structure (Z) :C& C1 & V1 & C2 & V20 length (Vi) long, V2=(A), C 
Form (A) : týorWý & X&ýkorY 
Structure (X) structure (Z) 
except that 
LP & ý1 or 2fl V2 /i/ 
Meaning (A 'meet' 
C (A" t 
C1 ( A' I 
V1 (A) a 
C2 (A) q 
V2 ()0 
t-infixed verbs 
(A) Imperatives, imperfect and perfect stems 
(a) CtCAC verbs 
These behave in exactly the same way as t-prefixed VCCVC verbs (eg. 
/t3 ralý/ 'get wounded'). The infixed /t/ has the same behaviour as 
the first radical consonant of a t-prefixed VCCVC verb. 
Example: xtrai linventt 
Underlyinq form 
Singular 
1 
xtroi 
Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
n t3rah t-, rofi t 
n xtraq xýlroý t 
2 
3m 
týrah 
x trý-) q 
t t3rofi 4rh t 
t xtroý xtroý- t 
y t; rah t; rý-, fi 
y xtrot ý xtraý 
t týr, ýjfi t3, )rh it 
t xtruý xtlkrý it 
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Plurall Imperative Imperfec-t Perfect 
n t3orfi u t-ýrci'fi na 
n xtcjr9 u xtruý na 
t -:, ) o rTi u 6 4, t3arfi u t3r"h tu 
xtorý u tx tj ri u xtrcaý tu 
3 y t5Qrh u t 3,4 rh u 
y xtori' u xtarý u 
(b) CtA: C verbs 
These behave like t-prefixed CV: C verbs (eg. /tfa: f/ 'be seen'). In 
the first and second persons of the perfect, that is whenever the suffix 
begins in a consonantg the vowel is either /i/ or /c? / depending on 
the quality of the vowel of the underlying form: it is /i/ if the 
vowel of the underlying form is /a: /; /o/ if the vowel of the under- 
lying form is /0: /. 
Example: Underlying forms hta: 3 'need' 
xta: r ? choose' 
Sin2ular Imperative Imeerfect 
n hta: 3 
n xtQ: r 
fita: 3 t hta: 3 
xta: r t xtu: r 
3m y hta: 3 
y xtc4: r 
3f t hta:. 3 
t xtQ: r 
Plural 
n hta*, 3 u 
n xtQ: r u 
hta: 
_5 
ut fita*. _ý 
u 
xto: r ut xtQ: r u 
hta-*3 u 
xtu: r u 
Perfect 
fitil t 
xtor t 
hU3 t 
xtc4r t 
hta: 3 
xto: r 
hta. -. 3 it 
xto: r it 
fiti3 na 
xtQr na 
hti 3 tu 
- Xtor tu 
hta: 3 u 
xtQ: r u 
CtaC: 
_verbs 
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These behave like CVC: verbs (eg. /hil: / loi-en' ), 
Example: Underlying form. fital: 'conquer' 
Singular Imperative Imperfect PerFect 
n hil: hal: 
-i: 
t 
n htal: htal: i: t 
A hil: hil: hal: i: t 
rital: t htal: htal: i: t 
3111 y hil: hal: 
y h-Ual: htal: 
3f t hil: hal: it 
L, t htal: fital: it 
Plural 
n hil: u hal: i: na 
n htal: u htal: i: na 
2 hii: Ut hil: U hal: i: tu 
htal: ut htal: u htal: i: tu 
3y inil: U hal: u 
y h4Cal: u htal: u, 
(d) iCtCi verbs 
Thes-- behave like VCCV verbs (eg. /ifri/ 'buy'). 
Example: Underlying, f. orm ijthi 'fancy' 
Sinqular Imperative Im Derfect Perfect 
n ilri fri: t 
n ifthi ýthi: t 
2 i5ri t ifri jri: t 
iSthi t iýthi fthi: t 
7M Y ifri fra 
Y iSthi ftha 
3f t ifri fra: t 
t ijthi Jtha: t 
u ral r 
1n if ri: uf ri- na 
n ilthi: u Jthi: na 
iýri: ut if ri: u 
tu 
Uthi: ii t if thi: u 
jth-,: tu 
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Plural Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
3y iýri: u ýra: u 
y iý'thi: u 5tha: u 
(8) Rules for t-infixed verbs 
(a) CtCAC verbs 
Structure (Z) : Cl &C& C2 & Vi & C39 C= /t/ 
Form ( A) or Wý &X& tý or Yý 
Structure (X) structure (Z) 
Meaning (A) 'invent' 
Cl (A' 
C( A' 
C2 
Vl (A' )=a 
C3 ( A` )=q 
CtA: C verbs 
Structure (Z) : Ci &C& V1 & C29 length (V1) : long, C= 
/t/ 
Form (A) : 
ýOorWý& X&t4>orYý 
Structure (X) structure (Z) 
except that 
p& ýj or length (V1) : short 
Meaning (A) : 'need' 
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Cl (A' T, 
C A' t 
V A' a 
C2 A' 
(C) CtaC: verbs 
Structure (z) : C1 &C& V1 & C29 length (C2) : long, C= /t/ 
Form (A) 
o* 
j0orWý & X&-ýOorYj 
Structure (X) structure (Z) 
except that 
LP & `,, 
-1 
or 2ý structure (X) Z& V29 V2 /i/ 
Meaning AI) conquer? 
C1 ( A' h 
C (A/ t 
V1 (A) a 
C2 (A) 1 
iCtCi verbs 
S cructure +W (Z) : Vl & Cl &C& C2 & V20 C= /t/v V2 
Form (A) : ýO orWj &X &L4 orYý 
Structure (X) := structure (Z) 
exC8pt that 
Epl vi 
LPý 3J V2 = (A) 
Meaning (A) : 'fancy' 
Vl (A" )=i 
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Cl (A' 
C (d t 
C2 dh 
V2 A" i 
7. st-prefixed verbs 
(A) Impcratiý, ej, imperfect and 2erfect stems 
(a) stACCAC and sta: CiC verbs 
These behave like CVCCVC verbs (eg. /farkas/ tsearchl). 
Example: Underlyingforms,: staimur 'coloniset 
sta: nis 'get ýjsed to' 
Sinqular Imperative Imperfect 
n farkas 
n staýmar 
n sta: nis 
2 farkas 
stQimor 
sta: nis 
t farkas 
t st4qmar 
t sta: nis 
3m 
3f 
Plural 
I 
farks u 
staimr u 
sta: ns U. 
3 
y farkas 
y stuýmur 
y sta: nis 
t farkas 
t s tc6 m or 
t sta: nis 
n farks u 
n stuýmr u 
n sta: ns u 
. I- L, farks u 
t stoýmr u 
t sta: ns u 
y farks u 
y staýmr u 
y sta: ns u 
PP7' fect 
farkas t 
sto-imur t 
sta: nis t 
farkas t 
stoimor t 
sta: nis t 
farkas 
stcii mar 
sta: nis 
f arks it 
st(ý'Imr it 
sta: ns it 
farkas na 
stoi"mfýr na 
sta: nis na 
farkas tu 
sl., Qimor tu 
sta: nis tu 
farks u 
staimr u 
sta: ns u 
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(b) stACCA and staC: a verbs 
These behave like VCCV verbs (eg. /oqro/ 'read'). 
Example: Underlying_forms stabna 'adopt' 
stan: a 'Wait' 
, 
Sinqular Imperative Imperfect 
1n oqro 
n stabna 
n stan: a 
2a qra t oqru 
stabna t stabna 
stan: a t stan: a 
3m ya qra 
y stabna 
y stan: a 
3f t C, qrQ 
t stabna 
t stan: a 
Plural 
1n aqro: u 
n stabna: u 
n stan: a: u 
2 oqrn: uta qro: u 
stabna: ut stabna: u 
stan: a: ut stan: a: u 
3yo qro: u 
y stabna: u 
y stan: a: u 
stCOC: verbs 
These behave like CVC: verbs (eg. /bil: 
/ twet') 
Example: Underlying : st6aq: tdeservel 
Sinqular Imperative _Imperfect 
1 
2 bil: 
sthoq: 
n bil: 
n sthaq: 
t bil: 
t slllýoq: 
Perfect 
qri: t 
stabni-. t 
stan: i: t 
qri: t 
stabni: t 
4- stan: i: t 
qro 
stabna 
stan: a 
qrQ: -t 
stabna: t 
stan: a: t 
qri: na 
stabni: na 
stan: i: na 
q ri: tu ,. e 
stabni: tu 
stan: i: tu 
qro: u 
stabna: u 
stan: a: u 
bal: i: t 
sthaq: i: t 
bal: i: t 
sthaq: i: t 
3m y 
bil: bal: 
y sthaq: sthoq: 
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Sinquiar Imperative Imperfect Perfect-, 
3f t bil: b3l: it 
t sthoq: st66q: it 
Plural 
n bil: u bal: i: na 
n sthQq: U stýQcj: -i: na 
2 bil: ut bil: u bal: i: tu 
sthoq: ut stfiüq: U stfioq: i: tu 
3y bil. - u bal: u 
y stýüq: u sti9üq: u 
stCa: C verb 
This behaves like CV: C verbs (eg. /ba: t/ 'stay for the night'). 
Underlying form stfa: d 'benefit' 
Singular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
n ba: t bit t 
n stfa: d stfid t 
2 ba: t t ba: t bit t 
stfa: d t stfa: d stfid t 
3m Y ba: t ba: t 
y stfa: d stfa: d 
3f t ba: t ba: t it 
t stfa: d stfa: d it 
Plural 
n ba: t u bit na 
n stfa: d u stfid na 
2 ba: t ut ba-. t u bit tu 
stfa: d ut stfa: d u stfid 
tu 
3y ba: t u ba: tu 
y stfa: d u stfa: d u 
(B) Rules for st-prerixed verbs 
(a) stACCAC and sta: CiC verbs 
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Structure (Z) : CO &C& V1 & C1 & C2 & V2 & C3p CO = /s/9 C= /t/ 
: CO &C& V1 & C1 & V2 & C29 length (V1) : long, 
CO = /s/v C= /t/ 
Form (A) : ýO or Wý &X &tO or Y'ý 
Structure (X) := structure (Z) 
Meaning (A') Ocolonisel 
CO (A" )=S 
C (A' t 
V1 ( A" 0 
C1 (Al q 
C2A; M 
V2 A'ý 0 
C3 A'. r 
(b) stACCA and staC: a verbs 
Meaning (ý ): 'get used to' 
CO (A )= 
C Z (A 
vi A' 
C1 A" 
V2 A; 
C2 A' 
Structure (Z) : CO &C& Vl & Cl & C2 & V2v V2 = (A)v CO = /s/ 
C =/t/ 
: CO &C& V1 & C1 & V2. length (Ci) : long, V2 : /a/t 
CO = /s/9 C= /t/ 
or W Form (A) X& ýO or Yý 
Structure (X) structure (Z) 
Meaning (A ): 
CO (A' )= 
C A' 
V1 A' 
cl Af 
C2 A' 
V2 A' 
except that 
LP& or 2 
'adopt' 
s 
t 
a 
b 
n 
a 
V2 = /i/ 
Meaning 
co 
c 
v1 
cl 
V2 
(A') 'wait' 
Aý 8 
A' t 
A' a 
A' n 
Aý a 
stCoC: verbs 
Structure (Z) 
0 CO &C& C1 & V1 & Ut length (C2) : long, 
CO = /s/, C= /t/ 
Form (A) ýq-orWý& X&ýýt, or YJ 
Structure (X) structure (Z) 
except that 
ýP & tl or 2) X=Z& V29, V2 = /i/ 
Meaning (A) 'need' 
CO (A' )=3 
C (A! ' t 
C1 (A' 
V1 ( A" 
C2 (A" q 
(d) stCa: C verbs 
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Structure (Z) : CO C& Ci & Vi & C2. length (V1) : long, CO 
C /t/ 
Form (A) : ýO orWj & X&ýO or Yý 
Structure (X) structure (Z) 
except that 
tj or length Vi : short, 
Meaning (A') : 'benefit, 
Co ( A" )=8 
c (A)= t 
Cl 
VI 
C2 (A )=d 
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B. CCA: C verbs 
(A) Imperativeg imperfect and perfect stems 
In the imperative and imperfect, these verbs have the same structure 
as the underlying forms. 
In the first and second persons of the perfecto that is whenever the 
suffix begins in a consonantv the radical vowel is shortened and is 
either /u/ or /i/ depending on the vowel of the underlying form: it 
is /u/ when the underlying form has /c7: /, /i/ when it has /a: /. There 
is, howeverv at least one exception to this rule: /kbo: r/ 'become big, 
old' is not */kburt/ in the first person singular of the perfect, for 
example, but /kbirt/ 'I became bigg old'. This may be because 
/kbo: r/ is in free variation with /ikbir/ (see section IV E above)v 
which corresponds to perfect first person singular 
/kbirt/o 
Example: Underlyingforms : fimo: r 'become red' 
kha: l 'become black' 
Sinqular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
n 'hmo: r hm -1i r JC 
n kha: l khil t 
2 Fimo: r t hmo: r 
fimur t 
kha: l t kha: l khil t 
3m y hmo: r 
fimo: r 
y kha: l kha: l 
. t hma: r 6mo: r it 3 f 
t kfia: l kha: l it 
Plural 
n ýmo: r u ýmul- na 
n kha: 1 u khil na 
t hmo: r u fimur tu fima: r ut kýa: 1 u khil tu kha: 1 u 
25 
Plural Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
3y hmcz: r u hmo: r u 
y kha: l u kha: l u 
(8) Rules for CCA: C verbs 
Structure (Z) : C1 & C2 & V1 & C3v length (V1) : long 
Form (A) or Wý &X& ýO or Yý 
Structure (X) structure (Z) 
except that 
r LP& ý1 or 2ý length V1 : short 
Meaning (A') tbecome red' 'become black' 
C1 (A' )hk 
C2 ( A" fi 
Vl (Al 
C3 (A" 
C. Loan verbs 
In this section I shall discuss a few loan verbs (most of which were 
borrowed from French),, and describe the way they fit into the dialect. 
I sha'Ll divide them into two categories: verbs ending in a consonant 
and verbs ending in a vowel. 
Verbs endinq in a consonant 
(a) CVCCVC verbs 
These have the same structure as CVCCVC non-loan verbs 
(eg. /farkas/ 
'search' or /duwlij/ 'go for a walk'). 
Examples: talfan 
riygil 
'phone' 
IfixI 
ruwfiz 'refuse' 
duwbil 'fail (an exam), 
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Accordinglyq they behave in exactly the same way as CVCCVC verbs in 
the imperative, imperfect and perfect. 
Sinqular 
-Im2erative 
Imperfect Perfect 
n talfan talfan t 
n ruwf-; z ruwf-, z t 
2 talf an t talfan [t: alfan] talfan t 
ruwfiz t ruwfiz ruwfiz t 
3m y talfan talfan 
y ruwfiz ruwfiz 
3f t talfpn talfn it 
t ruwfiz ruwfz it 
Plural 
1 
2 
3 
talfn u 
ruwfz u 
n talf nu 
n ruwfz u 
t talfn u 
t ruwfz u 
y talfn u 
y ruwfz u 
t-prefixed CVCCVC verbs 
talfan na 
ruwfiz na 
talfan tu 
ruwfiz tu 
talfn u 
ruwfz u 
As*ir, the case of CVCCVC verbst CVCCVC loan verbsq when relevant 
(ie. 
if they are transitive)v can become passive by the prefixation of 
/t/. 
Examples: triygil 'be fixed' 
truwfiz 'be refused' 
/triybil/ I dribble tI although it does not have a passive meaning, is 
conjugated in the same WaY as t-prefixed CVCCVC verbs, 
Sinqular Imperative Imperfect Perfect 
1 n triybil triybil 
t 
2 triybil t triybil 
triybil t 
3m y triybil 
triybil 
t triybil triybl it 3f 
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Plural Imperative I'm L2erf ec-t 
n triybl u 
2 triybl ut triybl u 
3y triybl u 
2. Verbs ending in a vowel 
(a) CACCi verbs 
Perfect 
tj. iyb-i1 na 
triybil tu 
triybl u 
Similarlyt these behave like CAC-Ci non-loan verbs (eg. /maSwi/ lmiaowl). 
Examples: sarbi 'wait upon' 
marki Iscoref 
Singular Im2erative Imperfect Perfect 
1 n maýwi ma / iwi: t 
n sarbi sarbi: t 
2 ma9wi t maýwi maýwi: t 
sarbi t sarbi sarbi: t 
3m y maýwi ma9wa 
y sarbi sarba 
3f t maýwi maýwa: t 
t sarbi sarba: t 
Plural 
n maqwi: u maýwi: na 
n sarbi: U sarbi: na 
2 maýWi: ut iraýwi: u maiwi: tu 
sarbi: ut sarbi: u sarbi: tu 
3y maiwi: u maýWa: u 
y sarbi: u sarba: u 
(b) t-prefixed CACCi verbs 
CAM loan verbs can also be passivised 
(when relevant) by the 
prefixation of 
/t/. 
Examples: tsarba 'be waited upon' 
tmorka 'be scoreo, 
/tplan-z, a/ 'dive' 
(from French Iplonger') has a reflexive mean-;, -, g 
in 
j 
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the dialect, hence the /t/ prefix. It is conjugated in the same way 
as t-Prefixed CAM verbs (eg. /tsarba/). 
SinQUlar Ime-er-ative Imperfect 
1 
2 
3m 
3f 
Plural 
1 
2 
3 
tsarba 
tplan3a 
tsarba: u 
tplqn3a: u 
(c) CA: Ci verb 
n tsarba 
n tplQnýa 
t tsarba 
t tplLin 3a 
y tsarba 
y tplun3a 
t tsarba 
t tplý, nýa 
n tsarba: u 
n tplQn3a: u 
t tsarba: u 
t tplun, 5a% u 
y tsarba: u 
y tplan3a: u 
Perfect 
tsarbi: t 
tpi--. n- ; i: t 
tsarbi: t 
tplcn7j: t 
tsarba 
tplQ n, )a 
tsarba: t 
tplan 3a-t 
tsarbi: na 
tplQn 3' : na 
tsarbi: tu 
tplun 3': tu 
tsarba: u 
tpl, 41-13a: u 
The only loan verb with this patterng 
/ra: ni/ Itrainl(tr. ), has the 
same structure as CA: Ci non-loan verbs 
(eg. /la: qi/ qmeettvtr. ), and 
accordingly, behaves in a similar way. 
Sinqular Imperative Imeerfect Perfect 
n la: qi la: qi: t 
n ra: ni ra: ni: t 
2 la: qi t la: qi la: qi: 
t 
ra: ni t ra: ni ra: ni: 
t 
3m y la: qi 
la: qo 
y ra: ni ra: na 
3f t la: qi 
la: qq: t 
t ra: ni ra: na: t 
Plural 
n la: qi: u la: qi: na 
n ra: ni: U ra: ni: na 
la: qi: Ut la: qi: u 
la: qi tu 
t ra: ni: u ra: ni: tu ra: ni: u 
y ja: qi: u la: qo: u 
y ra: ni: u ra: na: u 
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(d) t-prefixed CA: Ci verb 
The prefixation of /t/ to /ra: ni/ makes it intransitive (ie. tra: na 
'train',, intr. ). /tra: na/ is conjugated in the same way as t-prefix- 
ed CA: Ci non-loan verbs (eg. /tia: qa/ 'meet', intr. ). 
Conclusion 
4 Loan verbs are made to fit into existing patterns. LLke non-loan verbsq 
they are inflected for person, number and gender. Also, like non- 
loan verbsv they may be the -c-: ýource of certain derivations 
(see t- 
pref-; xcd loan verbs above). A separate thesis will, no doubt, be 
needed for the description and analysis of loan verbs in particulazý, 
and loan words in general. 
D. Gene-al rulesý for the verb 
In this sectiong I shall try and group together all that has been said 
about the verb in the Arabic dialect of Tunisq in the form of general 
rules. 
1. Generalizations 
(A) I shall start by reiterating two important phonological 
rules which were introduced in Chapter I: 
Rule (1) If a vowel-initial suffix is added after a 
(C)VC sequen-ce, 
the vowel in (C)VC is deleted if the stem contains more than one 
vowel; it is however metathesized if the stem contains only one vowel. 
Rule (2) : If a stem ends in a vowelq this vowel 
is lengthened before 
a suffix. 
(B) If the underlying form starts in a vowel, that particular 
vowel is deleted in the perfect. 
Examples: ms Perfect 
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Underlyin2 forms 
iktib 'write' 
Perfect 
ktib 'he wrote' 
ciqro 'read' 
ifthi 'fancy' 
qri: na 'we readt 
Stha: u 'they fancied' 
(C) (a) The radical vowel of the perfect is (A), if the final 
consonant of the underlying (imperative) form is geminated. 
Examples: Underlying forms Perfect 
hib: ? like' hab: 'he liked' 
sub: 'pour' sob: U 'they poured' 
a 
(b) The final vowel of the third person of the Perfect 
is similarly (A), if the final vowel of the underlying (imperative) 
form is long. 
Examples: Underlying forms 
ju: f 'see' 
hmo: r 'become red' 
Perfect (Third person) 
ýa: f it 'she saw' 
hmQ: r u 'they became red' 
(c) The final vowel of the third person of the perfect 
is again (A), if the underlying (imperative) form ends in a vowel. 
Examples: Underlying forms Perfect (Third person) 
ijri 'buy' ýra 'he bought' 
xol: i 'let, leave' xol: a: u 'they letq left' 
la: qi 'meet' la: qct: t 'she met' 
(D) In the first and second persons of the perfect, that is 
whenever the suffix begins in a consonantq an 
/i/ vowel is added to 
the perfect stemv if the final consonant of the underlying 
(imperative) 
form is geminated. (This is needed for phonotactic reasons). 
Examples: Underl yin_g forms 1 and 2 persons perfect 
bill. 'wet' bal: i: t "L wet' 
fital: 'conquer' htal: i: na twe conquered' 
C) 0 Inepd. rI--, qRrvP' sthoý!! 
4 tyru (nI, )nPe0PHI 
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(E) Under the same circumstancesv a long underlying final 
jowel is shortened. 
Underlying forms 1 and_2 persons perfect 
ýU: f 'see' 
-j 
- uf t 'I saw, 
hta: ý 'need' fiti3 t 'you (sing. ) needed' 
fimo: r 'become red' fimur na 'we became red' 
(F) Again under the same condition, -,, if the underly4 Lng 
(imperative) form ends in a vowel, this vowel is always replaced by /i/. 
Examples: Und_erlyinq forms 1 and 
--- 
2 persons perfect 
ca qr Lý 'read' 
tman: a 'wish' 
stadýa 'invite I 
qri: t 'I read' 
tman: i: na twe wished' 
stadii: tu 'you (pl. ) invited' 
(G) As the reader must have noticedo the verb stem cannot 
haV2 more than two vowels, one of which may be long. 
r- xPlanation of the notation 
For the sake of generalizing, I shall use an abstract phonological 
structure of verb stems (Table XIII). Five headings are needed- They 
are labelled respectively: Vin, Cin, Cm. Vfj Cf (V: vowel; C: consonant; 
in-, initial; f: final). 
Two other symbols are needed: In (initial) and F(f -inal) . 
'In: VI 
would mean that "the initial radical of the underlying 
(imperative) 
Similarlyp IF: C' would mean that "the final form is a voLi! e i- 
radical of the underlying 
(imperative) form is a consonant". 
This abstract structure, moreoverg would 
treat long vowels and long 
4-S (geminated) as single vowels and consonantsq 
that is a long 
consonan L 
vowel or a long consonant 
is put in one column only --nd not 
two. 
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Lengthv therefore, is specified elsewhere: 
Example: 'Length (V 
F 
): long' would mean that "the final vowel under 
VF is long". If unspecified, a vowel or consonant would always be 
short. 
Table XIII 
Vin Cin Vin Cm Vf Cf 
k t b 
b k 
b 
d u r 
f a rk a s 
s 
b 
a 
a 
a 
rb 
s 
r 
a r 
a: r k 
a q 
t3 r h 
tq r 
tb a 
tb a: 
tf a rk a s 
ts a rb a 
tn Q k r 
t rl a n a 
tf a r 
k 
t1 a q 
6t n a m 
Fi t a -3 
fi t a 
h 
st 
st 
st 
C, m 
bn 
h 
f 
a 
a 
q 
d 
st 
st 
s 
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3. Rules for the verb 
(A) The two rules (for final vowel deletion and metathesisq and for 
e vowel lengthening) are not formulated her, because they are general 
phonological rules that apply to the word in general. 
(B) Rule (_4) : Eif P& In (Z) : Vin3 Vin (X) :0 
(C) Rule 51P& 
_Li 
I: [3: f ýI length Cf (Z) : longý or JP &3& length Vf (Z) 
longý or IP &3& F (Z) : Vfýj Vf (X) =A 
(0) Rule (6) : ýif P& ýj or 2ý & length Cf(Z) : long] x=z&vI V=i 
(E) Rule 0 * 
Cif P& kI or 2ý & length Vf(Z) : long] length Vf(X): short 
Rule (8), : [if P& tl or 2ý & F(Z) : Vf] Vf(x) =i 
VI* PARTICIPLES 
The participle in Arabic hasq as far as I know, always been analysed 
from the point of view of 'activeness' versus 'passiveness'. I shall 
adopt the same analysis for the dialect of Tunis. 
Generallyq transitive verbs have both active and passive participlesp 
while intransitive verbs have active participles only. 
Examples: Underlying forms 
uqtul 'kill't tr. 
mis: Itouch't tr. 
Active particif2les Passive participles 
aitos Isneezelv intr. 
00 
l3ri 'run'. intr. 
qo: til 
ma: sis 
qo: tis 
00 
3a: ri 
moqtu: 1 
mamsu: s 
Derived verbs and some simple verbs 
(see below) have a unique form 
for both active and passive participles: generally, when 
the under- 
lying form or the finite (when relevant) 
is transitive, the unique 
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participle is both active and passive; when it is notv the paiýticiole 
takes the voice of the underlying form or the finite. 
Examples: 
to r'ý'u q lexplodely tr. mtorfaq (active or passive) 
40 0 
Sa: qib fpunishl, tr. mqa: qib (active or passive) 
txob: a 'hide yourself'9 intr. mtxub: i (active only) 
byo: ý 'become whitelo intr. mbyo: b (active only) 
0 
I shall now consider the participles of each type of verb separately. 
shall startp however, by introducing a rule for vowel alternation 
which applies to certain verbs ending in a vowel: such verbs must 
either start in a vowelp like /i5ri/ 'buy', or have a geminated 
middle conscnantg like /xob: i/ 'hide', or have an st-prefixp like 
/stadia/ 'invite': 
Rule (9) : (a) The first vowel of the participle'(either passive or 
unique) is /i/ if the underlying form starts with 
/i/. 
Examples: ij ri 'buy' mif ri 
iýthi 'fancy' miýthi 
(b) it is /i/ if the underlying form starts with /a/. 
Examples afij i fstuff, mihj i 
daf: i 'warm' mdif: i 
stadia 'invite' mstidqi 
(C) It is /u/ if the underlying form starts with 
/a/. 
Examples: a qli 'fry' muqli 
txab: a 'hide yourself' mtxub: -i 
There are, howeverg a few exceptions: 
s -o, ý na/ 'become rich' 
is not mstu6ni/ but 
/msti6ni/. 
-/qor: i/ 
'teach' remains unchangedg ie. 
/mqar: i/. 
- There is no vowel alternation 
when the geminated mi-ddle consonant 
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is a semi-vowel. 
Examples: qaw: i 'cause to become strong' mqow: i 
,6 aw: i 'light up' m)aw: i 00 
(d) It is /u/ if the underlying, form starts with /u/. 
Example: uwfa 'finish' muwfi 
1. Form of the participle 
A. Participles of simple_stems 
4 0) Participles of VCCV(C)__verbs 
(a) Participles of VCCVC verbs 
As stated aboveg the general rule is that transitive verbs have both 
active and passive participles, while intransitive verbs have active 
partiCiples only. 
Examplec: 
Underlyingforms Active Participles 
iktib 'write', tr. ka: tib 
ifisib fcountlq tr. ha: sib 
ahbat 'got downIq ho: bit 
0 intr. a 
uxru3 'go out'. intr. xa: ri-5 
Passive Participles 
maktu: b 
ma5su: b 
Some intransitive verbs, howeverg do have passive participles. 
Examples: 
Underlyina_forms 
uskun 'inhabit' 
Active Participles 
sa: kin 
Passive Participles 
masku: n 
ihbil 'be crazyt ha: bil mahbu: 
1 
This may be because they have acquired an adjectival status. 
Verbs such as 1uwIid1q 
/uwqif/9 /iybis/ inf lect in the sFr-, le way: 
Uwlid 'give birth to', wa: lid 
ma-tlu: d 
tr. 
Uwqif 'stand up', intr. wa: qif 
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iybis lhardenlq intr. ya: bis 
(b) Participles of VCCV verbs 
Similarlyg transitivc VCCV verbs have both active and Pass-ve par"ciples. 
Intransitive verbs have active participles only. 
Examples: 
Underlying form-s 
iýri 'buy', tr. 
afiSi tstuffl, tr. 
oqli 'fry', tr. 
Active Participles 
Sa: ri 
ha : J'i 
qo: li 
Passive Partici2les 
miýri 
mjqli 
uwfa 'finish', tr. 
imsi 'goj, walk', intr. 
itra 'be softlý intr. 
0 
/itfi/ Iswitch off' (a transitive verb) has a unique form for both 
active and passive participles: to: fi (active or passive), 
The participle of /a9ya/ 'get tired' is /ýa: yi/ which is pronounced 
r-ý ": A. La 
(2) Particip les of CVC verbs 
(a) Particip les of CVC: 
- 
ve-rbs 
wa: fi 
ma: f i 
to : ri 
0 
muwf i 
Here again, only transitive verbs may have both active and passive 
participles. 
Examples: 
Underlvino forms Active Participles 
fa: did 
ha: bib 
Passive Participles 
mafdu: d 
mahbu: b 
5id: Icatch'v tr. 
hib: Ilikep lo'Je', 
tr. 
kuh: lcough1v intr. 
'guardlq intr. 
ka: hih 
'i a: s is 
P,: did/j 
/ha: bib/ etc. are in free variation with 
/fa: d: /v /ha: b: / etc. 
la7s 
Some transitive verbsp howeverg do not have Passive participles, 
Examples: ýiz: 'be fond of' qa: ziz 
dug: 'prick' da: gig 
Some intransitive verbs, on the other handq have passive participles. 
Example: juk: tdoubtt fa: kik (active) maj*ku: k (passive) 
(b) Participles of CV: C verbs 
Usually, neither transitive nor intransitive CV: C verbs have passive 
participles. 
Examples: zi: d laddtl, tr. za: yid 
3i: b Ibringtv tr, 3a: yib 
ýU: m 1swimIq intr. ýa: yim 
hi: 3 'be rough' (of ha: yi3 
sea), intr. 
A few transitive verbs dog however, have a passi 
Examples: bi: 5 tsell' ba: yii (active) 
hu: f 'steal' ha: yif (active) 
active) 
active) 
active) 
(active) 
ve participle. 
mabyu: ý (passive) 
maFiyu: f (passive') 
(3) Participles of ku: l , xu: 
ýq i: 3ag rQ. 
(a) Participles of ku: l and xu: 6 
/ku: l/ and /xu: ý/ have active and passive participles: 
ku: 1 feat'. tr. wa: kil (active) mt: a: kil (passive) 
xu: 3 'take', tr. wa: xib (active) mt: a: xib (passive) 
As will be shown laterg /mt: a: kil/ and 
/mt: a: xib/ are also the unique 
participles of /t: a: kil/ and /t: a: xi6/ respectively. 
/wa: kil/ and 
/wa: xi6/ are in free variation with 
/ma: kil/ and /ma: xi3/ respectively, 
/wa: xib/ or /ma: x-16/9 furthermore$ is in free variation with 
/wa: xu/ 
or /ma: xu/ 
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(b) Participle of i: Za 
This does not have a passive participle. 
i: ýa 'come'q intr. 3a: yi (active) 
/-5a: yi / is pronounced a: Y] L3 
(c) Participle of ro 
This has an active participle which is suppletive. 
Iseel, tr. fa: yif (active) 
Participles of CVCCV(_C) verbs 
From this type ong there is no morýDhological distinction between active 
and passive participles of the same verb. There isq then, no need to 
discuss 'activeness' and 'passiveness' of the participle here. 
Furthermorev the participle hasq generally, the same structure as the 
underlying form or the finitev except for the prefixation of /m/. 
Vowel differences such as IS01: il /mlul: i/ are accounted for by means 
of regular rules (Rule (9), Chapter III), The final vowel of 
participles ending in a vowel, is always /i/o 
(a) Participlesof CVCCVC verbs: 
farkas 'search', tr. mfarkas (participle) 
5, orbal 1 1! 1 tr. s-eve p mWorbal 
ticiple) (par,, 
daqdoq tknocklq intr. mdoqdaq (participle) 
zaqzoq 'sing' (of birds)q mzoqzaq 
(participle) 
intr. 
(b) Participles Of CAM verbs 
'wait uponft tr. msarbi 
(participle) 
tmiacwvl intr. m: a5 parc, p1e m a" W, 
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/m: Awi/ is phonetically Pm: ý'iwij. 
Oo Partici_ples of derived stems 
(a) Particioles of verbs with a geminated middle consonant 
These are formed by the prefixation Of /m/ to-'the underlying form. 
Vowel alternations are predictable (Rule (9)), 
Examples: Partici2le 
ýal: oq 'hang'. tr. mýal: oq 
qQý: ad 'cause t o sit'. tr. mqoý: od 
qOY: Ot IshoutIf intr. M50y:, Qt 
sc, f :aq 'clap'. intr. msof: Qq 
L. ak: i 'lean'. tr. mtik: i 
wql: i lboil1q, tr. MwUl: i 
wal: i tbecomel , intr. mwil: i 
(b) Participles of (C)A: CV(C)_verbs 
These are formed in the same way. 
Examples: Participle 
sa: mafi tforgivel, tr. msa: mah 
ýa: qib 'punish1q, tr. m9*a: qib 
ra: ni Itrain't tr. mra: ni 
fia: yil tcheatIq intr. mfi. a: yil 
Participles. of t-prefixed verbs 
t-prefixed verbs, being either passive, reflexive or intransitive, 
have a unique participle which has the voice of 
the finite. Further- 
more, they may or may not have 
/t/ in their participles. Indeedt the 
passive participles of the corresponding non-prefixed 
forms may be 
us eýd . 
ExamP1 es : 
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Examples: farkas 'search' mfarkas 
tfarkas 'be searched' mtfarkas or mfarkas 
'covert m1ut. - i 
ttcjt: Q 'cover yourselft mtlut: i or mSut0i 
If the relationship between a t-prefixed verb and its corresponding 
non-prefixed verb is that of a transitive-intransitive type, the 
participle of the t-prefixed verb keeps its /t/ in order to be 
distinguished from the participle of the corresponding transitive 
verb . 
Examples: kal: am Italk'q tr. 
tkal: am ItalkIt intr. 
had: aO 'tell, tr. 
thad: a6 Itellp intr. 
mkal: am 
mtkal: am, not *mkal: am 
mhad: a E) 
mtfiad: aý,, not *mhad: aE) 
t-prefixed verbs with no corresponding non-prefixed verbav keep their 
in the particiPle alsO- 
(A) Particip les of t-p refixed simple verbs 
(i) Particip les 
-of 
t-p refixed CVCCV(C ). verbs 
These are formed by the prefixation of /m/ to the finite. 
Examples: tfark8s 'be searched' mtfarkas 
tsarba 'be waited upon' mtsarbi 
tfalsef lphilosophisel mtfalsaf 
tmanyak fpoke fun at' mtmanyak 
(ii) Participles of other t-prefixed simple verbs 
These participles are the same as the passive participles of 
the 
corresponding simple verbs. 
Examples: t3r-ofi 'be woundedt 
twlid 'be born' 
tbal: 'be watt 
ma5ru: fi 
mawlu: d 
mablu: l 
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tira 'be bought' miýri 
tba: i 'be sold' mabyu: ý 
/tlha/ 'take care of I. a non-passive verb, behaves in the same Ljay as 
intransitive VCCV verbs (like /imji/ 'go'). - 
imSi. intr. ma: ýi (active participle) 
tlhao intr. la: hi (active participle) 
B Participles of t-prefixed verbs with a qemina_'-ed middle 
consonant 
These are forimed by the prefixation of /m/ to the finite or the under- 
lying-form. 
Examples: t ScA: oq the hung' 
tsol: c)h 'be repaired' 
0 
t ýaf: a 'dine' 
týot: q 1cover yourself' 
i. daf: a warm yours, elft 
tman: a ? wish' 
'a f /mtdif: 
-i/ 
is Dhonatically 
[m d: if: ij 
mti Q 1: a 
mt sol 
mt6ut: i 
mtdif: i 
0 
mtmin: i 
(C) Participles of t-prefixed (C)A: CV(C) verbs 
These are formed in the same way. 
Examples: 4--5a: qib 'be punished' mt5a: qib 
tra: na ItrainIq intr. mtra: ni 
'fight'. intr. mt6rj: rib 
(D) Participles of t-prefixed ku: l, xu: 
b, ra 
These, tc)o,, are formed iri the same ways 
t: a: ki', - 
'be eaten' mt: a. -kil 
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t: a: xi6 'be taken' mt: a: xi ) 
/tr-ý/ 'be seen' does not form a participle. 
(d) Participles of t-infixed verbs 
These are formed by the prefixation of /m/ to the underlying form. 
Examples: st a: d IhuntIv tr. mstcj: d 00 *a 
htal: fconquar, ltr, Mhtal: 
fi -'&. - rQ m 'respect'. tr. mhtrcim 
istwi 'straighten up', mistwi 
tr. 
fita: 3 'need', tr. m"hta: 3 
rta: h IrestIq intr. mrta: ý 
nthor 'commit suicide', mnthor 
intr. 
/iSthi/ 'fancy', unlike /istwi/. behaves like Vt'_CV verbs such as 
/ijri/: iSthi, tr. fa: hi (Active participle) milthi (Pass- 
ive participle) o 
/xto: r/ 'choose', on the other hand, behaves like VCCVC verbs such as 
xto: r Ichooself tr. xo: tir (Active participle) 
maxtu: r (Passive particiDle). 
The Participle of /Ithar/ 'be famous' is formed in the same as the 
passive participles of VCCVC verbs: ýthor, intr. mekj- hu: r 
(e) Participles of st-prefixed verbs 
Similarly, these are formed by the prefixation of 
/m/ to the 
--der- 
lying form. 
Examples: 
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Examples: staimal fuse', tr. 
sta: )in linvitelt tr. 
stadýa 'invite', tr. 
stan: a lwaitt, tr. 
sta: nis iget used to', intr. 
staslam 'become Muslimt, intr. 
staWna 'become richlq intr. 
Participles of CCA: C verbs 
These are formed in the same way. 
Examples: twa: l 'become tall', intr. 
0 
'become slim', intr. 
(g) Participles of loan verbs 
m, s taý mal 
msta: ý, in 
mstidýi 
mstin: i 
msta: nis 
mstaslam 
msti6ni 
mtwa: l 
M; 50: f 
Loan verbs form their participles in same way as the corresponding 
non-loan verbsq that is, by the prefixation of /m/. 
Examples: sarbi 'wait uponIq tr. msarbi 
riygil 'fix', tr. mriygil 
ra: ni ttrainIq tr. mra: ni 
tplon5a Idivelt intr. mtplon-)i 
tra: na ltrainlý intr. mtra: ni 
triybil 'dribble', intr. mtriybil 
Gender and Number 
Participles . are inflected for gender (feminine) and number 
(plural). 
The uninflected participle is in the masculine singular. 
Examples: ka: tib 'writing' 
mtik: i 'leaning' 
mifri 'bought' 
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A. Feminine Gender 
(1) Participles ending in a consonant 
These form their feminine by the suffixation of 
ExaMDleS: maktu: b I written' maktu: b a 
mfital: iconquering' or 'conquered' mfital: a 
mrta: h 'rested' mrta: h a 
When relevantg the rule for final vowel deletion and metathesis (Rule 
(1)9 Chapter I) applies to participles: 
Final vowel deletion: 
ka: tib 'writingl 
Sa: did 'catching' 
mifarkas 'searching' or 'searched' 
Metathesis: 
mntfior 'committed suicidal 
mfitram frespecting' or 'respected' 
(2) Participles endinq in a vowel 
ka: tb a 
fa: d: a 
mfarks a 
mnto6r ci 
mhtorm a 
Similarly, these form their feminine by the suffixation of (A). The 
structure of the stem, howeverv undergoes a change, following regular 
morphological rules which modify the general rule for vowel lengthen- 
ing (Rule (2)t Chapter i): 
Rule (10) (morphological). : If a stem ends in /i/9 this /i/ is 
replaced by /y/ if (a) a stem such as CV: Ci (other than proper 
adjectives/nouns) is followed by the feminine marker (A); 
(b) a stem prefixed with 
/m/ (where the /m/ is 
not immediately followed by a vowel taking primary stress and with 
the exception of stems containing the suffix 
/5i/ like /maktba: ýi/) 
is followed by the feminine marker (A). 
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Rule (2)1, Chapter I. and rule ( 10( b above, would generate such 
examples as the followin g: 
muqli -j L muqli] *muqli a muqli: a Ifriedt 
mistwi rý Lm'stwil *mistwi a mistwi: a 'straightening' or 
miSri m4rij *miýri a mifri: a 
s traightened' 
'bought' 
Rule (10(a)) would gener ate such examples as: 
5a: ri *ýa: ri a ýa: ry a 'buying' 
ma: f-i -'ý-ma: ýi a ma: fy a fgoingg walking' 
Rule (10(b)) would generate such examples as: 
mra: ni *mra: n-i a mra: ny a 'training' o-- 
'trained' 
mtxub: i *; -, itxub: i a mtxub: y a 'hiding' 
Note that when /m/ is immediately followed by a vowel which does not 
take primary stress (as opposed to If Imuqli] 'fried', for example, which 
does) the final vowel of the stem is deleted and replace by /y/ before 
an (A) suffix. 
Examples: [mAun: i] *mAun: i a mu6un: y a 
[Mufia: miý *muha: mi a muha: my a 
B Plural 
(1) Participles ending in a consonant 
These form their plural by the suffixation of 
/i: n/. 
Examples: maktu: b 'written' 
m5tal: fconquering' or 'conquered' 
maktu: b i: n 
mfital: i: n 
The rule for final vowel deletion and metathesis 
(Rule (1)9 Chapter I) 
applies to the plural as well. 
Final vowel deletion: 
ka: tib 'writing' ka: 
tb i: n 
mfarkas Isearching' or 
? searched' mfarks. i: n 
'singer' 
I lawyer I). 
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Met, it, hesis: 
mnthor 
mhtr, ýim 
(2) 
oy- cc,,,, Y-ý, ýk'lg 
fcommittedVsuicidel 
'respecting' or 'respect- 
ed' 
Participles_ endinq_ in a vowel 
mntofir, i: n 
mhtcirm i: n 
These also form their plural by the suffixation of /i: n/. Two 
additional morphological rules need to be J-ntroduced: 
Rule If F the suffix begins in a long vowel, the final vowel of 
the stem Js not lengthened but deleted , if it is the same as the 
I voup, cf the suffix, or if it is (A) and the suffix is /i/ (exce, pt 
Lu, hen Ithe stem contains only one vowel). 
Rule : If a stem ends in one of the vowels /i/ or /u/9 this is 
replaced by /y/ or /w/ respectively if 
(a) a CV: Ci stem (only proper adjectives/nouns) is 
followed by the plural suffix /i: n/; 
(b) a CCV stem is followed by the plural suffix /i: n/; 
(c) a stem prefixed with /m/ immediately followed by a 
vowel taking primary stressq is followed by the plural suffix /i: n/. 
Rule (12(c)) wo:, ks hand in hand with rule (11). Indeed, the verbs 
covered by rule (12(c)) can also be dealt with by rule (11), yielding 
different phonological forms in each case. These forms are then in 
free variation. 
Rule (11) would generate such examples as the following: 
3'a: ri *fa: ri i: n fa: r i: n 
'buying' 
Ma: si *ma: j'i i: n ma: 
J i: n looing, walking' 
*mra: ni i: n mra. n i. -n Itraining' or 
'trained' 
mra: nJ 
mtxub: i *mtxub: 
i i: n mtxub: i: n lhid-ing' 
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Rules (11) and (12(c)) would generate such examples as: 
MuQli *muqli i: n muql i: n 'fried' 
muqli *muqli i: n muqly i: n 
mistwi *mistwi i: n mistw i: n 
mistwi *mistwi i: n mistwy i: n 
mijri *miSri i: n miýr i: n 
mi3ri *miýri i: n miýry i: n 
'straightening' or 
Istraightenedt 
'bought' 
(by Rule (11, )) 
(Rule (12(c)) 
(by Rule (11)) 
(Rule (12(c)) 
(by Rule (11)) 
(Rule (12(c)) 
Rules (12(a)) and (12(b)) do not apply to participles. Rule (12(a)) 
would generate such an ex; ample as: 
su: ri *su: ri i: n su: ry i: n 'Syrian' 
Rule (12(b)) would generate such examples as: 
OKI -kcý kI I: n 6ky i: n fintelligentl 
filu *filu i: n h1w i: n 'sweet' 
Conclusion 
Inflected participles behave in a peculiar way. Indeed, one may wonder 
why /miSr i: n/9 for example, is in free variation with /miýry i: n/ 
while /fa: r i: n/. for example, is not in free variation with 
*/fa: ry i: n/. 
This oddity is further increased by the fact that for some participles, 
two structures seen possible (not only in the plural but in the 
feminine also). 
Example: participle Feminine Plural 
mstid5y a mstidi i: n 'inviting' or mstidii 'invited' 0 or mstidii: a or mstidýy i: n 
In some idiolects -, 
/mtxub : i/ I hiding I would yield 
/mtxub; : a/ in the 
feminine, but /mtxub: y a/ remains more frequent. 
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3. Participles as Noum--, and Aý. Lectives 
Act"Lve participles may occur as nouns and adjectives. 
Examples: Nouns: sa: riq 
to: lib 
0 
qo: bi 
0 
qcj: yid 
Adjectives ba: rid 
1 
Ji 
t 
0 
so:? i 
Q: 1i 
'thief I 
'beggar' 
IugeI 
'chief I 
'cold' 
'wrong' 
'clear' 
'expensive' 
Similarly, passive participles may occur as nouns and adjectives, 
Examples: n, osru: f 
morfiu: m 
mai5u: n 
mahbu: 1 
(noun) tpocket money' 
(noun) 'deceased' 
(noun) jam, 
(noun and Imadmang mad' 
adjective) 
mafilu: l (adjective)lopent 
4. fules for the participle 
A. Participles of simple stems. 
(a) Participles of VCCVC verbs 
Word : 
Lexeme (A) At 
Form (Af )Z 
c: Vl & Cl & C2 & V2 & C3 )tructure 
(Z) 
Class (A) : verb or ... 
or Lpt] participle Subclass (A) : 
[F] finite 
[pt] voice (A) : 
C! Ac] active or 
CPs] passive 
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Form (A) : t4) or Wý &, X& to or Yý 
Structure (X) (Z) except that 
[Ac] structure (X) : C11 & Vl & C2 & V2 & C39 
length (V1) : longp Vl=(A), V2=/i/ 
I- LPsJ Vl(X)=(A), V2(X)=/U/" length /u/ : long 
Structure (W) CPS]CI, c= /m/ 
(b) Participles of VCCV verbs 
Structure (Z) : Vl &- Cl & C2 & V2 
Form (A) or Wý &X& or YJ 
Structure (X) := structure (Z) except that 
CAc] structure (X) : C1 & V1 & C2 & V29, length 
(V1) : long, Vl=(A), V2=/i/ 
Structure (W) : LPS3 C9 C= /m/ 
(c) Participles of CVC: verbs 
Structure (2) : Ci & Vi & C29 length (C2) : long 
Form (A) : tO or Ujý &X& tti or Yý 
Structure (x) := structure (Z) except that 
[Acl structure (X) : Cl & Vi & C2 & V2 & C31, 
length (Vi): longg C2=C3, V1=(A)q V2=/i/ 
[Psl structure M: Vi & Cl & C2 & V2 & C39 
length (V2): long, C2=C3. V1=(A)q V2=/u/ 
Structure (W) : LPS1 C, c= /m/ 
Participles of rV: C verbs 
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(d) Participles of CV: C verbs 
Structure Z C1 &V1 "I & CA- 9 length (V 1 long 
Form (A) ý15 or WI &X & [4 or Yý' 
Structure (X) := structure (Z) excep 'k, that 
[Ac] structure (X) : Cl & Vl &C& V2 & C29 
length (Vi) : long, C=/y/, Vl=(A)v V2=/i/ 
LPs) structure (X) : Vl & Cl &C& V2 & C29 
length (V2) : long., C=/y/. Vlý*- (A) 9 V, 2= 
/u/ 
Structure (W) : Lps] Ct C= /m/ 
4. Pr -iciQles of ku: l,, xij: 6 and i17 
_p 
1. ku: l and xu: b 
Structure (Z) : Ci & Vi & C2. length (vi) : long 
Form (A) 0 or -W 
I&X& t4 or Yý 
Structure (X) : (Z) except that 
[Acl structure (X) : Vi & Ci & V2 & C2, length 
(Vl): lotnig, Vl = a, V2 = /i/ 
[psl structure M: C& Ac structure (X)q 
C=/ t/. length (C) : long 
Structure (W) : CAc]Cv C Iml or /w/ 
LPSIC9 c /m/ 
ii: 3 
Structure (Z) : Vi & Ci & V2, length 
(Vi) : long 
Form (A) : 
tO orWý &X &tý' orYJ 
Structure (X) := structure 
(Z) except that 
ýAcý3 structure (X) : C1 & vi &C& V2. 
length 
(vj) : long, C=/ /fy/ý V1 = //a/, V2 = 
/ý/ 
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(f) Participle-s-of CVCCVC verbs 
Structure (Z) : Cl & Vl & C2 & C3 & V2 & C4 
Form (A) : t4 or Wý & X& or Yý 
LPtj structure (X) : = structure (Z) 
ýPtl structure (W) : Ct C= /m/ 
(g) Participles of CACCi verbs 
Structure (Z) : Cl & Vl & C2 & C3 & V2 
Form (A) fýý or Wj & X& ýcý or Yý 
Cptl structure (X) structure (Z) 
Structure (W) : Cl,, C = /m/ 
B,. Participles of derived stems 
(a) Participles of (C)AC: AC verbs 
Structure (Z) : Ci & Vi & C2 & V2 & C4, length (C2) : long 
Form (A) : toorWJ& X& [OorYý 
CPQ structure (X) := structure 
ýPýJ- structure (W) : Cq C= /m/ 
Participles of CAC: i verbs 
Structure (Z) : C1 & Vi & C2 & V2, length 
(C2) : long 
Form (A) : tO or Wý &X& 
ý6 or Yjý 
ýPtj structure (X) := structure 
(Z) 
LptJ structure (W) : Cq C" 
/m/ 
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(C) Participles of (C)A: CVC verbs 
Structure (Z) : C1 & V1 & C2 & V2 & C3, length (V1) : long 
Form (A) : toorWý &X&týorYý 
LPQ structure (X) structure (Z) 
[Ptl-structure (W) C, C= /m/ 
Participles of CA: Ci verbs 
Structure (Z) : C1 & VI & C2 & V2t length (V1) : long 
Form (A) or Wý X or YJ 
[Ptj structure (X) = structure (Z) 
EPtl structure (W) : Cv C= /m/ 
(e) Participles of t-prefixed CVCCVC verbs 
Structure (Z) :C& cl & Vi & C2 & C3 & V2 & C41 C= /t/ 
Form (A) : 1ý0 or W, 
ý &X& ý6 or Yý 
[Ptj structure (X) := structure (Z) 
EPtl structure (W) : Cq C= /m/ 
Particil? les of t-pLefixed CAM verbs 
Structure (Z) :C& Cl & Vi & C2 & C3 & V2f C= 
/t/ 
Form (A) 0 tkt or Wý & X& 
tch or Yý 
[Ptl structure W: = structure 
(Z) 
except that 
V2 = /i/ 
Lpýj structure (. W) : Cp C= 
/m/ 
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(9) Participles of t-prefixed (C)AC: AC verbs 
Structure (Z) :C& C1 & V1 & C2 & V2 & C3, length (C2) : longg 
C =/t/ 
Form (A) :ý or Wý &X& tc6 or Yý 
LPt] structure (X) := structure (Z) 
[Pt. ] structure (W) : c. C= /m/ 
Participles of t-prefixed CAC: i verbs 
Structure (Z) :C& C1 & V1 & C2 & V29 length (C2) : longg C= /t/ 
Form (A) : tO or Wý & X& ýi6 or Yý 
[Ptj structure (X) : = structure (Z) 
except that 
V2 (X) = /i/ 
LP'u-.! structure (W) : C, C= /m/ 
(i) Participles of t-erefixed (C)A: CVC verbs 
Structure (Z) :C& Ci & V1 & C2 & V2 & C3. length (vi) : long, 
C =/t/ 
Form (A) : ýd orWý&X&td orYý 
LPt) structure (X) structure (Z) 
[Ptj structure (W) Cl, C= /m/ 
Participles of t-erefixed CA: Ci verbs 
Structure (Z) :C& Ci & V! & C2 & V2. length 
(V1) : long, C= /t/ 
Form (A) : ýci or Wy &X& 
k6' or 
Ept] structure (X) := structure 
(Z) 
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except that 
V2 (X) = /i/ 
CPQ structure (W) : Cq C= /m/ 
(k) ParticLRles of t-prefixed ku: l and xu: 
Structure (Z) :C& V1 & C1 & V2 & C29 length (C) & (Vi) : long, 
C =/t/ 
Form (A) : ýý or Wý &X& ket or YJ 
CPQ structure (X) = structure (Z) 
[Pt-I structure (W) Ct C= /m/ 
(1) Participles of t-infixed verbs 
Structure (Z) : Cl &C& C2 & Vl & C39 C= /t/ 
or Ci &C& V1 & C29 length (vi) : long 
or C1 &C& V1 & C2. length (C2) : long 
or Vl & Cl &C& C2 & V2 
Form (A) : tci or Wý &X& or Yý 
LPýj structure M: = structure (Z) 
lpt] structure (W) : Cp C= /m/ 
(m) Participles of st-prefixed verbs 
Structure (Z) : CO &C& V1 & Ci & C2 & V2 & C31 CO=/S/v C=/t/ 
or CO &C& V1 & Ci & V2 & C2. length(Vl) : long 
0r CO &C& V1 & Ci & C2 & V2 2 
or CO &C& V1 & C1 & V2, length 
(ci) : long 
1* Form (A) : 
1; 6or Wý &X& ýZor Yý 
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I-Ptl structure (X) := structure (Z) 
[Ptl structure (W) o- Cq C= 
/m/ 
2. Form (A): tO or Wý &X& td or 
ýPt] structure (X) structure (Z) 
except that 
V2 
[PQ structure (W) : Cl, C= /m/ 
Partici2les of CCA: C verbs 
Structure (z) : C1 & C2 & Vi & C3# length (Vi) : long 
Form (A) : ýQ6 or Wý X& td or Yý 
[Ptj structure (X) structure (Z) 
[Ptj structure (W) : Cq C= /m/ 
In these rules, I have duplicated a good deal of information, in the 
hope that this will make the readerts task easier. It would, howeverv 
have been possibley in principlep to collapse all. these formal rules 
into a single complex rule, in which duplication could have been 
avoided. 
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CHAPTER IV : THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE NOUN 
DERIVATIONAL RELATIONS. 
A. Affixed nouns 
I shalll mention these only briefly, because, on' one hand, they 
behave morphologically in the same way as other nounst and on the 
other, there does not always seem to be a clear-cut morphological 
relationship between the affixed noun and the stem from which it 
might have been derived. This is dueg perhapaq to the fact that 
the derivation ist in most cases, historical. 
1. m-prefixed nouns 
About twenty different patterns make up all of these nouns. Most 
patterns include very few examples. 
Examples: MVCVC: V mOunoU 'singer' 
mVCV: CV muha: mi 'lawyer' 
At least three pattern sq howeverv in clude a notable number of 
examples, They are: Pattern Example 
MvCCV: C /mifta: h/ 'key' 
MVCCCV /manffa/ 'towel' 
mVCCVC 
/maktib/ 'school' 
m-prefixed nouns may be given a semantic ci8ssificationt 
but 
Rynnntinns abound. The pattern 
/mVCCA: C/, for example, corresponds 
-I, -- r- ---, --- 
to nouns meaning I tools' 
Examples: mifiro: G 
mif ta: 
musmQ: r 
'o 
mihra.: s 
'Plough' 
Ikey' 
'nail' 
'mortar and pestle' 
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/mungo: r/ 'beak' may perhaps be considered a ? tool'. /Mis ha: TI/ 
'miser' is an exception. 
The pattern /mvCCVC/ corresponds to nouns which are the names of 
tpublic institutions'. 
Examples: maktib 'school' 
maSmil 'factory' 
mQtSiM Irestaurantt 
0 
maskin 'house' 
mat5if 'museum' 
/man3ir/ Ilandscapelo /madfai/ 
0 
exceptions. 
? cannon't /mislim/ 'Moslem' are 
The pattern /mvcvc: vc/ corresponds to nouns which are names of 
occupations or professions. 
Examples: Muial: im 'teacher' 
mufo q: id 
musow: ir 
0 
mumae: 
'inspector' 
'photographer' 
factor' 
Finallyq a pattern such as /mVCCCV/, to take just one examplev 
corresponds to nouns of different semantic values. 
Examples: manffa 
maktba 
morwha 
mahkma 
'towel' 
'book shop' 
'fan' 
'court-house' 
Suffixed nouns 
(a) i-suffixed nouns 
is8o 
These are not very common. /i/ is suffixed to some plural nouns. 
Generally, the suffixed noun is the name of an occupation. 
Examples: aQb*-(: i* -t 'a pair of shoes' 
sbo: bit 'pairs of shoes' 00 
sba: bt shoe-repairer' 
munga: la 'watch' 
mna: gil Owatchest 
mna: gl i 'watch repairer' 
fianu: t 'shop' 
fiwa, onit tshopal 
fiwa: nt i 'shop-keeper' 
Even though /fili: b/ 'milk' does not have a pluralp due to being a 
mass noun, it is given an analogical structure to that of the 
above-mentioned examples* before this particular /i/ suffix: 
fili: b 
fila: yb i 
'm-ilk I 
'milkman I 
Note that the general rule for final vowel deletion and metathesis 
(Rule (1)1, Chapter I) app'Lies to all of the above examples. 
/i/ is also encountered in such instances as /mu6un: i/ Isingertp and 
/muha: mi/ Ilawyertv but, in this caset /i/ is not directly added to 
the stem but is rather a part of it. In fact, the whole structure of 
/mu6un: i/ or /muha: mi/ is derived from /6on: i/ and 
/fia: mi/ respectively, 
Similarly, the /i/ in /firmli/ 'male nurse' is undetachable from 
the rest of the wordq perhaps because it is a loan word 
(from French 
linfirmier'). 
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Zi-suffixed nouns 
Similarly, these are usually names of' occupations. /31/ is suffix- 
ed to some singular nouns. 
Examples: qohwa 'Cup of coffeev cafe' 
qnhwa: 3i Owaitert 
maktba 'book shop' 
maktba : 31 'book seller' 
Notice that the final vowel is lengthened in accordance with the 
rule for vowel lengthening (Rule (2)9 Chapter I)e 
/bust 
. 'postman' is derived from 
/bu: sta/ 'post-officelg but 
**'* 3'/ 00 
somehow the /u/ vowel has lost its length in /busto: 3i/. 
*0 
(c) -/i: a/-suffixed nouns, 
These may be divided into three categories: 
M Nouns related to simple stems (where the relation is 
historical). 
Examples: Sarbi: a twater jug' from ufrub 
'party' from ashor 
0 
'sugar bowlt from sukr 
sahri: a 
0 
sukri: a 
fo hri: a 
hur: i: a 
hdi: 
5bubi: a 
fimuri: a 
(il) 
Examples: 
tsalaryl from fhar 
'freedom' from hur: 
'present 
'handsome- 
ness' 
'redness' 
f rom ihdi 
ram ýba: b 
from ohmar 
Nouns with no corresponding simple stems. 
b, Qt: o n i: a ? blanket' 
I drink I 
fstay up 
late' 
'sugar' 
'month' 
'free' 
'give a 
present' 
'handsome' 
'red' 
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kakawi: a 
-a zQrbi. 
ýaSi: a 
qQý: abi: a 
(iii) Loan words 
Examples: 3ili: a 
sjndri: a 
a 
jimini: a 
briki: a 
tabli: a 
'peanuts' 
'carpet' 
'Tunisian traditional hat' 
'Tunisian traditional coat' 
'cardigan' 
lashtrayt 
'fire-place, 
chimney' 
tlighterl 
'apron' 
from Igilet, 
from Icendrierl 
from Ichemineel 
from 'briquet' 
from ttablierl 
B. Verbal nouns 
These are abstract categories which are derived from verbs. They 
denote an action and have the value of infinitives (Talmoudi (1979). 
Like mass nouns they are morphologically different from most other 
nouns in so far as they do not form plurals. Usually different 
verbal noun patterns can be derived from a single verb type. Con- 
sequentlyq the structure of the verbal noun is not generally 
predictable from the structure of the underlying form of the verb. 
10 vccvc, 
At least eight verbal noun patterns can be derived from these verbs: 
Pattern Examele 
_CVCC 
furb 'drinking' (uSrub 'drink') 
rk , Cu: C(A) wqu: 
f 'standing? (u: qif 'stand up') 
bru: da 'cooling' (ibrid 'cool down') 
-CCA: C rqo: d 
tsleeping' (urqud Isleept) 
-cCi. -C(A) xsi: 
l ? washing' (Oxsal 'wash') 
kti: ba 'writing' (iktib 'write') 
-CACCA: n mnýta: n 
tcombing' (Umfut 
0 
'comb') 
0 
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-CCA: CA 'learning, (by heart) 
-CCAC 'state of being 
thirsty' 
-CVCCA tulba 'begging' 
0 
(o hf CA 'learn by 
heari) 
cký taf 'be thirsty) 
41 
(utlub 'beg') 
0 
The fact that the structure of the verbal noun cannot be predicted 
from that of the underlying form of the verb can be shown by the 
following table. 
Table I Underlyino form of the verb 
bz., q Ispitt ii 
inzil 'get down' 
ibýid 'go away' 
ififir Idiqt 
if him 
iý bid 
izrib 
2. VCCV verbs 
'understand' 
'worship' 
thurryl 
These have four different verbal noun patterns. 
Pattern Examele 
Verbal noun 
bza-. q 
nzu: 1 
buqd 
fifi: r 
f ahma: n 
ý ba: da 
zarba 
-CACy bany 
'building' (ibni 'build') 
' haýy Istuffing' (ahfi 
) stuff 
-CCA 
bka 'crying' (ibki 'cry') 
fra 'buying' (iSri 'buy#) 
-CACyA: n qolya: n 
a: n Saw 
'frying' 
'grilling? 
(oqli 
(iswi 
'fry) 
tgrill') 
y 
-CCV: YA qro: ya 
Ireadingt (oqro 'read') 
Some verbal nouns of the 
/CACy/ and /CCA/ type are 
in free variation 
with /CACyA: n/* 
-n 'going' Examples: maýy = mafya,, 
fra = farya: n 'buying' 
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3. CVC: verbs 
With these verbsv the situation is somewhat different. Indeed, most 
CVC: verbs correspond to the following verbal noun pattern CAC: A: n. 
Examples: fad: a: n 'catching' (fid: 
daz: a: n 'pushing' (diz: 
qas: o: n 'cutting' (qus: 
40 0 
There are a few other verbal noun patterns, but 
rare., 
'catch') 
'push') 
#cut') 
examples are very 
Examples: mCAC: A m5ab -, a 'liking, loving' (hib: Ili-keg love) 
CCAC blal 'wetting' (bil: 'wet') 
CAC, *A 9as: a 'guarding' Ois: 'guard') 
4. CV: C verbs 
Similarly to VCCV(C) verbsq the structure of the verbal noun is not 
predictable from that of the underlying form of these verbs. There 
are five different patterns. 
Patterns. Examples 
-Cu: C(A) bu: s 'kissing' 
(bu: s 'kiss') 
fiu: fa 'stealing' (hu**f Istealt) 
ýCi: C(A) bi: q 'selling' 
(bi: 9 'sell-) 
Ii: ra 'Jealousy' 0i: r 'be jealous') 
ýCyA: C(A) qya: s 'measurement' 
(qi: s 'measure') 
zya: da 'addition' 
(zi: d laddt) 
-CV: CA: n su: qa: n 
'driving' (su: q 'drive') 
3i: ba: n 'bringing' (3' :b 'bring') 
ýmCA: C mba: t 
'staying for (ba: t 'stay for 
the nightt the nightf) 
Some verbal nouns of the 
/Cu: C/ and /Ci: C/ types are in free 
variation with 
/CV: CA: n/. 
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Examples: U: m u: ma. - n 'swimming' OUM 'swim') 
bi: q -ýa: n biO 'selling' #sell') 
xu: 6 
_ 
J: 2 
-a 
Their verbal nouns are# respectively: ma: kla 
ma: x)a 
5ay: 
/jay: / is in free variation with /3ay: a: n/. 
6* CVCCVC verbs 
leatingt 
'taking' 
'coming' 
The most regular verbal noun pattern has the following structure: 
-tCACCi: C tf arki: s ? searching' (farkas Isearch') 
tdar3i: fi 'swinging' (dar3ah Iswing') 
! L'ad: ar3i: hý 
Other patterns include: 
-CACCCA tar 3ma 'translating' (tar3am 'translate') 
-CVCCA: C duwla: f 'going for a walkl(duwlif 'go for a walk') 
7. CAM verbs 
The only verbal noun pattern of which I am aware is tCACCya. 
Examples: tsarbya 'waiting upon' (sarbi 'wait upon') 
tmorkya 'scoring' (morki 'score') 
8, Verbs with a gemina-ted middle consonant 
The gemination of the middle consonant 
is iost in the verbal nouns. 
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(a) )AC: Ac verbs 
The most regular pattern has the following structure: 
A CCi: C 
Examples: t oaf i: q clapping (sof: oq 'Clap I) 
tc, ", li: q 'hanging' q 'hang 
The following patterns are also encounteredg' but they are less 
common than the above pattern. 
Pattern Example 
-CCA: C(A) XYG: tCl 
ýYO: t 
kl a: A 
-ACA: C a6a: n 
CAC: i verbs 
The most regular pattern is tVCCya, 
'sewing' (xQY: O t 
'shouting' (qQY: C) t 
'talking' (kal: aA 
'calling for (ab: an 
prayer' 
Isewt) 
tshoutt) 
ttalkt) 
'call for 
prayer') 
Rule (9) (Chapter IIIv Section VI) applies here too: the first vowel 
of the verbal noun is either /u/ or /i/ depending on the quality of 
the first vowel of the underlying form of the verb. 
Examples: tuxbya 'hiding' (xob: i 'hide') 
tinhya 'taking off' (nah: i 'take off') 
Another pattern is also encountered but it is very. rare: 
CCA eg, ýna 'singing' 
(C)A: CV(C) verbs 
The most common pattern is the following. 
Examples 
klCA: Ci: C tha: yi: l 
tý a: ni: 
Icheatingt 
'huggingt 
(fia: yil 
(9 a: ni q 
'cheat') 
'hug') 
(7o'k r 
At least t#p: em other patterns are also encountered. 
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Pattern Example 
-CCA: C sma: h 'forgiving, (sa: mafi ? forgive') 
-MCA: CCA mfia: wla 'trying' (fia: wil 'try') 
-CVCC Sark 'fighting' (ýa: rik 'fight') 
-mCA: Cya mra: nya 'training' (ra: ni 'train') 
10. t-erefixed verbs 
Their verbal nouns (when relevant) have the same structures as those 
of the verbal nouns of the corresponding non-prefixed verbs. 
t-infixed verbs 
Usuallyq the verbal noun pattern for /CtCAC/ and /CtAC: / verbs is the 
following-, CtiCA: C* 
Examples: htil a: 1 fconquering' (htal, -. 'conquer') 
xtir o: ý 'inventing' (xtraq linvent') 
htir a: m 'respecting' (htram 'respect') 
/CtA. -C/ verbs share the two following verbal noun patterns: 
Pattern Example 
-CAtCA: n xatro: n 
'choosing' (xto: r 'choose') 
-mACyiC masyid 
ffishing' or (sta: d 'fish, 
0 'hunting' '0 4, hunt) 
/iSthi/ 'fancy' has the following verbal noun: 
/S8hya: n/. 
12. st-prefixed verbs 
Only a few verbs form verbal nouns. 
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Underlyinq form of the verb Verbal noun 
sta: nis 'get used to' sti: na: s 'getting used to' 
sta: bin 'invite' sta: ýi: n 'invitin g' 
staimal use, sti'-Ima: l 'using' 
star3aý Iget(something) back' star 3': ý 'getting (some- 
thing) back' 
13o CCA: C verbs 
Usuallyl, verbs denoting colour or quality and defect have the 
following verbal noun 
Examples: byu: ýi: a 
sfu: ri-. a 
0 
ýqu. -li: a 
pattern: CCu: Ci: a 
1whiteitess' 
'yellowness' 
'quietness' 
(bya: ý 
9 
(sfo: r 
(ý qo: 1 
'become white') 
'become yellow') 
tbecome quiet' ) 
Verbs denoting size, on the other handq have the following pat-terns 
cvcco 
Examples: qusr 'shortness' (qso: r 'become short') 
0 0 
kubr loldness' (kbo: r tbecome old') 
tuwl 'tallness' (twa: l 'become tall') 
biyq Inarrowness' (bya: q 'become narrow') 
0 0 
The above semantic classification is not without exceptions. 
The 
verbal noun derived from 
/sha: l/ 'become easy', for example, is 
/suhl/. Sim. 41.1arlyp /qda*, m/ 'become old' 
(of things) would yield 
/qudm/. 
Finally, at leastp one verb has yet a 
different verbal noun pattern: 
n6ýi: f 'become clean' nýa: 
fa 'cleanliness' 
00 
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A. Semantics 
In this sectiont I shall disltl-, inguish between two types of syntact- 
ically feminine nouns which are semantically different, but -norph- 
Ologically similar, I shall call the first type 'female' and the 
second type 'individual singular'. 
1q Female 
tMalet nouns (either of human beings or of animals)v have usually 
'female' counterparts. 
Examples: kalb fmale dogt kalba 'bitch' 
r0: 3il 'man' mra 'woman' 
Individual singular 
(a) Of collective plurals and mass nouns 
Collective plurals and mass nouns are semantically plural but 
syntactically singular (and very often masculine). Some collective 
plurals and mass nouns can form individual singulars which are 
semantically singular and syntactically singular and feminine, These, 
as well as the above-mentioned 'female' nouns are treated in the 
same way by the morphology. 
Examples: Collective elural and mass Individual sing ular 
""n 
burdga: n 'orange' burdga: na ? an orange' 
j5or 'hair' faýra 'a hair' 
fiu: t 'fish' hu: ta 'a fish' 
xubz 'bread' xubza 'a loaf' 
Collective plurals and mass noLrns ending in a vowelq and some % 
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collective plurals and mass nouns ending in a consonant, do not 
form individual singulars, They are of no interest here because they 
are morphologically irrelevant. 
Examples: madani: na 'tangerines' 
baSku: tu 'biscuits' 
3 bin 'cheese' 
sukr 'sugar' 
(b) Of abstract nouns (verbal n 
Some verbal nouns can form individual singulars which are syntactically 
feminine. They are treated by the morphology in the same way as 
'female' nouns and individual singulars of collective plurals and 
mass nouns. 
Examples: Verbal noun 
tangi: z tjumpingt 
mafy Igoingv walkingt 
fisa: b 'counting' 
jti: fi tdancing' 
ýU: m 'swimming' 
fra I buying I 
9.,. Morehology 
Individual sinqular 
tangl: za 'a jump' 
maýya ta walk' 
fiisba 'total' 
Satha 'a dance' 
qu: ma ta swim' 
ýarya ta purchase' 
Here, toop I shall make a distinction between two 
types of feminine. 
The first type is the uninflected feminine while the second 
is the 
inflected feminine which has just been described above, under 
'Semantics' . 
i" Masculine gender 
or vowe-I are usually Nouns ending either in a consonant or a 
/, / 
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in the masculine. 
Examples: ba: b 'door' 
ba: ku tpacket, parcel' 
kursi 'chair' 
There arev howeverg a few exceptions. Indeed, some consonant- 
final and some /i/-final nouns are in the feminine gender (usually, 
names of countries and citiest and names of parts of the body, and 
nouns ending in /t/ are in the feminine). 
Examples: bari: z 'Paris' 
sa: q Ilegi 
bi: t 
biskla: t 
da: r 
bla: d 
taksi 
'room' 
'bicycle' 
'house' 
I town I 
, taxi, 
Uninflected feminine gender 
Nouns ending in an (A) vowel are usually in 
the feminine. 
Examples: sin: a 'tooth' 
xari: to 'map, 
fargi: tQ 'fork' 
0 
There arev howeverv a few exceptions: 
a5ma ? blind man' 
mamf a 'alley' 
'cover' 
,; Sa 'dinner' 
ma. 'water' 
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3* Inflected feminine gender 
(a) 'Female' 
Generallyq 'male' nouns form their feminine by the suffixation of 
(A) 
4o 
Examples: kalb 'male dog' kalb a 
3ad: igrandfatherl -5ad: a 
ýarbi 'male Arab' qarbi: a 
idu 'male enemy' 5du: a 
mislim 'male Muslim' mislm a 
btal 'hero batl a 
mulun: i 'male singer' muSun: y a 
'female dog' 
, grandmother' 
'female Arab' 
'female enemy' 
'female Muslim' 
'heroine' 
tfemale singer' 
Notice that rules (1) and (2) (Chapter I) apply to the above nounsq 
when relevant. Similarlyp rule (10b)(Chapter III) applies to 
/mAun: i/ . 
The relationship between /malak: / 'king' and /mali: ka/ 'queen' is 
more complicatedt duet perhaps, to the fact that they are Classical 
Arabic loan words. 
Some 'male' nounsv howeverv do not form their feminine by the 
suffixation of (A)t but have suppletive 'female' counterparts. 
Examples.: ra: 3" Imant mra 'woman' 
wlid 'boy' tufla 'girl' 
wild tson? bint Idaughtert 
xu 'brother' uxt 'sister' 
bu 'father' um: 'mother' 
mal 'male camelt na: qQ 'female camelt 
si: d Ilionf labwa Ilionesst 
a 
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(b) Individual sin2ular Lof collective pl_u_ral and mass nouns) 
Similarlyq collective p1ural and mass nouns form their feminine 
(when relevant) by the suffixation of (A). 
Examples: zitu: n olive, zitu: n a 'an olive' 
bot: i: x 'melon bat-. i: x a I a 'I me-Lon' 
q a: ris lemon qo: rs o 'a lemon' 
meat lahm a a piece of meat' 
tmclr 'dates' tamr a 'a date' 
0 0 
Individual s_inqular (of verbal no 
Generallyg verbal nouns form their individual singulars by the 
suffixation of (A), 
Examples: Verbal noun Ratterns, Individual sin 2ulars 
CVCC bany a 'building' 
CV: C bi: i a 'sale' 
CCVC ýC? a 'thirst' 
tCVCCi: C tfarki: s a 'search' 
CVCV: C dula: f a 'walk' 
tVCCi: C tangi: z a Ijumpt 
tcv: ci: C tba: ri: b a Ifightl 
Some verbal noun patternsq howeverp undergo an internal change. 
Examples: CCU: C horba 'escape' 
CCA: C raqda 'sleep' 
cc i 1.9 C xasla 
'wash' 
CCV jarya 'purchase' 
/6na/ 'singing' (which belongs to the last pattern, CCV) has a 
different individual singulart Pna: Ya/ 'song'. 
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Verbal nouns ending in /A: n/ lose the final /n/ and consequently 
the length of the final vowel. 
Examples: qos: a :n qos: Q Icut, 
du: ro: n du: ra twalk' 
III, UNDERLYING FORM OF THE NOUN 
p 
Usuallyt this corresponds to the structure of the singular or the 
plural. In some cases, it does not. H. Wise (1979) was aware of 
this phenomenon: tTo relate such forms, it is necessary to set up 
underlying representations whose syllabic structure often proves to 
be closer to that of earlier forms of the language. t 
Examples: Underlying form: karhaba 'car' 
Singular: korhba 
Underlying forms tla: miýa tPupils, 
Plural: tla: mýa 
The importance of these separate underlying forms will be made clear 
in Section IV belowt and in Chapter VII 'Clitics'. To take one 
examplev most nouns ending in (A) replace it with /it/ immediately 
before a non-plural suffix. 
Examples: The underlying form of /bogro/ 'cowl is: 
og ro 
*bagr it im bogr t i: n 
The underlying form of /korhba/ 'car' is: 
korhaba 
*korhab it i 
*karhab it ha 
korhab ti 
korhb it ha 
'two cowst 
tmy car' 
'her cat' 
Notice that the rule for final vowel deletion (Rule (1)9 Chapter I) 
applies from right to left. 
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The underlying form of /tia: mýa/ 'pupils' is: 
tla: mi6a 
*tla: miý it i tla: mil ti 'my pupils, 
*tla: mA 
it ha tla: mý it ha 'her pupils' 
Only those nouns ending in an (A) vowel, which have either of the 
following structures, have underlying forms different from their 
surface forms: 1. /. *. CCCA/(two of the consonants may be geminated 
2. /... V: CCA/ (the final consonant must not be a 
semi-vowel) 
Examples: 1. ... CCCA/ 
Underlyinq form korhabs 
Singular : karhba 
Underlyinq form ustula 
Plural ustla 
"0 
00 
Underlying forml: musa-3o. ala 
Singular : musaY la 
V: CCA/ 
'car' 
'buckets' 
'recorder' 
Underlying form tq: wila 'tablet 
Singular ta: wla 
0 
Underlying form tla: miýa tPupils, 
Plural : tla: m6a 
IV. DUAL 
muhmira 
mdQ: mro 
asa: ti6a 
asa: týa 
fadventurel 
'teachers' 
This is particular to nouns . Adjectives and verbs are not 
inflected 
for dual, Generallyt countable nouns, including some nouns of 
measurementp may be inflected for dual. They do so by 
the suffix- 
ation of /i: n/. 
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Examples: gorn 'horn' garn i: n 'two horns' 
ba: b 'door' ba: b i: n 'two doors' 
nusf 'half' nusf i: n $two halvest 
OrQ 'four' ha: r t i: n teig ht' 
i: tra Ilitrel i: tir t i: n 'two lizres' 
dab: u: za lbottlet dab: u: z t iO-n 'two bottlest 
morfiq telbowl marfq i: n two elbows' 
sbui 'finger' subS i: n two fingers' 
karni 'notebook' karn i: n 'two notebooks' 
bat: u 'boat' bat: u i: n two boats' 
maina 'meaning' main --,: n two meanings' 
1covert 6ta i: n two covers' 
Notice that rule (11) (Chapter 1119 Section VI) applies to /karni/ 
and /bat: u/. It also applies to /raaýna/ and /tta/. Similarly, 
the rule for final vowel deletion and metathesis (Rule (1). Chapter I) 
applies to /marfiq/ and /sbui/. 
Finally, when they are followed by a dual suffixg singular feminine 
nouns ending in (A) behave according to the following rule: 
Rule (1) : The final vowel of the stem, that is (A)t is deleted, 
and the feminine suffix /it/ added after the stem, 
Examples: bogra fcow, 
*bagr it i: n bagr t i: n two cows, 
fa rgi: ta 
0 
*fargi: t it i: n 
40 
tiskrck 
*tiskir it i: n 
ku: ro 
*ku: r it i: n 
'fork' 
fargi: t t i: n 'two forks' 
0 
'ticket' (underlying form: tiskira) 
tiskir t i: n 
'ball' 
ku: r t i: n 
'two tickets' 
'two balls' 
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S-)hri: a 'salary' 
Sohri: it im ýahri: t im 'two salaries' 
In all the above examplesq the first element of the /it/ suffix, 
that is /i/f has been deleted in accordance with rule for final 
vo. wel deletion and metathesis (Rule (1)9 Chapter I), 
Feminine nouns of the pattern /CCV/ where the vowel is (A), behave 
in a different way. In fact, they behave like the third person fem- 
inine of the perfect aspect (as /mSa: t/ tshe went'). Indeedq the 
(A) vowel is not deleted and the /it/ suffix is pronounced /t/. The 
length of the (A) vowel is due to the rule for vowel lengthening before 
suffix (Rule (2), Chapter I). 
Example: 9SQ stick liso: t i: n 'two sticks' 
/mya/ 'hundred' behaves differently as far as the dual and plural 
are concerned. Indeed, the 
/ya/ element hasp somehowp become an 
/i/: *mya: t i: n mi: t i: n 'two hundredst 
*mya a: t mi a: t 'hundreds' 
Notice that /mya/ behaves like the above example of the same pattern 
/isa/ before any other suffix. 
Example: mya: t Ik 'Your hundred' 
0 
mya: tu this hundred' 
Generallyq the dual is in free variation with the plural preceded 
by /zu: z/ Itwole In fact, most often 
the plural is preferred to the 
dual. 
Examples: ka: s i: n 'two glasses' zu: z 
kisa: n 
ýork t i: n Itbio fights' = zu: z 
ýorka: t 
kaf: i: n ttwo slaps, = zu: z kfuo*f 
Some nouns do not form dualsq and 
the plural must te used instesd. 
Examples: ro: 5il 
wlid 
mro 
fi: 1 
si: d 
'man' 
'boy' 
I woman 
feleph- 
ant I 
Ilion' 
*r a: 5 li: n 
*wildi: n 
*mro: ti: n 
*f i: li: n 
*si: di: n 
0 
zu: z r7a: l 
zu: z wla: d 
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ttwo men' 
'two boys' 
ZU: z nsa 'two women' 
zu: z fYu: la 'two eleph- 
ants' 
Zu: z syu: da 'two lions' 
0 
For some nounsv howeverv (usually nouns of time and number) the dual 
is preferred to the plural. 
Examples: ý8: M i: n 'two years' 
nho: r i: n 'two days' 
3'm' t ': n two weekst 
S<)hr i: n 'two monthst 
sa: S t i: n two hours' 
alf i: n two thousandst 
mi: t i: n 'two hundredst 
Some historically dual nouns (names of some parts of the body, for 
example) when used to refer to a dualv must be preceded by /zu: z/. 
Examples: I; i: n i: n f eyes I zu: z ýi: n i: n two eyes, 
wiýn i: n 'ears' zu: z wAn i: n 'two ears' 
yd im 'hands' zu: z yd im 
, 
V. PLURAL 
A, Inflected feminine 
1. 'Female' nouns 
These form their plural by the suffixation of 
/A: t/. 
Examples: kalba 'female dog' kalb a: t 
'female cat' qat: u: s O: t q0 t*. U: s 0 40 
mali: ka ? queen' mali: k a: t 
qam: a tpaternal aunt' , 
ýTam: a: t 
'two hands' 
'female dogs' 
'female cats' 
'queens' 
lpat rnal 
aunN 
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mudi: ra 
irmli: a 
'head-mistress' 
tnurse, 
mudi: r o: t 
firml, j.: a: t 
'head-mist- 
resses' 
Individual___sin2ulars 
Inursest 
Similarly, they form their plural by the suffixation of /A: t/, 
Examples: xubza 'loaf of bread' xubz a: t tioaves of 
bread' 
nzo: so Ja pearl nzoos Q: t I 0 pears ow 
tahwi. sa ta walk I tahwi: s a: t 'walks I 
Soth a 'a dance' ja th ci: t 'dances' 
Notice that rule (11) (Chapter IIIv Section VI)v which deletes the 
final vowel of the stem if it is followed by a long vowel-initial 
suffix of the same kindt applies to all the above examples. 
B. Other nouns 
I have eight hundred and eighteen examples with which to work. My 
sources of examples are the same as they were for verbs. 
Explanation of the tables 
The tables below show the number of nouns of each singular pattern 
that Ihave a particular plural form. Table II shows number of nouns 
for each singular pattern that have a suffixed plural. Table III 
shows the number of nouns for each singular pattern that have a 
different plural. Table 1V is similar to tables II and III uith the 
difference that the number of nouns for each singular pattern that 
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have a particular pluralq is negligible. Table V show those singular 
patterns which can only form suffixed plurals. jable VI is an 
expansion of two plural patterns shown in Table III: indeed, the 
patterns CCVC and CCV: C (Table III) are very general patterns which 
can further be divided into smaller patterns (ie. CCiCq CCACq CCuC 
and CCu: Cp CCA: C). General patterns are used in table III for the 
sake of generalization. 
Table II 
Singular Plurals: Total 
-i: n -A -A: t Other 
(C)VCCV 1 76 37 114 
CVC: V 5 9 15 
CVCV: 12 11 25 
cvccv 1 17 18 
1 
(C)Vcv: cv 1 15 4 20 
CVCCV: C 1 5 35 41 
CVCCV: CV 1 9 13 23 
cvcccv 1 3 19 23 
CVC: V*OC 3 34 8 15 60 
CV C: V: CV 21 10 31 
CV: CV 31 11 42 
CV: CCV 13 7 
20 
CV: CVC 2 2 25 
29 
ccvc 1 12 
47 34 
Table_I_j continued. 179* 
Singular Plurals: 
-i: n ýA -A: t Other 
Total 
ccvccv 5 6 
CCV: C 21 14 35 
CCV: CV 1 33 23 57 
cvc(: )vci: v 3 2 5 
ccv 10 2 12 
cvcci: V 6 1 7 
CV: C 
CVC: 
2 
1 
6 
1 
45 
16 
53 
18 
other 9 7 45 
Total 22 47 338 
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Table III 
Sing- P1ura1: Tot- 
ular CCA: CCVC CCA: CiCA CVC: CCut CCUC UCCC CCV CACA Other al 
Cic ci A :n :C CA A: t A C : Cic 
(C)vc 3 15 9 7 80 114 
cv 
CVC: 2 3 6 15 C 
CvCv 10 1 14 25 
:C 
(C)Vc 
12 i 5 1 is cvC 
I 
(C)VC 
V: -CV 
2 2 16 2a 
CvCC 
V: C 
31 1 41 
cvcC 13 10 23 V: Cv I 
CvCC 
Cv 17 
2 4 23 
CVC: 15 45 60 V: C 
CVC: 
V CV 10 
21 31 
: 
CV: C 4 6 1 31 42 v 
CV: C 3 2 15 20 Cv I 
CV: C 7 15 3 4 29 VC 
CCvC 2 3 3 3 23 13 47 
ccvC 5 1 
6 
cv 
CCV: 2 1 
29 35 
C 
CCV: 22 1 
34 57 
Cv 
cvC( 35 
vci to V 
2 I 
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Table III continued. 
Sing- Plural: Total 
ular 
CCA: CCVCICCA: lCiCAICVC: CCui CCuC uCCC CCV: 
C 
ICACA10ther 
Cic Ci :nA: CI CA 
I 
A: tIAI . -Cic 
ccv J'7 
cvcc 
C 7 
CV: C 11 3 30 9 53 
Mv 
cc 
6 6 1 33 3 49 
CVC: 14 3 18 
OTHER 2 1 
TOTAL 162 
1 
26 13 11 17 13 
(9 
7 115 11 
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Table iv 
Sing- P1ur To 
ular CV CC CC (C) CC 'CV C: VC CV CC CV AC CV Cv CC Cv -A: Oth- al C: i A: ACA V: :C A: V: CC A: :C A: C: CC A: CV t er A: Ci : Ci CA C C A: CC CC -A A CA C C n A A 
(C)v - 
ccv 2 ill 114 
CVC: 
v 1 13 15 
cvcc 
V: C 2 37 41 
Cv: C 
Cv 18 20 
CCV: 
C 2 3 2 27 35 
ccv 11 12 
Cci: 
v 2 3 
CV: C 52 53 
Mv 
cc 2 1 46 49 
CVC: 17 18 
Cv 
I A 
- 
2 
cvC3. 2 
V 
Ci: V 
(C)v 3 
CV C 
CV: C 
Other 16 11 114 3321 
I 
Total 31 131 4 115 
I 11 
1 
I 12 . 1ý 3 1- 
1 
l! 2 3 
1 41 1 3381 
Table V 
183* 
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Table V continued. 
Singular P1ura Total 
im A A: t 
CVC VC, V: C 3 3 
other 12 40 299 
Total 21 47 338 
Table VI 
Singular P1ura1: Total 
MC ! CCAC ICCuC CCu: C CCA: C Otth er 
(c)vccv 64 5 5 2 92 114 
CVC: V 1 2 3 a 15 
CV: CV 2 4 36 42 
CV: CVC 2 26 29 
ccvc 5 18 24 47 
CCV: C 33 35 
CCV: CV 56 57 
CV *- C 8 22 
23 53 
(c)vcc 16 17 16 49 
CV C: 12 2 4 is 
Total 94 13 
26 
47 67 
114 
Plural versus singular 
As will be made clear by the statistics shown 
in the tablesq the 
plural is generally not predictable from the singular, 
Howeverp 
as will be shown below, some plural patterns are more 
likely than 
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others. 
Let us take the (C)VCCV singular pattern as the first illustration. 
As is shown by tables II, III and IV, I had in total one hundred 
and fourteen examples of the (C)VCCV singular pattern. Out of these 
examples, seventy-six have an A: t-suffixed pluralt one has an 
A-suffixed plural (Table II)p three have a CCA: CiC plural pattern, 
nine a CCA*. Ci patterng fifteen a CCVC patterng seven a CCV: C pattern 
(Table III) - the last two plural patterns can be further divided into 
three and two plural patterns respectively (Table VI)- two have a 
pattern and one a CACA: Ci pattern (Table IV). 
Let us now illustrate with concrete examples what has just been 
stated. 
(C)VCCV singular Plural, 
ja5ra ttreet So -5ro: t 'trees' 
badwi 'Bedouint badwi: a 'Bedouins' 
rQbtct 'knot' rbo: yit lknotst 
sabta lbeltt sbit tbelts' 
ka) ba tPiecel kýab 'pieces 
daSrQ I small village' dSur 'Small villages' 
qahwa 'cup of coffeev qho: wi 
'cups of caffeeg 
caf8I cafest 
na3ma 'start n 3u: m 'stars' 
na9-5a 'female sheep' nia :3 'female sheep' 
lifiya tbeard' 1hi 'beards' 
ibro tneedlel aba: ri 'needles' 
v 
Let us now take a second illustrationg the 
/CVC: &/ singular pattern. 
out of fifteen examplesq five have an 
/Aot/ suffixed plural, one 
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has an /i: n/ suffixed plural (Table II), two have a /CCA: CiC/ plural 
patterng three a /CCVC/ plural pattern, three a /CCV: C/ plural 
pattern (Table III)q and finallyt one has a /CVCVC/ plural pattern 
(Table IV)* 
Examples: 
CVC: V__sinqul_ar Plural 
3an: a 'paradise' 3 an: a: t 'paradises' 
sin: a 'tooth' sin: i: n 'teeth' 
jif: a flip? ffa: yif 'lips, 
qub: a ? dome' qbub 'domes' 
quf: a 'basket' qfa: f Ibasket3f 
qis: a Istoryl qisc). s Istories' 
0 00 
3. Stru cture of the plural 
The plural may be classified according to its structure. There are 
mainly two types of structure: suffixed structure and internal struct- 
ure. 
(a) Suffixed structure 
Singular nouns may form their plural by the suffixation of any of the 
following plural suffixes: /A: t/v /i: n/ and /A/, 
A: t-Suffixed plurals 
These are, by far, the most common plural forms in the dialecit. 
Indeed, out of eight hundred and eighteen singular nounsq three 
hundred and thirty-eight form their plural by the suffixation of 
/A: t/ (Tables 119 IV and V). Out of one hundred and fourteen 
examples of the (C)VCCV singular pattern, seventy-six have A: 
t- 
suffixed plurals (Table II). 
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A few singular patterns, however, do not have an important number of 
examples which form their plurals in this way. For examDle. 0, -,, 
t of 
sixty singular nouns with a /CVC: V : C/ pattern 9 only eight nouns have 
A: t-suffixed plurals (Table II), 
Some singular Patterns which are only composed of a few I exampies each 
cang on the other hand* only form their plurals with an A: t suffix, 
(Table V)* 
/A-*t/ is added after a singular noun in the following way: 
go: z tcookerl ga: z a: t 'cookers' 
biskla, -, t 'bicycle' biskla: t a: t 'bicycles' 
bu: ntu 'point' bu: ntu a: t 'points' 
ma: s: u 'envelope' ma: s: u a: t 'envelopes' 
kqrni 'notebook' karni a: t tnotebooks' 
The final consonant of a CCVC singular pattern is geminated immed- 
iately before an /A: t/ suffix. 
Examples: qfa s 'cage' qfos: o: t Icages, 
0 
mqos 'pair of scissors' 
0 
qlam 'pencil' 
0 
mqos: a: t 
D 
qlam: a: t 
lpairs of 
scissors' 
I pencils I 
If a singular noun (other than one of a 
/CCA/ pattern) ends in 
(A), this (A) is deleted before an A: t suffixg following Rule 
(Chapter III), 
Examples: tay: a: ra 'Plane' tay: o: r o: t 'planes' 
0 0 
bnay: a 'girl' bnay: a: t 'girls' 
burdga: na 'orange' -t burdga: n a. foranges' 
briki: a Ilighterl briki: a: t ters' Ilight 
vi: sta 'jacket' vi: St E: t tiackets' 
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Notice that the last example has /vi: sita/ as its underlying form. 
Rule (11) (Chapter III)q as well as the rule for final vowel deletion 
and metathesis (Rule (1)v Chapter I) applies to it, to yield 
/vi: sta: t/: 
*vi: sita a: t 
*vi: sit a: t 
vi: st a-, t 
/CCA/ stems behave in the following way: the final vowel is not 
deletedv and either /w/ or /y/ is inserted between the final vowel 
and the plural suffixg depending on the nature of the radical 
consonants. If the consonants are tfull' consonantsq /w/ is insert- 
ed,, but if either of them is /w/, /y/ is inserted. 
Examples: sma 'sky' sma w a: t 'skies' 
'6t Q 'cover' '6ta w a: t 'covers' 
dwa. Imedecinet dwa -t y a. tmedicines' 
wba tepidemic' wba y a: t 'epidemics' 
If the second consonant is /y/ (and here only one example that will 
form its plural by the suffixation Of 
/A: t/p is available), the plural 
has an altogether different structure. Indeedt as I showed 
in 
Section IV aboveg /mya/ 'hundred' forms its plural in the following 
way: mya *mya a: t mi a: t 
I /sinima/ [sinima 'cinemalp which does not fit into the normal stress 
pattern of the dialectv due to being a loan word, 
behaves in a 
similar way to /CCA/ stems. This may be 
becausep like /CCA/ stems, 
the stress in /sinima/ is on the final 
/cz/: 
sinima I cinema f sinima w a: t 
I cinemas I 
/xu/ 'brothert has /Xua: t/ (pronounced 
[xwa: t] ) as its plural. 
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Usually /xua: t/ is used interchangeably for 'brothers' and 'sisters', 
but in some idiolectsq /xua: t/ is used for 'sisters' and /Oxwa/ for 
lbrotherst, 
Finallyt /bu/ 'father' forms its plural in the following way*- the 
single consonant is geminated, the single vowel deleted and the 
plural suffix added: /bu/ /b: a: t/Ifatherst, There 8eems to be 
a tendency for nouns (although it is not very general) whose first 
consonant is bilabial, to geminate the bilabial before a long (A)e 
Examples: m: a: 5in 
m: a: s 
b: o: bir 
'dishes' 
tknives' 
Ishipst 
(ii) i: n-suffixed plurals 
Out of eight hundred and eighteen singular nounsq only twenty-two 
form their plural by the suffixation of /i: n/. Out of twenty-five 
nouns of the //CVCV: C/ singular patternp for examplep only one has 
an i. -n-suffixed plural (Table II). Out of sixty nouns in the /CVC: V, -C/ 
patterng three have im-suffixed plurals (Table II). Several singular 
patterns do not have any corresponding i: n-suffixed plurals (Table II). 
Some singullar patternsg on the other handq each composed of only a few 
examplesq can only form /i: n/-suffixed plurals (Table V), 
is suffixed to some singular nouns in the following way: 
mudi: r 'headmaster? mudi: r i: n theadmasters' 
fan-, a: n 'artist' fan: a: n i: n 'artists' 
muSal: im 'teacher' muial: m i: n 'teachers' 
muhandis 'engineer' muhands i: n 'engineers' 
mu6un: i 'singer' mu6un: i: n tsingers' 
sin: a ttoothl sin: i: n 'teeth' 
tA 
ýý ?M 10MrI 1,04ýn 4 -, I p, -, r o. 
I 
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Notice t. hat Rule (1) (Chapter I) accounts for the structures of 
/mu9al: mi: n/. and /muhandsi: n/ and /wiýni: n/. Similarlyp Rule (11) 
(Chapter III) accounts for the structures of /mu)un: i: n/ and/sin: i: n/. 
The plural of /yid: / 'hand' is not the expected */yid: i: n/ but 
/ydi: n/. 
(iii) A-suffixed plurals 
out of eight hundred and eighteen singular nounsv forty-seven form 
their plural by the suffixation of (A). Thirty-four out of the 
forty-seven examples belong to a single singular pattern: L-VC: V: C 
(Table II). The remaining examples are shared by eight different 
singular patternse Finallyp two singular patterns can only have A- 
suffixed plurals. They are /CCA: CCi/ and the pattern including 
/3i/-final nouns (Table V)e 
(A) can only be suffixed to singular nouns ending either in a 
consonant or an /i/ vowel. 
Examples: -3 oz: o: r 'butcher' 3oz: o-. r a 
dzi: ri tAlgeriant dzi: ri: a 
sbo: bti 'shoe repairer' sba: bti: a 
firmli 'male nursel- firmli: a 
bust, n: -7, i 'postman' bustck: 5i*- a 
0 40 
'butchers' 
'Algerians' 
'shoe repairers' 
'male nurset 
'Postmen' 
Notice that the above structures of the plural nouns are also 
the 
structures of the corresponding nouns in 
the feminine of the 
singular, The plural of 
/buli: s/ tpoliceman' is not the expected 
*/buli: sa/ (which incidentally is the 
Ifemalet counterpart of 
/buli: s/ ). but /buli: si: a/, This may 
be because the underlying 
form of /buli: s/ is expected to be 
/buli*, si/ by analogy with 
/muha: mi/, /mJun: i/ etco 
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The examples belonging to the /CVC: V: CA/ plural pattern are names 
of occupations and professions. Indeedv those singular nouns of 
the /CVC: V: C/ pattern which are names of occupations form their 
plural by the suffixation of (A), 
Examples: ha7): a: m a 'hairdressers' 
xQy: 0: ta tailors I 
0 
tob: a: x a fcooks' 
0 Idancerst 
Noticeq in this contextq that the two homonymous singular noun3 
/xol: a: s/ 'conductor' and /xol: c): s/I comb I have different plurals: 09 
xol: a: s 'conductor' Xul : ý: I :S CA 'conductors' 
X, j 1ý comb X1 a: lis combs 
0 
Some A-suffixed plurals are in free variation with i: n-suffixed plurals. 
Example: muha: mi-. a = mufia: mi: n Ilawyerst 
(b) Internal structure 
(A) CCA: CiC plural pattern 
Thisp after the A: t-suffixed pluralt is the most common plural pattern 
in the dialect. Indeedv as shown by Table III, out of eight 
hundred and eighteen singular nounsp one hundred and sixty-two have 
a /L". CA: CiC/ plural patterno 
Table III also shows that some singular patterns are more likely to 
have a /CCA: CiC/ plural form than others. For example, only three 
nouns out of one hundred and fourteen with the 
/(C)VCCV/ singular 
pattern have a /CCA: CiC/ plural form. In contrastr as many as twelve 
out of eighteen nouns of the /CVCCVC/ pattern have a 
/CCA: CiC/ plural 
o rm-. 
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When a singular noun has two consonantso the second and third 
consonant slots of the /CCA: CiC/ plural pattern are filled by 
semi-vowels: /w/ and /y/ respectively, Wheng on the other hand, 
a singular noun has three consonantsp either the second consonant 
or the third of the /CCA: CiC/ plural pattern (depending on the 
nature of the singular pattern) is filled by a semi-vowel: lwl if 
it is the second consonant and /y/ if it is the third* 
Table VII 
Rel- Sing- No. No. Examp1es Comments 
evant ular of with 
Table Stru. Sing- CCA** Singular Plural 
cture ulars Cic 
Plu- 
ral 
III (C)v 114 3 rukba 'kneel rka: yib Plural of /1afrQ/ 
CCv buqýa tplacel bqo: y is 
'eye-lash' is not 
*/Sfa: yir/ but 
/Swa: fir/o 
III CVC: 15 2 Sif: a Ilipt Sfa: yif 2nd and 4th consonant 
v 3ib: a 'tradit- 3ba: yib slots of plural are 
ional filled by geminated 
outfitt consonant of singular. 
III CvCv 25 10 fianu: t 'shop' fiwa: nit Initial bilabial 
:C gitu: n 'tent' gwa: tin consonant geminates 
in plural: babu: r 
'ship' b: a: birq ma5u: n 
Idisht m: a: ýin. 
III CvCC 18 12 madfaý tcannon' mda: faý /mka: tib/ is plural 
VC Oallib 'fox' 05a: lib for both /maktib/ 
'school' and /maktu: b/ 
'pocket'. 
III CvCv 20 2 sigo: ru Icigar- swo: gir 
: CV ettet 
tohu-, na 'mill' twa: hin 
0 
III CVCC 
V: C 41 31 fna: 3il fin3a: l 'c'P' 
sandu: q 'box' sna: diq 
0 
III CVCC 23 13 forgi: ta 'fork' fra: git 
V: CV kalgi: fa Isockt kll-i: sit 
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Table VII continued. 
Rel- Sing- No, No* Exampas Comments 
evant ular of with 
l 
Table Stru- Sing- CCA: Singular Plural 
cture ulars Cic 
plu- 
ral 
III CvCC 23 17 korhba 'cart kru: hib 
Cv tiskro ttickett tsa: kir 
III CVC: 60 15 )ob: u: t tarmpitt bci: bi t 
V: C AGt: u. -A cat, qta: t1s 
III CVC: 31 10 dab: u: za 'bottle' dba: biz 
V: CV sik: i: na 'knife' ska: kin 
III Cv: C 42 4 s a6a 'hour' swa: yiý 
v "a: 3a 'thing' hwa: y i3 
III CV: C 20 3 tQ: wla 'table' tua: wil 
Cv hu: mru 'number' nwo: mir 
III CV: C 29 7 ha: 3ib 'eyebrow' hwa: 31b 
VC x,:: ): tim 'ring' xwa: tim 
III CCVC 47 2 sbuq Ifingert swa: biý 
Sfa r 'nail' w o: fir 
111 [1, CvC 6 5 mfiarma 'handker- mfia: rim 
Cv chief' 
mtwfa Ispoont mýQ: rif 
III CCV: 35 2 bhi: m $donkey' bha: yim 
C 
III CCV: 57 22 flu: ka tboatt fla: yik 
Cv dqi: qa fminutel dqa: yiq 
III CVCOO) 5 2 bQt: ani: a 'blan- bta: tin 
vci: V ket' 00 
qcvf: ebi: a 'trad- qfa: fib 
itional 
coat' 
Some CCA: CiC plural nouns do not have singular equivalents. 
Examples: hwa: yi3 
f la: ýim 
'clothes' 
'moustache' 
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(8) CCVC plural Rattern 
Out of eight hundred and eighteen nounsv twenty-six have a CCVC plural 
pattern (Table III). As is shown in Table VI, these twenty-six nouns 
can further be divided into three different plural patterns: CCiC, 
CCAC and CCuC* 
Table VIII 
Rel- Sing- No. No. with Examples C0mment 
evant ular of cc 
l cc C CC E CC 
Table Stru- Sing- iC AC CUC Singular Plural 
cture ulars plural 
VI (C)V 114 6 4 5 filsa 'button' flis Generally if ist 
CCV sonba 'statue' snob vowel of singular is 
6ufro 'hole# nfur /1/9 plural is CCiC. 
If it is /u/9 plural 
is CCuCv-Xbut this is 
not always true: 
sabta 'belt' sbit 
daSr, Q 'hamlet' dfur 
VI CVC: 15 1 2 sik: a trail' skik Second and third 
V qub: a 'dome' qbub consonant slots of 
plural are filled by 
the geminated cons- 
onant of singular. 
VI CV: C 42 2 4 ku: ýa 'bakery' kwif Second consonant slot 
V Si: ta 'brush' ýYit of plural is filled 
ku: ika ? ball' kwuf by /w/, if first 
vowel of singular is 
/u/. by /y/ if it is 
/i/-* 
VI CCV: C 35 1 kta: b 'book' ktub C 
VI 
1 
CCV: 57 
I 
II 1 mdi: na 'town' mdun 
CV I - 
(C) CCA: Cl plural pattern 
Out of eight hundred and eighteen nounsv thirteen 
have a CCA: Ci plural 
pattern (Tables III and IV), 
C'c' /\c 
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Table IX 
Rel- Sing- No, No. ExamP1es 
T_ 
Comment 
evant ular of with 
Table Stru- Sing- CCA: Singular Plural 
cture ulars Ci 
Plu- 
ral 
III (C)v 114 9 kursi 'chair' kra: si 
CCV kiswa 'suit' ksa: wi 
III CvCC 
i-ev 7 1 zarbi: a 'carp- zra: bi 
L- 
- - 
et' 
I 
III CV*&C 42 
-- 
1 li: la 'night' lya: li 
V 
IV CvCi 3 1 suri: a 'shirt' swa: ri 
:V 
IV Ci: V 1 1 ri: a 'kidney' rwa: ri Notice that /r/ is 
geminated in order 
to make up three 
consonants. 
(D) CiCA: n plural pattern 
Out of eight hundred and eighteen nounsv eleven have a CiCA: n 
plural pattern (Table III), A single singular pattern (CV: C) 
includes the eleven instances. Indeedq out of fifty-three examples 
of the CV. -C singular patternt eleven have a CiCA: n plural pattern. 
The long vowel in CiCA: n is /a/ unless the consonant preceding it is 
emphatic or uvularp in which case it is 
/0/. (No examples where the 
consonant is emphatic are available). 
Examples: ka: s IgAaSS' kisa: n tglasses, 
ba: b 'door' biba: n 'doors' 
11'o :r Imouse, fira: n Imice, 
tk4: q 'floor' tiqo-, n 'floors' 
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3Q: r Ineighbourl 
E3u: r 'bull' 
Y ra: n Ineighbourst 
E)ir a: n 'bulls, 
CVC: A: C_plural_pattern 
out of eight hundred and eighteen nouns, seventeen have a CVC: A: C 
plural pattern (Tables III and IV). Generallyt they are names of 
occupations or profession or status. 
Table X 
Rel- Sing- No. No. Exampas Commant 
evant ular of with 
Table Stru- Sing- CVC: S S Single Plural 
cture ulars A: C 
plu- 
ral 
III CV: C 29 15 ta: 3ir Imerch- tu3: o: r Middle consonant of 
VC ant' singular is geminat- 
'ha: kim 'judge' huk: a: m ed and first vowel is 
sa: riq 'thief' sur: a: q replaced by /u/ (with 
at least one exception: 
fa: yib told man' 
Siy: a: b). In sa: yifi 
'tourist' suw: a: hv /y/ 
is changed to /w/ due 
to the influence of thE 
/u/ vowel. 
III CCV: 35 1 xdi: m Imanserv- xud: a: m Middle consonant is 
C ant' geminated and /u/ is 
inserted between it 
and first consonant. 
IV CV: C 1 1 fia: y1pilgrim' hu5: a:. ,) The geminated cons- 
onant of the singular 
is reduplicated in 
order to fill the 
final consonant slot 
of the plural pattern. 
CCu: CA_p_l_ural pattern 
Out of eight hundred and eighteen nounsq thirteen have a CCu: CA plural 
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pattern (Table III)* Apart from two examples (ieo /fru: da/ 1pistols' 
and /fmu: sa/ 'suns') the rest of the CCu: CA plural nouns are names of 
animals. 
Table XI 
Rel- ý Sing- No* No. Examp1aa Comment 
evant ular of with 
Table Stru- Sing- CCu: Singular Plural 
cture ulars CA 
-)lu- 
ral 
III CCVC 47 3 finaf 'snake' finu: fa 
bbal tmulel btu: la 
III 
1 
CV: C 53 3 fi: 1 feleph- fyu-, la The second consonant 
ant slot of the plural 
si: d "Lion' syuoda pattern is filled by 
/y/O 
CVCC 49 6 qird 'monk- qru: da 
ey' 
nimr ttigert nmu: ro 
III CVCOO 18 1 Oba dib: 'bear' dbu* The second and final 
consonant slots of the 
plural pattern are 
filled by the geminat- 
ad consonant of the 
singular pattern. 
(G) CCuCA: t plural pattern 
Out of eight hundred and eighteen nounsq nine 
have a CCuCA: t plural 
pattern (Table III)* 
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Table xii 
Rel- Sing- No, No. Exampes Comment 
evant ular of with 
Table Stru- Sing. CCuC Singular Plural 
cture ulars A: t 
plu- 
ral 
III CCVC 47 3 qaf 'Ceiling' squfa-t s 
qbor 'gravel qburo:, t 
III CVCC 49 6 hnrb twarl firuba: t 
habs 'prison' hbusa: t 
uCCCA plural pattern 
out of eight hundred and eighteen nouns# seven have a uCCCA plural 
pattern (Table III)do 
Table XIII 
Rel- Sing- No. No. Examp1es Camment 
evant ular of with 
Table 
, 
Stru- Sing. UCCA Singular Plural 
cture ulars plu- 
ral 
III CvCv 25 1 rasu: l 'Godts ursla 
:C messangerl 
CCvC 47 3 shan 'plate' usfina 
5har Imoutht ufhrQ 
III CCV: C 35 11 fisn: n 'horse' uhsna 
III CCv 12 1 n6i 'prophet' The third consonant 
slat of the plural 
is filled by /y/o 
III CvCC 49_1 11 nah3 ? street' unh 3' 
(I) CCV: C plural2attern 
1990 
Out of eight hundred and eighteen nounsq one hundred and fifteen 
have a /CCV: C/ plural pattern (Tables III and IV). These one 
hundred and fifteen nouns can further be divided into two different 
plural patterns (Table VI): /CCu: C/ and /CCA: C/, 
(i) tC)VCCV singular pattern 
Out of one hundred and fourteen examplesq five have a /CCu**C/ plural 
patternt and two have a /CCA: C/ plural pattern (Table VI). 
Examples: CCU: C damýa 'tear' dmu6 'tears' 
CCA: C maýza 'goat' mqa: z 'goats' 
(ii) CVC: V singular pattern 
Out of fifteen examplesý three have a /CCA: C/ plural pattern (Table VI), 
The second and final consonant slots of the plural pattern are 
filled by the geminated consonant of the singular pattern. 
Example: quf: a 'basket' qfa: f 'baskets' 
(iii) CV: CVC sincular Rattern 
Out of twenty-nine examplesv one has a /ccu: c/ plural pattern and 
two have a /CCA: C/ plural pattern (Table VI). 
Examples: CCU: C wa: fiid 'one, someone' whu-, d 'some people' 
CCA: Cs ci: hib f riend sho: bf riends 
0 40 
CCVC singular patt. ern 
Out of forty-seven examplesq five have a /CCu: C/ plural pattern and 
eighteen a /CCA: C/ plural pattern (Table VI)e 
Examples: CCU: C qsor 'palace' qsu: r 'palaces' 
00 
CCA: C wlid 'boy' wla: d 'boys? 
(v) CCV: C singular 2attern 
Out of thirty-five examplesp one has a 
/CCA: C/ plural pattern (Table 
VI): fibi: b tdear friendt 
(vi) CV: C sin qqlar p attern 
hba: b 'dear friends'. 
Out of fifty-three examplest eight have a 
/CCu: C/ plural pattern, and 
twenty-two a /CCA: C/ plural pattern (Table VI). 
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CCU: C plural. pattern: 
The second consonant slot of the plural pattern is filled by 1Y1* 
Examples: bi: t froomf byu-t 'rooms' 
ra: S 'headt ryu: s 'heads' 
0 0 
CCA: C plural pattern: 
The secon d consonant slot of the plural p attern is filled by /y/, if 
the vowel of the singular pattern is /i/j by /w/, if the vowel of the 
singular pattern is either /u/ or /A/, 
Examples: bi: r 'well' bya: r 'wells' 
'guest' ýya: f guests, 
X a: 1 'maternal uncle' xwa: l 'maternal uncles' 
6u: 1 lbogeyt ýwa: l 'bogeys' 
There is, howeverv at least one exception: 
do: r 'house' *dwQ-, r 
dyo: r 'houses' 
/ýwam/q, the plural of /qa: m/ Iyearlp is in free variation with 
/sni: n/. /mwa: s/ q the plural of 
/mu: S/ I knif e is in f ree variat-Lon 
i W 'th 
/m: a: s/. 
(vii) (C)VCC.. singular pattern 
Out of forty-nine examplesy sixteen have a /CCU: C/ plural patternp 
and seventeen a /CCA: C/ plural pattern ( Table VI). 
Examples: CCU: C qolb 'heart' qlu: b 'hearts' 
wi-5h 'face' w3u: h 'faces' 
CCA: C kalb IdogI kla: b 'dogs' 
qizm 'dwarf' qza: m tdwarves' 
muft 'comb' mfa: t 'combs' 
0 0 
(viii) CVC: singular 2attern 
Out of eighteen examples, twelve have a 
/CCU: r/ plu ral pattern, and 
two a /CCA: C/ plural pattern (Table VI)& 
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The second and final consonant slots of the plural pattern are filled 
by the geminated consonant of the singular pattern. 
Examples: CCU: C 50t: 'beach' ftu: t 'beaches' 
'nest' 'nests' 
CCA: C mux: 'brain' Mxa: x 'brains' 
sir: 'secret' sra: r 'secrets' 
(ix) 
-(-C)VCVC: 
singular pattern 
Out of three examples, one has a /CCu: C/ plural pattern (Table IV). 
The geminated consonant loses its gemination in the plural: 
malak: 'king' mlu: k 'kings' 
ýC)ACA: CiC plural eattern 
0- of eight hundred and eighteen nouns, eleven have a CACA: CiC u 1. 
plural- pattern (Table III). 
Table XIV 
Relý Sing- No. No. with 'E xamp1es Comment 
evant ular of (C)ACA: C , 
Table SIru- , Sing- iC plu- Singular Plural 
cture ulars al 
III (C)VC 18 5 manbir 'land- mono: bir 
CvC scape, 0 
arnib Irabbitlora: nib 
III (C)VC 20 2 xori: to 'map' xora: yitl The penultimate 
V: CV ari: 8a 'news- ra: y1d 3 3 consonant slot of paper plural is filled I 
by /y/e 
III CvCC 23 2 mu5kla 'prob- mafa: kil 
Cv lem? 
III CV: C 20 2 jo: sma Icap- 
ýQwo: sim Second consonant 
Cv ital, slot of plural 
fa: yda luset fawa: yid patternis 
filled 
benefit' by /w/. 
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The remaining plural patterns in Table IV are not very common. 
shallp consequently, give them a brief description. 
(K) M plural pattern 
(i) 
_(_C)VC_CV 
sinqular pattern 
Examples: lihya Ibeardt lhi 'beards' 
qm 6 a9ma 'blind man' i 'blind man' 
(ii) CCV singular pattern 
Example qsQ 'stick' ýsi fsticks' 
(L) (C)ACA: Ci__plural pattern 
I 
(i) (C)VCCV sinqular pattern ibro tneedlet aba: ri 'needles' 
(ii) CV : CCV s, ingul-ar pattern the middle consonant slot of the 
plural pattern is filled by lwl; /y/ in the singular example is 
deleted: 0 a: nya 'second' E)awa: ni Iseconds', 
(C)VCC singular Rattern : ism tnamel asa: mi 'names' 
orb 'land' oro: 
h tlandst 
00 
(M) Cu: CA elural pattern 
Only one instance of this plural is available: 
CV: C sinqle pattern mi: t 'dead man' Imu: ta 'dead men' 
(N) C: A.: 
_C 
plural pattern 
- sin2ular pattern. The first consonant 
is geminated and C-V C* 
the gemination of the last consonant is lost in 
the plural: 
fum: Imoutht 
(ii) CV.: 
_C 
singular pattern 
f: a: m Imouthst 
The first consonant is gemirated in the 
plural: mu: s 'knite, m: a: s 'knives 
I* 
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(0) VCV: C plural pattern 
(i)_(_q )VCC sinqU18r pattern : elf 'thousand' alu: f ? thousands' 
/alutf/ is in free variation with /alaof/. 
(ii) L C)VCVC: 
_sinqular pattern : amal: thopel ama: l 'hopes. 
(P) CVCCA: n plural pattern 
== -WO --- 
CCV*C singular pattern : bla: d 'town' bilda: n 'towns', W0 
CCA: CCA pluralpattern 
II CVCCV-OC---sin2ular Rattern tilmi: ý tpupill tla: mýa pupils, 
5imla: q 'giant' ýma: lqa 'giants' 
(ii) CV: CCV 
-singular Rattern 
the second consonant slot of the 
plural pattern is filled by lwl: 
tu: nsi 'Tunisian' twa: nsa 'Tunisians' 
(R) CV: C plural pattern 
The only example is almost suppletive *w insa: n 'person' na: s 'people'. 
(S) ACA-. CCA plural pattern. 
The only example is : usta: ý 'teacher' asa: t)a tteacherst. 
(T) CVC: A 
_plural _Rattern 
: the geminated consonant slot of 
the plural pattern is filled by the identical second and third 
consonants of the singular: tbi: b 'doctor' tub: a 'doctors' 
09 
sri: r 'bed' sir: a 'beds' 
(U) 
. 
pattern 
CCV. -C sin2ular pattern : wti: 1 thotelt witla 'hotels' 
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mri: b 'sick mant m urýo 'sick ment 
CV singular pattern : xu 'brother' oxwa 'brothers' 
(V) CCA: CA-. 2lural pattern 
CCV: C sinqular pattern yti: m 
fqi: r 
lorphanl yta: ma 'orphans' 
'pauper' fqcl: ro 'paupers' 
(ii) CCi: V sinqular pattern : hdi: a 'present' hda: ya 'presents' 
In the last exampleg the final consonant slot of the plural pattern is 
filled by /y/* 
(W) CVCVC plural pattern 
The middle and final consonant slots of the plural pattern are filled 
by the geminated consonant of the singular pattern: 
qis: o 'story' qisas 'stories' 
Some nouns have suppletive plurals. They have not been included in 
the tables. 
Examples: mra 'woman nsa 'women' 
tufla 'girl' bna: t 'girls' 
0 
VI, RULES FOR THE NOUN 
A. Explanation of the rules 
Since A: t-suffixed plurals are the most common ones in the dialecty 
there will be no reference to them in particular lexemes. Indeedt 
whenever a lexeme does not include a reference to its plural, 
the 
latter would be an A: t-suffixed plural. 
As for most of the remaining plural patternsv there will 
be a cross- 
reference in the lexemes concerned to their general phonological 
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structure, For exampleg the lexeme for /rukba/ 'kneel would show 
/rukba/P plural =x1 40 xI means the CCA: CiC plural patterng that is 
/rka: yib/ 'knees', X1t after A: t-suffixed pluralso would be the most 
important plural pattern in the dialect. X2 would be the next most 
important patterng and so on. Finallyt some plural patterns will 
be given in full in the lexeme. These would include suppletive 
plurals and plurals which do not have singuliar equivalents. 
B. Rules 
Class (A) : noun 
Number (A) : [S] singular or [D] dual or ý#3 plural 
Form (A) : ýS2 X 
or CO X+ Y9 Y= /i: n/ 
or [P] X+ WI, W= /A: t/ (338 nouns) 
or LPI X19 x1 = /CCA: CiC/ (162 nouns) 
or CP] X2 x2= /CCA: C/ (67 nouns) 
or CPI x3 x3= /CCu: C/ (47 nouns) 
or CPF3 X+ Y"q Y" = /A/ (47 nouns) 
or CPI x+ Y, Y = /i: n/ (22 nouns) 
or CP] X49 x4= /CVC: A: C/ (17 nouns) 
or cp] X5, x5= /CCuC/ (13 nouns) 
or D3 x60 x6= /CCA: Ci/ (13 ýouns) 
or ýpl x7v x7= /CCu: CA/ (13 nouns) 
or [03 x8 xa= /CiCA: n/ (11 nouns) 
or LPI x9 x9= /CACA: CiC/ (11 nouns) 
or N x 
10 
9x 
10 
= /CCuCA: t/ (9 nouns) 
or CPJ X", X 
11 
= /CCiC/ (9nouns) 
or CP9 x 
12 x 12 = /uCCCA/ (7 nouns) 
or CP] X113 x 
13 
= /CCAC/ (4 nouns) 
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CHAPTER V: MORPHOLOGY OF THE ADDECTIVE 
Adjectives are inflected for gender (feminine), number (plural), 
comparative and superlative. 
I., GENDER 
Masculine, 
Uninflected adjectives are masculine singular. Two main types of 
adjectives are encountered% 
lo Part, icipial adjectives 
As was mentioned in Chapter IIIp participlesq whether real or historicalp 
may function both as adjectives and nouns (F. Talmoudif 1979). 
Examples: mt 5 of: aS 
mrub: i 
mif ha: h 
cl: yib 
2. Other adjectives 
tangryl 
'bred' 
I mean I 
, ugly I 
These include any non-participial adjectives. 
Examples: 6ni 'rich' 
twi: 1 'tall? 
The distinction between the two types of adjectives is not relevant 
to the morphology. Indeedp both are inflected in the same way. 
Several different structures are encountered. The most common ones 
are the following: 
Table 
Total number_2. facU-ecLti-ves , 220 
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Patterns Number with Examp1es 
each 
pattern 
CA: CiC 54 cýia: oil Inirpl- 
ommen 
ra: qid 'asleep' 
CCi: C 34 qsi: r 'short' CCi: C adjectives 
0 
'clean' usually denote 
sizeg quality or 
bxi: l 'lazy' defect' (Talmoudi, 
1979), 
ACCA(C) 17 azraq 'blue' Usually these 
ablam 'dark' 
denote'co 
, 
lour or 
0 infirmity (Cohen, 
ahwal 'cross-eyed' 1975). 
Osici 'bald' 
A: n-suff- 10 3i: 9 a: n thungryl Usuallyp they 
ixed ýotSa: n 'thirsty' 
denote a physical 
0 or mental state. 
adjectives ýorqo: n 'sweaty' Some are in free 
variation with for'ha, -n thappyt CA: CiC adjectives. 
eg. ta5ba: n = 
ta6ib 'tired'. 
CA: Ci 15 ba: hi 'good, nice' 
texpensivel 
ImCAC,., 
AC 12 m: as: ox 'dirty' These are 
participial 
mdow: or $round' adjectives. 
mACCu: C 10 mojhu: r tfamous, These are also 
mahbu: 1 'crazy' 
participial 
adjectivs-s- 
i-suffixed 12 tu: nsi 'Tunisian' 
adjectives fu: qa: ni Itopf 
CAC: A: C 8 f haf: a: m 'shy 
fdeceitfull 
CV: C 4 mi: t 'dead' 
bi: q tnarrowt 
MtCAC: AC 7 mthckq-, aq 
? certain' 
mt)af: af 'angry' 
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The remaining adjective patterns are less common. There is no need 
to mention them in this section. 
B. Feminine 
Adjectiveso like participles and some nounsp form their fem--'Lnine by 
the suffixation of (A)* 
Examples: smi: n 'fat' smi: n a 
3iti a: n 'hungry, 3 i. -ia: na 
mctfhu: r 'famous# maShu: r a 
sxu: n thott sxu: n a 
fiur. - 'free' hur: a 
ýita: n 'naughty' fita: n a 
b ak :u :f 'dumb' bal4: U: S a 
tafifu: n 'cute' tafifu: n a 
miski: n Ipoort miski: n a 
Mi: t 'dead' Mi: t a 
mibya: r 'jealous' mityo: r a 
haS: a: m 'shy' haý: a: m a 
fia: r: thott(burn- ho: r: a 
ing sensation) 
The rule for final vowel deletion and metathesis (Rule 
(1)9 Chapter I) 
applies when relevant: 
W Final vowel deletion 
qo: fir ftenth' 
m: Cjs: ox Idirtyt m: os: x Q 
mnarvaz 'angry' mnarvz a 
mtwos: ut faveragel mtwos: 
t a 
*0a* 
ix: ir Ilastf ix: r a 
muxtur tdangeroust muxtr a 
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The feminine of /a: xir/ 'other' is not the expected */a: xrc)/ but 
/uxro/. /mdal: a1/IspoiledIq /mthuq: oq/ IcertainIq and similar 
examples (where the final consonant is the same as the preceding 
geminated consonant) behave in the following way: 
mdal: al. 'spoiled' /mdal: la/ [mdal: a] 
mthaq: oq 'certain' /mthQq: qo/ Cma t T5 Qq 
mt6of. -af 'angry' /mt ) Qf,. S a/ Fm6 tý "'J: a] 
(ii) Metathesis 
/ACCA(C)/ is the only pattern to which metathesis applies. Moreovery 
the following morphological rule also applies to it: 
Rule : Adjectives of the /ACrA(C)/ pattern lose their initial vowel 
in the feminine and in the plural. 
Examples: o fimcir 'red' *hmor o 'h am ro 
otroS 'deaf *troý a turf a 
If the second consonant of the feminine of an 
/ACCA(C)/ adjective is 
a semi-vowelv the vowel immediately preceding the semi-vowel is 
assimilated to it in the following way : 
/Ay/ is changed to /iy/ and 
/Aw/ is changed to /uw/, 
Examples: abyQb whitet *byQb a *boyb a 
biy6 
a5wal 'cross- *hwal a *hawl a 
fiuwl a 
eyed' 
/aima/ 'blind' . since it has only 
two consonantsp behaves in the 
following way when it is inflected for the feminine: 
/y/ is added 
after the stem, before the rule for metathesis 
is allowed to apply: 
aqma 'blind' *aýmay *ýMay a 
ýamy a 
The rule for vowel-lengthening 
(Rule(2), Chapter I) applies when 
relevant. 
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Examples: qwi 'strong' 
filu Isweet, 
mirxi loose, 
qwi: a 
h1u: a 
mirxi: 3 
The morphological rule stated in Chapter III (Rule (10)) applies when 
relevant. 
Examples: ba: hi 'nice, good' *ba: hi a ba: hy a 
3a: yi 'next' *ýa: yi a 3a: y: a 
miib--, i 'full, *miib: i a m5ib: y a 
mtrub: i 'well-behaved' *mtrub: -i a mtrul): y a 
Some uninflected adjectives are in the feminine. Their masculine 
counterparts are either suppletive or do not exist. 
Examples: Iiibla tpregnant 
Szu: za told (of a female)' 
The masculine counterpart of Azu: za/ is /ýa: yib/j but in some idiolects 
/qzu: z/ is also encountered. 
Finally, some adjectives cannot be inflected either for gender or 
number. 
Examples: qostli 'maroon' (colour) 
4P * 
wordi 'pink' 
kul: 'every' 
hmu -0 m 'bad' 
II. NUMBER 
Adjectives, unlike nounslare not inflected for 
dual. The plural lis 
used instead* 
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As in the case of nounsq the structure of the plural is generally not 
predictable from that of the singular, It willq howeverp be demonstr- 
ated that some plural patterns are more likely than others. 
A. Structure of theplural 
Like nounsp there are two main types of structure: suffixed structure 
and internal structure. 
1. Suffixed structure 
Two types of plural suffixes may be added after a singular adjective: 
/i: n/ and /A/ (Table II)o 
Table II 
Pattern -i: n ýA Other Total 
CA: CiC 52 2 54 
C Ci A, S 15 
15 
mACCu: C 9 1 10 
miCCA: C 4 
4 
mCAC-. AC 12 
12 
mCACCAC 2 
2 
mtCAC: AC 7 
7 
CVC: 3 4 
(c)vc: vc 1 1 
mcvc: i 3 
3 
mtcvc: i 1 
1 
mvccv(c) 
CV: C 
4 
3 
4 
4 
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Table II continued. 
Pattern -i: n ýA Other Total 
ccv 4 1 5 
CAC: A: C 8 
CV: C: 
7 2 3 12 
CVCA: C 1 2 3 
.., A: n 5 5 10 
ccu: c 1 2 
TOTAL 143 2 
NB. I have not included in the tables the adjectives that cannot be 
inflected. 
(a) im-suffixed adjectives 
These are, by far, the most common in the dialect. Indeedp as is 
shown by Table III out of two hundred and twenty plural adjectivesp 
one hundred and forty-three have an /i: n/ suffixo 
Generally, most examples belongirg to the singular patterns on Table 
Ifform their plural by the suffixation of /i: n/. For example, 
almost one hundred per cent of the adjectives with 
/CA: CiC/ singular 
pattern form their plural by the suffixation of /i: n/. one 
hundred per -ent of the adjectives with /CA: Ci/I 
/miCCA: C/9 /mCAC: AC/ etc. 
patterns do (see table). /i: n/ is suffixed to singular adjectives 
in the following way: 
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(i) CA: CiC_sinqular pattern 
Rule (1) (Chapter I) applies to the examples from this pattern, as 
a result of the suffixation of /i: n/. 
Examples: Sa: yih 'dry' ýa: yfi i: n 
sa: hil 'easy' sa: hl i: n 
fa: ri6 'empty' fa: rb i: n 
ýa: yib 'grey' (of hair) fa: yb i: n 
The plural of /a: xir/ 'other' is not */a: xri: n/ but /uxri: n/. 
(ii) CA. -Ci singular pattern 
Rule (11) (Chapter III) applies to the examples from this pattern. 
Examples: ba-. hi 'good, nice' ba: h i: n 
9a: li 'high' Sa: l i: n 
(iii) mACCu: C sin_2ular pattern 
Example: malhu: r 'famous' 
(iv) miCCA: C sinaular pattern 
Example: mizya: n 'handsome' 
malhu: r i: n 
I m. L. zya: n i: n 
(V) mCAC: AC singular pattern 
Rule (1) (Chapter I) applies to this pattern alsot and to the three 
following patterns ((vi), (vii) and (viii))* 
Example: mbah: ab 'golden' mbah: b i: n 
(vi) mCACCAC sin2ular pattern 
Ex2mple: mnarvaz ? angry' 
(vii) mtCAC: AC singular pattern 
Example: mthaq: aq I- c ert ai n 
mnarvz i: n 
mthaq: q i: n 
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(Viii) t_C)VC: VC singular pattern 
The only example of this pattern is : ixxir 'last' ixxr i: n 
(ix) CVC: sinqular-pattern 
Example-, nay: 'raw' nay: i: n 
(X) mCVC: i sinqular pattern 
Rule (11) (Chapter III) applies to the examples of this pattern. 
Example: m5ib: i tfullt mýib: i: n 
Similarly, it applies to the examples of the following pattern ((xi)), 
(xi) mtCVC: i sinquiar 12attern 
Example: mtrub-. i 'well-behaved' mtrub: i: n 
(xii) mVCCV C) sinqular pattern 
Rule (1) (Chapter I) applies to examples from this pattern which end 
in a consonantf while rule (12c) (Chapter III) applies to examples 
which end in a vowel. 
Examples: muxtur 
mirxi 
'dangerous' 
'loose' 
(xiii) CV: C sinqular pattern 
Example: 6i: q Inarrowt 
0 
muxtr i: n 
mirxy i: n 
bi: q i: n 
0 
(xiv) CCV singular pattern 
Rule (12b) (Chapter III) applies to this pattern. 
Examples: 6ki tintelligentt ý1<y i: n 
hlu 'sweet' h1w i: n 
(xv) CAC: A**C sinqular pattern 
Example: haf: a: m 'shy' haS: a: m i: n 
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(Xvi) CV: C: sin2ular pattern 
The sole example is : ha: r: 'hotl(burning sensation) 
(xvii) i-suffixed adjectives 
Example: mor: u: ki 'Moroccan' mor: u: k i. -n 
Notice that rule (11) (Chapter III) applies to this pattern. 
(xviii) CVCA: C sinqular patt8rn 
The only example is - sufa: 3 
(xix) Am-suffixed adje. ctives 
Example: forfia: n 'happy' 
(xx) Ccu: C sin gular pattern 
The sole example is : mfu,,, m 
tsavagel sufa: 3 i: n 
farha: n i: n 
'bad, ugly' mfu: m i: n 
(b) A-suffixed adJectives 
ho: r: i: n 
I 
Adjectives that form their plural by the suffixation of (A) are not 
very common (Table II)o 
(i) i-suffixed adjectives 
Some of these form their plural by the suffixation of 
(A)c 
Example: dzi: ri 'Algerian' dzi: ri: a 
Notice that the rule for vowel lengthening 
(Rule (2)9 Chapter I) 
applies to the above example, 
(ii) CAC: A: C sinq-ular pattern 
This pattern was described above, under 
Ii: n-suffixed adjectives'. 
The examples of this pattern 
that can form their plural by 
the suff- 
ixation of /i: n/ can also do it by the suffixation of 
/A, /. 
Example: haý: a: m i: n = haS: a: m a 
'shy' (plural) 
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2. Internal structure 
Table III 
ura1: 
Sing- CCA CuC, CCA CC CC CCA CCi CuC CCA CVC Cu: CCA: Oth- Tot- 
ular :C CA : Cic UC AC *CA CA, on C: C : A: CA Ccrl% er al 
A C 
Cci: 29 1 2 2 34 
C 
CCU: 2 
C 
CvcC 1 
u: n 
CVC: 1 3 4 
CCv 4 5 
CVCA 1 3 
:C 
CVC: 2 2 
U: C 
CCV: 
Cv 
CvCC 1 2 
V: C 
ACCA 
T16 17 
(C) 
CvCC v 
5 5 10 -A on 
9 10 
mACC 
U: C 
2 52 55 4 CA: C 
ic 
3 4 
CV: C 
2 9 12 
1 21 
3 
TOTAL 32 25 la 111 
. -- --i 
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(a) CCA: C 21ural pattern 
As is shown by Table IIIv this is the second most important plural 
pattern. 
CCi: C singular pattern 
Twenty-ninev out of thirty-four examples of this pattern, have a 
/CCA*oC/ plural pattern* The latter may be said to be the normal 
plural pattern Of /CCi: C/ adjectives, The remaining examples 
which belong to the /CCi: C/ singular pattern (that is those which 
have different plurals) may be included in the lexiconp together 
with their respective plurals. 
Examples: xfi: f 'light' xfa: f 
shi: h 'strong' sha*-h 
00 
b5i: f tslim I )ý a: f 
00 
(ii) CCu: C singular p. attern 
Examples are so rare (Table III) that generalizations do not seem 
possible. Thisq and other similar rare patterns shown in Table 1110 
are included in the lexicon. 
Example: sxu: n thott sxa: n 
(iii) CVCCu: n singulareattern 
/n/ is deleted in the plural : tahfu: n cute, 
(iv) CVC: singular p attern 
Out of four examplesv one has a /CCA: C/ plural* 
tha: f 
The second and 
final consonant slots of the plural pattern are filled 
by the 
geminated consonant of the singular: 
fiur: 'free' hro: r 
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(b) CUCCA 
_plural 
p attern 
This pattern is rare (Table III), 
CCi: C singular pattern mri: b filif murý a 
00 
(ii) CCV sin2ular pattern 
The final consonant slot of the plural pattern is filled by /y/ 
)ni 'rich' ýunya 
(c) CCA: CiC plural r- -pattern 
(i) CVCA: C singular pattern 
The second consonant slot of the plural pattern is filled by IwIS 
Sit, a: n 'naughty' Swo: tin 
00 
:C singular pattern (ii) CVC: u-, 
The second and third consonant slots of the plural pattern are filled 
by the geminated consonant of the singular. 
Example: bak: u: f tdumbt bka: kif 
(iii) CCV: CV singular eattern 
The third consonant slot of the plural pattern is filled by 
/y/: 
qzu: za told' (female) qza: yiz 
CVCCV: C singular pattern : miski: n 'poor' 
(d) CCuC plural pattern 
This corresponds to two singular patterns: 
M cci: c 
Two out of thirty-four examples have a 
/CCuC/ plural. 
msa: kin. 
Example: 'new' 3dud 
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(ii) ACCA(C) 
Sixteen out of seventeen examples have a /CCuC/ plural. In fact, 
the one example that does not, is the one without a final consonant 
(ie. /a5ma/ 'blind'), 
Examples: abyo6 'white' byu6 
o zraq 'blue' zruq 
(e) CCAC plural pattern 
Only one example is available a rbi 'Arabian' qrab 
(f) CCA: CA_plural, pattern 
(i) CCi: C sin2ular pattern, 
Example: fqi: r 'poor' fqa: ro 
(ii) CVCCV singular pattern : fiibla 'Pregnant' hba: la 
(iii) A: n-suffixed adjectives 
The second consonant slot of the plural pattern is filled by lwl, if 
the singular has two consonants only (excluding the final 
/n/). 
Examples: Jib5a: n 'not hungry' I ba: 9 a 
5irya: n 'naked? ýra: ya 
-3i. -ýa: n 'hungry' 3wa: 
9 a 
All of the above plurals (ie. plurals of A: n-suffixed adjectives) 
are in free variation with /i: n/-suffixed plurals. 
Examples: 5atfa: n 'thirsty' ita: 
fa = iatýa: n i: n 
fii; ya: n 'bare-footed' 'h; a: ya = 
hifya: n i: n 
(g) CCi plural pattern 
The only adjective with this plural is the one responsible 
for the 
optional consonant in 
/ACCA(C)/ singular pattern : 
aýma 'blind' 
11ými 
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(h) CUCCA: n p lural pattern 
Only one example is available ýu3 a: i- , courageous I Suýýa: n 
(i) CCAC: CA_p_lural pattern 
Similarlyp only one example is available. The third consonant of 
the singular is geminated in the plurals mahbu: l 'crazy' mhab: la. 
(J) CVC: A: C pluralpattern 
The middle consonant of the singular is geminated in the plural. 
3a-, hil 'ignorant' 3uh: a: l 
Sa: yib told' (male) fiy: a: b 
Notice that the plural of /fa: yib/ 'grey' (of hair) is /fa: ybi: n/. 
Example: Soiro: t fa: ybi: n 'a few grey hairst 
(k) Cu: CA Rlural pattern 
The only example with this plural belongs to the /CV: C/ singular 
pattern : mi: t 'dead' mu: ta. 
I 
(1) CCA*. 
_CCA 
elura p attern 
(i) CVCCV: C singular pattern qimla: q 'giant? ý'm a: lq a, 
(ii) i-suffixed adjectives : tu: nsi 'Tunisian' twa: nsa 
malrbi 'Moroccan' mbo: rba 
Notice that when the adjective has only three consonants (as in 
/tu: nsi/), the second consonant slot of the plural pattern is filled 
by 
B. Rules 
1. Explanation of the rules 
/ 
'- 
Since the most common plurals are the ones with an /i: n/ suffix, 
there will be no reference made to them in particular lexemes. As 
for the remaining pluralsq there will be a cross-reference in the 
lexemes concerned to their general phonological structure. 
Whenever a particular plural pattern is the plural of most of the 
examples of a particular singular pattern, it is mentioned in the 
I rules as being the plural of that singular pattern. The rest of the 
examples belonging to the same singular patternp but which have 
different pluralst and plural patterns which are rare, are listed 
separately in the lexicon. 
Rules 
Class (A) : adjective 
Number (A) ýS] singular or LPI plural 
Form (A) : LS] X& [p] X+ Yq Y= /i: n/ (143 adjectives) 
or Esl x19x1: CCi: C & 
[p] x21, x2: CCA: C (32 adjectives) 
or L 
or E OJ 
or [P] 
or E PI 
or E PI 
or E PI 
x3 
x5 
x6 
x7 
x9 
x3 ACCAC & 
x5 CCA: CA 
x6 CCA: CiC 
x7 CCA: CCA 
xB CuCCA ( 
x9 CVC: A: C 
fpý x40x4: CCuC (18 adjectives) 
(8 adjectives) 
(5 adjectives) 
(3 adjectives) 
2 adjectives) 
(2 adjectives) 
or LPJ X+Y 
/A/ (2 adjectives) 
III. THE COMPARATIVE DEGREE 
Two main types of comparatives may be distinguished: 
syntactic and 
inflectional. 
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1. Syntactic 
By thisq I mean those adjectives wh 
arative degreeg have to be followed 
(Talmo, udig 1979) : /akear/ 'more'. 
comparative degree of adjectives of 
Examples: ýimla: q 'giant' 
miski: n 1poorl 
hal: u: f tnaughtyt 
fiaý: a: m Ishyl 
friSk 'fresh' 
ich, in order to express the comp- 
by a 'post-adjectival phrase 
Generallyt /akoor/ forms the 
more than three consonants. 
ýimla: q : ikd::, r tgiantert 
miski: n okOar 'poorer' 
hal. -u: f ukeýjr 'naughtier' 
haf: a: m cAkOur 'shyer' 
f riS kqk @or tfresherl 
/(: zkOQr/ also usually forms the comparative degree of m-prefixed 
adjectives. 
Examples: mbah: ab Igoldent mýah: ab QkOQr 
masMu: m 'poisonous' masmu: m akear 
mi . 6yal-Or 'Jealous' miýyo: r ctkOar 
mnarvaz 'angry' mnarvaz ckE)or 
mthoq: oq 'certain' mthaq: c4q QkDor 
miib: i full, miib: i uk0or 
mtrub: i 'well- mtrub: i Qk@or 
behavedt 
mirxi 'loose' mirxi a k0ar 
'more golden' 
? more poisonous' 
tmore Jealous' 
'angrier' 
'more certain' 
'fuller' 
lbetter-behaved' 
'looser' 
/muxtur/ 'dangerous' has an inflectional comparative : 
/oxtor/. 
This may be because /muxtur/ has a synonym without an 
/m/ prefix 
/xti: r/. 
0 
Finallyp /akOar/ forms the comparative degree of i-suffixed adjectives. 
Examples: ýorbi 'Arabian' 5orbi ak(? cr ? more Arabian' 
tu: nsi tTunisiant tu: nsi Qke . -, 
A. 'more Tunisian' 
wardi 'pink' wordi Cýke. jr 'pinkerl 
0 
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/, zikE,, ar/ may or may not be followed by /min/ Ithant. 
The opposite of /Qk6ar/ is /oqal: / tless'. 
As will be shown belowq under tInflectionallp there are exceptions 
to the above generalizations. 
Inflectional comparative 
Some adjectives are inflected for the comparative degree. Three main 
patterns of comparatives are encountered. 
(a) ACCAC-patte, rn 
Generally, tri-consonantal adjectives, where the ultimate and 
penultimate consonants are distinctf have this comparative pattern. 
Examples: qsi: r 'short' a qsQr 'shorter' 
0 111 
smi: n Ifatt asman 'fatter' 
wa: siq 'wide' a ws aý 'wider' 
xo: yib ugly, oxyab tugliert 
sxu: n Ihott a sxon thottert 
Sito: n tnaughtyl afton Inaughtiert 
0 0 
Bi-consonantal adjectives of the pattern 
/(C)V: C/ behave in the 
following way: the second consonant slot of 
the comparative pattern 
is filled by lwl or /y/ depending on the quality of 
the vowel in the 
adjective. (Only Ci: C adjectives are availablep 
however, the fact 
can be established by means of nonsense words). 
Examples: bi: q 'narrow' u'b ya q 
'narrower' 
-3i: d 'thin' a3yad 
tthinnert 
Ideadt does not have an inflectional compa. Lativo dý-_gree : 
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/mi*-t ukt), ir/. 
Adjectives ending in /A: n/ or /u: n/ (where the consonant immediately 
preceding /A: n/ or /u: n/ is a full consonant) form their comparative 
after deletion of the /A: n/ or /u: n/ element, 
Examples: qatf a . -n 'thirsty' Ci ýt of tthirstierl 
t a1h f u: n cute I atýaf 'cuter' 
In / 3i: i a: n/ I hungry 19 the second consonant slot of the comparative 
is filled by /w/ .- 
/a3wai/ 'hungrier'. 
ACCA(C) adjectives remain unchanged in the comparative. 
Examples: a byo'b 'white' a by,, twhitert 
QS1 Q 'bald' a sic, tbalderl 
a5ma 'blind' aýma tblinderl 
Some m-prefixed adjectives -uhich might be called exceptions, have an 
/ACCAC/ comparative pattern. The prefix disappears in the comparative. 
Examples: m: Qs: Qx tdirtyl GMSOX 'dirtier? 
0 0 
mzow: ar tc"Leverl azwQr ? more clever' 
mrjfhuo*r 'famous' afhar 'more famous' 
mahbu: 1 'crazy' ahbal 'crazier' 
mizya: n thandsomet azyan 'more handsome' 
Similarly, some adjectives of more than three consonants have an 
/ACCAC/ comparative pattern. 
Examples: bak: u: ý 'dumb? abkaS 'dumber' 
qna: ydi Istubborn' aýnad 'more stubborn' 
(b) ACAC: pattern 
Generallyp tri-consonantal adjectives, where the ultimate and pen- 
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ultimate 'full' consonants are identical or geminatedp have this 
pattern. 
Examples: bni*. n tsavoury' 
Istrongy right' 
hmu: m 'bad' 
fio: r: 'hot' (burning 
sensation) 
mur: 'bitter' 
aban: more savouryl 
stronger, more 
correct' 
aham: 'worset 
ahar: 'hotter' 
amar: 'more bitter' 
/hur: / Ifreet forms its comparative in the following way: 
/hur: QkOar/ 'freer' 
Some m-prefixed adjectives with identical ultimate and penultimate 
consonants have an /ACAC: / comparative pattern. 
Example: miýfia: fi 'mean' afah: 'meaner' 
ACCA Rattern 
Generallyv bi-consonantal adjectives have this pattern. 
ExamQles: ýSni 'rich' Qbna 'richer' 
6ki 'intelligent' abka 'more 4Lntelligent' 
hlu 'sweet' ahla 'sweeter' 
'b 0: 1i 'expensive' a6la 'more expensive' 
so: fi 'clear' asfa 'clearer' 
Notice that/ba: hiý Iniceq good' has a suppletive comparative 
xi: r 'better, nicer'. 
Adjectives ending in /A: n/ or /u: n/ (where the consonant immediately 
preceding /A: n/ or /u: n/ is /y/) form their comparative after 
deletion of the /A: n/ or /u: n/ elementp and the final 
/y/. 
Examples: malya: n full? amle 'fuller' 
ýiy: a: n Itiredt Q9ya 'more tired' 
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The above two examples and other similar examples are in free 
variation with 18yntactict comparatives. Indeedt in some 
idiolectst the latter is more often used. 
Examples: malya: n ak()or imore full' 
ýiy: a: n akear 'more tired' 
Tri-consonantal adjectivesq where the two final consonants are gemin- 
ated semi-vowels$ have an /ACCA/ comparative pattern al3o. Howevert 
againo the comparative with /okGor/ is more often used. 
Examples: hay-, 'alive' ahya = fiay: cýkeox Imore alive' 
nay: trawl anya = nay: ok6ur 'rawer' 
Comparatives are not inflected either for gender or for number. 
Examples: hu: a otwal min uxtu 
0 
uxtu otwal min: u 
a 
hu: ma oýna min: a 
'he is taller than his sister' 
this siter is taller than him' 
? they are richer than us' 
3, Rules 
Class (A) : adjective 
Degree (A) comparative or 
[P] positive 
For [I] Cl + 'd or Vlý + 
tO 
or C2 + V2 + C3 + or Y m (Z) :t .0 
or LIIJ Cl + tP or Vlý +C2 + or 
V2ý + C3, C2 = C3 
or 
[jjýj Cl + ýd or Vlj + C2 + V2 
r- + Cl + C2 +V+ C3p VA Form (A) : LC & Ij V 
or LC & IIJ V+ Cl +v/+ C2 + C3 
or 
CC & IIIJ V/ + cl + C2 +V/ 
IV. THE GREE 
comparative adjectives may have a superlative value. 
In this case, 
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the comparative is usually immediately followed by the noun which it 
qualifies. 
Examples: bu: h Qbna ro: 75il filbla: d 
'his father is the richest man in townt 
hu: a aqwa wa: hid 
'he is the strongest' 
ha: 'Oi aban: ma: kla kli: t ha 
tthis is the tastiest food I Ive ever eaten' 
-L 
As may be seen from the examples, the noun following the superlative 
may or may not be followed by the preposition /fi/ 'in', 
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CHAPTER VI : CLITICS 
I. CRITERIA FOR CLITIC STATUS 
A. Clitics versus inflectional affixes 
Arnold M. Zwicky and Geoffrey K. Pullum (1981) postulated saix criteria 
for distinguishing between three 'simple clitics' and three 
inflectional affixes in English, I shall start by applying those 
criteria to some possible clitics in order to show that they are not 
inflectional affixes. 
Criterion (A) postulates that 'clitics exhibit a low degree of 
selection with respect ot their hosts... ', that isp they 'can 
attach to words of virtually any category'. 
Prepositions in the dialect can attach to several different categories. 
(In the examplesp clitics are underlined), 
Examples: 
Noun r3`3q min olmcl: nya 
Cr3'ai mn Qlma, onya] 
Adverb a: na ma: ýi min hu: ni 
L 
a: na ma: ji mn hu: nij 
Adjective min sxu: n wal: a ba: rid 
mn sxu: n wal: a ba: ridl L- -j 
the came back from Germany' 
'I am going this way' 
'it became cold after it had 
been hot' 
Similarly, the conjunction /wa / land' can attach to different 
categories. 
Examples: 
Noun ra: 31l wa mro 'a man and a woman' 
w mrcj 
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Verb yoqra wa yiktib 'he reads and writes' 
Lyaqra wYiktib] 
Adverb hu: ni wa ýO: di there and there' 
W61 Lhu: ni a: di] 
Adjective hu: a kbi: r wa. mri: 6 'he is old and sick' 
hu: a kbl: r w mri: b 
The interrogative pronoun /a: f/ can also attach to different 
categories. 
Examples: /a: f/ twhat' 
Verb a: 5 na5mlu 'what shall we do? ' 
-i Lfnoqmlu] 
Preposition a: f bi: h twhat's the matter with him? ' 
L. Lbi: h] 
Adjective a: f xi: r min ha: 6a 'what's better than this? ' 
II- Sxi: r m3nha: baJ 
Similarly, personal pronouns can attach to verbst preposions and other 
pronouns (including interrogative pronouns). 
Examples: 
Verb [f ihm ik mli: "hj the understood you well' 
I 
Preposition [fu: q ik sarfj 'do you have any change 
(on you)? 
[fa: fu biql6hum lba/: ri 'yesterday they saw each other' Pronoun 
Interrogative [fku: nu h6ý: ka 'who is he? ' 
pronoun 
When suffixed to a noun, the personal pronoun has a genitive value. 
Examples: kta: b ik fyour book' 
ýad. - q this grandfather? 
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Notice that personal pronouns are not 'simple Clitics'q butp as we 
shall see latert belong to what Zwicky (1976) termed 'special clitics'. 
Criterion (8) postulates that 'there are no arbitrary gaps in the set 
of host-clitic combinationsto Indeed, there is no nounp for example, 
which cannot be combined with the conjunction /wa/ or its clitic 
form ýwj* 
Pho Criterion (C) postulates that 'there are no morphonological idiosyncrac- 
t\ 
ies within clitic groups. Hosts are unaffected by these cliticsv and 
the clitics themselves have allomorphs distrubuted by general rules'. 
In other wordsp there are no cases where a particular 'clitic group' 
shows an unexpected structure. This happens,, however, with inflection- 
al affixes. The plural, in the dialectf for example, is not always 
formed by the suffixation of /A: t/ but there are cases of internal 
change, suppletiong etc. 
Criterion (D) postulates that 'there are no semantic idiosyncracies 
for clitic groups... no cases where the contribution of these clitics 
to sentence meaning is not identical to the contribution of their 
associated full forms', The clitic group in the sentence thib: 
tcl5malj 1what do you want to do', for exampleg has the same meaning 
as the non-clitic group in /a: f thib: toý'mal/. 
I A- Criterion (E) postulates that syntactic rules ... cannot affect clitic 
groups'. That isp a combination of a word and a clitic 
is not 
viewed as a 'unit', but as separate entities. 
ýkta: bi-j fmy booklt 
for examplep would be treated by syntactic rulesq as a noun 
followed 
bY a possessive pronoun. 
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Criterion (F) postulates that 'clitics can attach to Material already 
containing clitics'. 
Examples: L sami ik- the heard you' 
'I 
f sam9 
/ik Li 'did he hear you? ' 
[lba': rih] Iyesterdayt 
[ma ýUftu: f m'ýlba: riý] 'I haven't seen him since 
yesterday' 
The [m] in [m-)lba: rih-'l is accounted for by the clitic [mn] having two :j 
allomorphs : [Mj' before the article /l/ or its variants (see below, under 
'Article') and Emn] elsewhere. 
Since the six above-mentioned criteria were postulated in order to 
distinguish between clitics and inflectional affixes, it follows that 
the prepositiong conjunctionp interrogative particle and pronoun, to 
which the criteria appliedp are not inflectional affixes. Howeverp 
can we say, at this stageg that they are clitics? It remains to 
demonstrate that they are not independent words. 
B. Free or bound words? 
The evidence for dependency is mainly phonological. 
Evidence from stress 
As was mentioned in Chapter I (under 'Stress'), clitic pronouns and 
Consequent- 
aff. i. xes are treated by stress rules as part of 
the word. 
ly in certain casest the stress of a particular word may shift 
its 
position. 
Examples: y10 ro 'he hits' ýyQýrýb kuml 
the hits you(pl. )' 
[tifhim] 'she under- [tifhim huM] 'she understands 
stands' them' 
Evidence from the rules for vowel lenqthening. and 
final vowel 
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deletion and mptnthesis 
Vowel lenatheninq 
Example: ýyiýri: hum] 'he buys them' (yiýri + hum) 
Final vowel deletion 
Exarýip 1 es: ýld: iXwa: ni f arks ID 'he was searched by the customs 
officer' 
LbGg 
_-tu m8: tit] 
Metathesis 
Examples: xm U] L c1f 
- 
4 Lsubi 
'hi3 nose' 
'my finger' 
3* Evidence from immobility 
(xfam + U) 
(sbui + i) 
0 
(bugrit 
There is no alternative order to such combinations as the following: 
gtci: hu: I hum 
0 
*qtq: hum 1 hu 
40 
sraq hum li 
*srQq li hum 
'he gave it to them' 
the stole them from me' 
4, Evidence from. non-coordinability 
The morphemes in question are not coordinable. Indeedg such 
constructions as the following are not permissible: 
*[fUftu wha] 
*[ýt(4: hu: 1i wlikj 
0 
it to me and you' 
(for [fuftu wýufthai, l saw him and her' 
'he gave : Iik (for ýtQ: hu: li w L 
All of the above evidence shows that the morphemes 
in question are not 
'his cow died' 
(farkas + u) 
independent words. 
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C- Subject affixes 
Some of the criteria applying to clitics seem to be satisfied by 
subject affixes also. For exampleg 'there are no arbitary gaps in 
the set (of verb-subject affix) combinations' (Criterion 0), Similar- 
ly, there are 'no cases where some particular (verb-subject affix) 
combinationv shows an unexpected phonological form' (Criterion C). 
Such differences as the ones found in the following pair of examples 
are accounted for by general rules (see also Chapter III under 
'Subject affixes'): 
kitb it kta: b 'she wrote a book' 
qra: t kta: b ishe read a book' 
The difference in the structure of the third person feminine suffix 
/i4%, 
I/ is due to the latterts having two allomorphs : [-it] and L-t]* 
Finallyp 'there are no semantic idiasyncracies' for a combination of 
a word and a subject affix (Critterion D). Such a combination would 
always refer to subject. The remaining three criteria postulated 
by Zwicky and Pullump would show subject affixes to be inflectionai 
affixes rather than clitics : subject affixes vexhibit a (high) degree 
of selection with respects to their hosts ... I 
(Criterion A). Indeedv 
they can only attach to verbs* 
Examples: yiktib the writes' 
tuxru3 fshe goes out' 
Similarly, a combination of a word and subject affix is treated as 
a 'unit? by syntactic operations (Criterion E)e 
Finallyp 'clitics can attach to material already containing clitics' 
whereas subject affixes cannot (Criterion F). Indeed$ 
the operationt 
combining a word with a subject affixg is always prior 
to the one 
adding other elements. 
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Example : yiSri 
yi5ri: h 
yifri: hu: li 
'he buys' 
'he buys itt 
'he buys it for me' 
The criteria described above* then, do not show for certain that 
subject affixes are not clitics, There iso howeverv at least one 
more factor which is against subject affixes being clitics : there 
is no phonological re'Lationship whatsoever between subject affixes and 
their 'full formsIt as can be seen by comparing the list of subject 
affixes in Chapter IIIp Section 19 with the full forms given below. 
II. RANGE OF CLITICS IN THE DIALECT 
Here, I shall adopt the classification of Zwicky (1976). 
A. Simple clitics. -, 'cases where a free morpheme, when un- 
accentedv may be phonologically reducedt. By this definitiong 
most prepositions, some conjunctions and interrogative particles 
and the article could be 'simple clitics'. 
(i) Prepo. s. itions 
Examples: - bi ? of' 
- ii ttol 
II 
[do: r bzUl: z byu: ti 
[a: na ma: fi ldoi: ri] 
two-roomed house' 
am going home' 
As will be shown laterg under tSpecial cliticst, 
the preposition 
/li/ takes a different shape when it is combined with object 
pronouns. 
-min 'from' 
ýxr' m" 12'bl a :dj the left the countryt "3 
(ii) Conjunctions 
Example: - wa land' 
Lqqt: u: s wkalbj a cat and a 
dog' 
(Iii) 2ronoun 
Example: a. &_L 'what' 
[Ifam: a f"t: alvzal 'what's on television' 
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Notice that the Iclitic forms are derived from the full forms by 
processes' (Zwickyv 1976). In most cases, the vowel of the 'full 
formt is deleted. In the case of /min/, as was mentioned above, the 
clitic has two allomorphs: Foný and ýni] . 
The article 
-(i)l 'the' hil: lba: b [lba: b, , open the door' 
a'ýti: ni lqlam ý1-"qlamj tgive me the pent 
0 
The /l/ of the article assimilates to the consonant immediately after 
itq if it is either an inter-dental or a dental and alveolar or a 
palatal (excluding the semi-vowel). 
Examples: 'the wolf' 
d: a: r] 'the house' 
3: ir fi : n] tthe neighbours' 
Special clitics : fcases where an unaccented bound formo 
acts as a variant of a stressed free formq with the same cognitive 
meaning and with similar phonological make-up'. 
Examples: 
1. Personal pronouns, 
(a) Free forms: 
a: na 'me I 
inti 'Youl(sing. ) 
hu: a thiml 
hi -0 a 'her' 
ahna 'us I 
untum = 'youl(pl. ) 
untu: ma 
hu: ma 'them' 
/untum/ tyouf(pi. ) is in free variation with 
/untu: ma/* 
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(b) Bound forms 
Direct object pronou_ 
-- 
ns 
ni 'met na 
Wk Iyoul(sing. ) kum 
(u)(h) thiml hum 
, us I 
'youl(pi. ) 
'them' 
ha 'her' 
These pronouns are added after verbs, 
The second person singular pronoun /(i)k/lyoul behaves like the third 
person feminine subject suffix /it/. It is pronounced Cik] 
immediately after a consonant, and [k] immediately after a vowel, 
Similarlyp the third person masculine direct object pronoun is 
pronounced [uj immediately after a consonantv and Ch) immediately 
after a vowel. Furthermore, it is changed to /hu/ whenever it is 
followed by an indirect object pronoun. Finallyp notice that the 
gender distinction is only made in the third person of the singular. 
Examples: smai ni 'he heard me' 
samT ik 'he heard yout 
sami u the heard him' 
ýtq: ni 'he gave me' 
k 'he gave you' 
itq: h the gave him' 
ktib hu: li the wrote it to me' 
4; t Q: hu: li the gave it to me' 
0 
(ii) Indirect object pronouns 
These are composed of the preposition 
/li/ and direct object pronouns. 
As was mentioned abovet under 'Simple clitics't the preposition 
/li/ 
takes a different shapep that is 
/il/, when combined with object 
pronouns. Furthermore, /il/ has two allomorphs : 
tilý immediately 
J --ely after a vowel. after a consonant and 
[11 immediat 
The first person singular direct object pronoun 
/ni/ is changed to 
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/i/ when combined with /(i)l/, 
Indirect object pronouns 
Singular 
Wl i 
(i)l ik 
Ml u 
Wl ha 
Plural 
(i)l na 
(i)l kum 
Ml hum 
Examples: ktibt il ha -, wa: b 
bu: h fra: korhba 
um: u mQftit 1u ýoiru 
lat person 
2nd person 
3rd person 
tyou(sing. ) wrote her a letter' 
this father bought him a car' 
'his mother combed his hair' 
Notice thatp in the last examplev the /i/ of /il/ has been deleted in 
accordance with the rule for final vowel deletion and metathesis 
(Rule (1)1, Chapter I)* 
2e Genitive pronouns 
These are attached to nouns, prepositions and other pronouns* 
(a) Apart from the first person of the singular, genitive pronouns 
are s--*Amilar to direct object pronouns. The same changes occur 
depending on the final radical of the 'host'. 
Examples: kt a: b ik Iyour(sing. ) book? 
ktabu this book' 
kursi: k tyour(sing. ) chairt 
kursi: h this chair' 
wqfid ik 'only you(sing. 
)' 
wQhd u 'only him' 
wrQ: k 'behind you(sing. )l 
wro: h 'behind him' 
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When followed by a genitive pronounv plural nouns ending in /i: n/ 
and historical dual nouns ending in /i: n/9 lose thej-'Lr final /n/. 
Examples: mudi: ri: n theadmasters' mudi: ri: k 'your head- 
masters 1( sing. 
ydi-, n 'hands' ydi: kum 'your(pl. ) 
hands' 
/mu6un: i: n/ 'singers' behaves in a different way: it does not lose 
its final /n/. 
Example: mOun: i: n kum 'Your(pl. ) singers'. 
This is to avoid confusion with the singular counterpart /mAun: i/ 
I singer I. 
Example: muLn: i: kum 'your (pl. ) singer, 
The equivalent of English possessive pronouns minep yoursq etc. is 
formed by the suffixation of a genitive pronoun to the genitive 
particle /mta: 5/9 
Example: lkta: b ha: )a mta: ýu 'this is his book' 
Similarlyq the equiva-lent of English 'have' (denoting possession) 
is formed by the suf fixation of a genitive pronoun to the preposition 
/q and/ (), 
Example: 5and ha zu: z dyq: r Ishe has got two houses' 
(b) First person singular genitive_2rono-un 
(i) Nouns, preeosittions an_d_ ero-nouns 
The first person singular genitive pronoun 
is /i/ if the final radical 
of the 'host' is a consonanto 
Examples-, ka: s i Imy glass, 
bi: d i 'myself' 
ýku: n i 'who am IV 
is of a /cVC/ patterno the When the 'host' to which 
/i/ is suffixedt t-. 
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final consonant of /CVC/ is geminated: 
Examples: min 'from' 
min: i 'from me -(because of me), 
(ii) Nouns 
The first person singular genitive pronoun is /ya/ if the final 
radical of the 'host' is /u/ or /i/ (including plural nouns ending in 
or (A)#( the latter only -in masculine singular nouns 
and plural nouns of the CCA pattern. ) For the remaining nouns endiLng 
in (A)p see the section on 'Dual' in Chapter IV and the section on 
'Nouns ending in (A)' below. 
Examples: tri: ku: ya 
swa: ri: ya 
mumaO: li:. ya 
9ja: ya 
nsa: va 
'my pullover' 
fmy shirts' 
'my actors, 
'my dinner' 
Imy women, 
It is /Ay: a/ in historical dual nouns ending in /i: n/. 
Examples: sa: q im 'legs' 
sa: q ay: a Imy legs, 
Sim i: n 'eyes' 
ýi: n ay: -a 
'my eyes, 
wa: ld i: n 'parents' 
wa: ld ay: a 'my parents' 
The phenomenon of CCVC plural nouns geminating their 
final consonant 
before a vowel-initial suffixt which was noticed 
by H. Wise (1979) in 
the dialect of Kerkenna, is absent'. from the dialect of 
Tunis* What 
happens instead is either of the following: 
metathesis, which occurs whenever the stem contains 
three full 
ungeminated consonants : 
Examples 1 
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Examples: ktub 'books' kutb i 'my books' 
flis 'buttons' fils ik 'your(sing. )buttons' 
s ncxb 'statues' scknb u 'his statues' 
ý addition of the 
_qenitive Pa7ticle/mta: 
ý/j which occurs in all other 
cases, 
Examples: kwiS 'bakeries' kwif mta. 
6 i 'my bakeriest 
kwur 'balls' kwur mta: 5u 'his balls' 
qbub 'domes' qbub mta: 5ik Iyour(sing. ) domes' 
kbub 'balls of wool' kbub mta: 5i 'my balls of woolf 
Notice that the four above examples may be followed by a consonant init: 
suffix: kw ij na four bakeries' 
kwur kum Iyour(pl. ) balls' 
qbub hum ttheir domest 
kbub ha 'her balls of woolt 
(iii) Other 
The first person singular genitive pronoun is 
/ya/ if the final 
radical of the 'host' is a vowel. 
Examples: fi 'in, to' 
fi: ya 'in met to me' 
Mýa 'with' 
m9a: ya 'with me' 
bahýa 'near' 
bafiba: ya 'near me' 
There are at least two prepositions which 
behave in a different way. 
j but /jli: yýa/ 'for me, as in Ala/ 'for' does not yield */qla:. yta 
/yinfid ýli* 'he is asking for me'. Thisq moreover, 
is typical 
. yýa/ 
of the whole paradigm. 
Example. * ýli: k 'for you' 
qli: hum tfor themtq etc. 
similarly 
/lJ, / 'to, for' does not yield */li: ya/v although 
the latter 
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possible in some idiolectsq but /lay: a/ 'to meg for me'. 
restricted to the first person of the singular: 
Singular Plural 
lay: a li: na lst person 
li: k li: kum 2nd person 
li: h li: hum 3rd person 
li: ha 
This is 
The relationship between 'special clitics' and their 'full forms' is 
not so straightforward as the one between 'simple c-litics' and their 
'full formst. tMost investigators of special clitics, seem to have 
assumed that there is no rule-governed phonological relationship 
and that the distribution of forms is essentially a lexical matter' 
(Zwickyg 1976)o 
ce 'Bound wordslq tcases where a morpheme that is bound and 
unaccented, shows considerable syntactic freedomq in the sense that it 
can be associated with words of a variety of morphosyntactic 
categor-ies'. The interrogative particle 
/; i/ and the negative particle 
/ma.. f/ fit the above definitiong in the sense that 
they do not 
have 'free or accentedlcounterpartsv and that 
they1can be 
associated with words of a variety of morphosyntactic 
categories'. 
I 
-L 
h : ba] 'have you seen this film? 
' 
ExampleS: Verb fuft I lfi: lim a 
Adjective 
PartiSiple 
Verb 
Prepostions and 
Genitive Pronouns 
L_bni: nii 13ftu: rl 
[ma: fj: ýi ldo: rik_l 
[inti ma qri: tf 1 kta: b] 
/ 
los-- ( Lma fu u--- flu- J 
fis it a tasty lunch' 
'are you(sing. ) going hoine' 
'you(sing. ) haven't read 
the book' 
the doesn't have any 
money(on him) ' 
In all of the above descriptiorr of cliticsp 
there were examples Of 
'proclitics ' 
(preceding the word to which they are attached) and of 
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sencliticst (following the word to which they are attached')e 
III* NOUNS ENDING IN LAI 
In Chapter IV9 in the section on the 'Dual', it was mentioned that 
singular feminine nouns ending in (A) delete that (A) and replace it 
by the feminine suffix /it/9 when they are followed by a dual 
suffix, When the suffix is a clitic or when the noun is followed by 
some other category (noun or other) with which its relationship is 
tpossessivel, the above rule needs to be amended: Rule (1) : Singular 
feminine nouns and plural nouns ending in (A), except from the CCA 
patterng delete that (A) and replace it by /it/* 
Examples: bagro fcow, 
bagrit ha 'her cowl bogrit wa: hid tsomebody's cowl 
ustla 'buckets' 
00 
ustlit na four buckets' 
*a 
ustlit sami: ro 
00 
'Samirals 
buckets' 
suri: a 'shirt' 
suri: it ha 'her shirt' suri: t ik 'your(sing. ) 
shirtt 
In the last examplep the first element of 
/ it/ has been deleted in 
accordance with the rule for final vowel deletion and metathesis 
(Rule (1). Chapter I). 
suri: it wlid la boy's shirtt 
As was mentioned in Chapter IV, Section 
1119 nouns belonqing to 
the 
pattern / ... Vo. CCA/ where 
the final consonant is a semi-vowel, 
behave 
in a different manner from their counterpart 
with a ifullt final 
consonant : 
/y/ is pronounced only when it is fol-lowed 
by a vowel. 
When fc)llowed by a consýonantt 
/y/ is deleted* 
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Examples: sfin: a: rya fcarrots' 
I 
sfin: a-. ryit kum 'your carrots' 
*sfin: a: ryt 
The vowel Of /it/ has been deleted in accordance with Rule 
Chapter 
s-f in -. a: rt tmy carrots' 
mubi: lya tfurniturel mubi: lyi'k, ha 'her furniture' 
*mubi: lyt ik mubi: lt ik fyour(sing. ) furý-,, iturel 
IV. MORPHOLOGY OF ENCLITICS 
Generallyq the suffixation of a particular Iclitic' to a partIcular 
'host' follows regular phonological rules: 
1. Final vowel deletion 
Examples: *tisriq u tisrq u 'she robs him' 
*Yiktib il i yiktib 11 the writes to met 
*yifran il ha yifrl5 il ha 'he is happy for hert 
ku: rla 'ball'* ku-. rit ik ku: rt ik tyour(sing, ) ball' 
2. Vowel lenqthenin 
Examples: ýtcý: ni 
Sra: hu: 
0 
kckrni: k 
ba: hi: 51 
3, Metathesis 
Examples: fhim 
fihm ik 
ktub 
kutb i 
the gave met 
'he bought it for met 
'your(sing. ) notebook' 
'is it nice? ' 
the understood' 
'he understood you(sing. 
) 
lbookst 
'my books' 
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Some 'host-clitic' combinations, howeverg show special morphology: 
Rule (2): The third person feminine suffix /it/9 for example, 
geminates its /t/ before a vowel-initial suffix. 
Examples: ick rbit 
kal: mit 
, she drank' 
ishe spoke to' 
jarbit: 
kal: mit: ik 
'she drank it' 
kitbit 'she wrote' 
she spoke to 
you(sing. )l 
kitbit: il na 'she wrote to 
ust 
Notice that the /t/ in */kitbit il ik/ 'she wrote to you(sing. )l does 
not geminatep because the vowel following it is deleted in 
accordance with the rule for final vowel deletion and metathesis 
(Rule (1)v Chapter 1) : /kitbit 1 ik/o 
Rul : Secondlyq the final non-affixal consonantg when it is the 
f inal radical 9 of a stem containing one short vowel . geminates 
bef or e 
/il/., 
Example ktib 'he wrote' ktib: il na the wrote to us' 
Notice that the final consonant of */ktib il i/ does not geminatep 
because the vowel following it is deleted in accordance with Rule 
Chapter I: /ktib 1 i/ 'he wrote to me'o 
Rule (4)_ : Thirdlyt when immediately following a vowel, 
the subject 
suffix /u/ is changed to 
lwl before a suffix* 
Examples: yQqra: u 
0: wha ycxqr . 
bda: 
bda: wh 
nifri: u 
ma nilri: w5 
ma nijri: whj 
fthey readt 
tthey read it(fem. )t 
'they begant 
tthey began it (masc-) t 
? we buy' 
lw, -- don't 
buy' 
'we dontt buy it' 
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ncx9ti: u 'we give, 
a 
nd9ti: whu: lu twe give it to him' 0 
(Note that the object pronouns treat lwl as a vowel : 'they began it 
(masc. )IP for example, is not */bda: w u/ but /bda: wh/). 
Fourthlyp notice that the rules always apply from right to left. 
Examples: waSwaS 
*waýwaS 
*Wajwaj il ha 
'he whispered? 
wa waJ li 
waf wf il ha 
the whispered to me' 
the whispered to her' 
Finallyt as was mentioned by David Cohen (1975)t /qu: l/ 'say' behaves 
in a different way from other verbst when the indirect object pronoun 
/il-/ is attached to it. The /t/ of the third person feminine suffix 
/it/. does not geminate before a vowel and the /i/ of the /it/ suffix 
deletes in accordance with the rule for final vowel deletion and 
metathesis (Rule (1) 1 Chapter I) : 
il na 
*qo: lit il na 
qo: l il na 'she said to us' 
Furthermoreq in the imperfect and imperativaq the long vowel of the 
stem i-- shortened and the vowel of 
/il/ (ie. /i/) is deleted* 
Examples: *n qu: l il ik 
*n qul il ik 
nqul: ik 
*qu: l il ha 
*qul il ha 
qul: ha 
tj say to you(sing. )l 
'say to hert 
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